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ABSTRACT

An approach is developed for computing sensitivity indices for correlated input data

in an environmental management model. The method modifies the Generalized Sen-

sitivity Analysis technique for simulation models to make it applicable to analyses in

which both optimization and simulation models are applied.

This approach is demonstrated for a risk equivalent seasonal BOD waste load al-

location program for multiple dischargers for a case study based on the Willamette

River in Oregon. The case study considers uncertainty in summer and winter tem-

peratures and flows at five monitored stations on the river. The analysis was done for

three DO standards and six different summer and winter season length combinations.

The results obtained indicate that seasonal waste management programs should

identify and accommodate the uncertainty in the input data bases. The sensitivity

indices obtained for the seasonal flow and temperature data were different for the

different management decisions analysed. Higher DO standards produced higher

sensitivity indices and the mean of the sensitivity indices of the uncertain input

data for each DO standard peaked at a summer season length of 3 months. It is

demonstrated that for the Willamette River, summer conditions are more important

than those of winter for maintaining water quality under such programs. It is also

shown that the system design is more sensitive to the three most downstream gauging

stations on the river, rather than the two upstream stations.
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Chapter 1

INTIìODUCTION

1.1 General

There has been a rapid increase in the development of mathematical models for a

wide range of applications in the past three decades as a result of the large improve.

ment in computational accuracy and time offered by computers. Advances in the

field of operations research have also contributed to the sudden rise in mathematical

modelling. Many of these models employ very complicated or advanced computa-

tional techniques aimed at improving the efficiency of planning and management of

the systems they represent. For example, well represented models such as those for

business, industry, and national defence have proved to be highly efficient and rela-

tively reliable, and have been highly utilized. In fact, optimization models used to

enhance planning and management in industry have been very successful and greatly

accepted by decision makers. In two different surveys of several top corporations in

the United States, Turban (1972), and Thomas and DaCosta (1979) indicated that

nearly half of the companies reporting had special departments engaged mainly in

operations research. Turban surveyed a sample from Fortune's 1969 list of the top
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500 companies, while Thomas and DaCosta surveyed a sample from Fortune's 197b

list of the top 500 corporations, the largest 100 industrial firms in California, and the

financial institutions in California.

Despite their claim to closely represent the systems they describe and their accep-

tance a¡i management aids in business, industry, and national defence, mathematical

models are seldom used by planners and managers in other areas of application. Mod-

els of environmental systems are in the class of complex models which planners and

managers have rarely used over the years. The widespread rejection of the seemingly

efficient environmental models is due in part to the uncertainty in their output. When

reviewing uncertainty analysis in water quality models, Beck (1987) wrote:

"Most of the evidence suggests that the current models of water quality, in

particular, the larger models, are easily capable of generating predictions to

which little confidence would be attached. Yet there have been few case studies

of the truly large scale models, and the challenge that they present has not

been adequately met. In this respect, much remains to be done.'

This thesis develops a technique for computing an index of uncertainty associ-

ated with input data for complex environmental management models. The overall

approach determines the contribution of the uncertainty in input data to the model

output uncertainty. This approach is demonstrated for an innovative water quality

m¿rnagement model for the Willamette River in Oregon.

L.2 {Jncertainty in environmental systems

Uncertainty in environmental model output is caused by inexact or poor representa-

tion of the system and by incomplete or inaccurate input data. Poor definition of the
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structure of an environmental model may arise from the lack of complete knowledge of

the physical, chemical, and biological relationships between the output and the input

data andtf.o* the existence of unmodelled, unknown, or unquantifiable components

or aspects of the system. Simplifying assumptions made in the model formulation,

such as the use of a one-dimensional transport model to represent a two-dimensional

system, may also introduce random variance in the model output. The problem

of poorly defined systems can be addressed by obtaining a better understanding of

the system mechanics, avoiding unnecessary assumptions, and using widely accepted

methods of modelling.

Uncertainty in input data is caused by measurement errors and by the stochas-

tic nature of most environmental systems. Measurement errors are attributed to:

variation in replicate.laboratory or in-situ measurement; spatial variation at a given

sampling location (e.g., flow or dissolved oxygen measurement across the width of a

river or through the water column); temporal variation during the sampling period,

and in the case of a river, longitudinal variation over a specified length. Most en-

vironmental models are built using limited data and lump sum reaction parameters.

The actual system behaviour, therefore, is often different from what is produced by

the model. The model output may result in failure to meet a management objective

or in gross over-design of the management solution. Bven under situations where

input data quality is very Bæd, there is still the uncertainty due to the effects of

stochasticity and of possible climatic change on environmental systems.

In water quality simulation models, the sources of uncertainty include insufficient

data and errors or stochasticity in water discharge and temperature measurements.

There is also some uncertainty in the estimates of reaction coefficients and river

velocity obtained from empirical relationships. Given the stochastic nature of these

parameters and the limited available data, a management decision based on the output

from a deterministic water quality simulation model could result in a high rate of
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policy failure.

Water quality data collection is expensive and data is sometimes difficult or even

impossible to obtain. Therefore, available data for design will often be limited and

inaccurate. In such cases, it would be useful to estimate the degree of certainty of

model outcome. Evaluating the sensitivity of model output to uncertain input data

is one way of estimating certainty of model outcome. Traditionally, the sensitivity of

environmental models to uncertain input data is computed with one of the following

approaches:

1. First Order Error Analysis (FOEA),

2. Sensitivity Analysis; and

3. Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS).

Although, these techniques have been extensively used by researchers in environmen-

tal system studies (see, e.g., Voelkel, 1978; Lettenmaier and Richey, 1979; Whitehead

and Young, 1979; Burn and McBean, 1985; Uber et al., 1g85; and Song and Brown,

1990), they have some weaknesses. Detailed descriptions of these approaches and the

advantages, disadvantages, and limitations of them are given in Chapter 3. Spear and

Hornberger (see, e.g., Spear and Hornberger, 1980; and Hornberger and Spear, 1981),

have developed and applied a fourth technique for uncertainty analysis for complex

environmental simulation models called the Generalized Sensitivity Analysis (GSA).

This thesis develops a modified version of the basic GSA technique which may be

applied to environmental management problems. GSA gives quantitative estimates

of the sensitivity of model output to input data and parameter uncertainty, which, in

addition to estimates of costs and benefits, is useful information for the environmental

manager in assessing alternative management policies.
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1.3 Innovative water quality management models

In many aspects of water pollution control, public concern and consequently public

policy have demanded strict, often conservative, or unrealistic management strategies.

In an effort to reduce the social cost of waste management, researchers have attempted

to design water quality management policies that reduce pollution and minimize the

total cost of waste treatment. Traditionally, non-seasonal water quality management

programs have been designed to assist decision makers in managing quality in river

systems. A non-seasonal program is a management plan which is the same for all

periods in a year and is based on annual critical river conditions. These programs do

not take advantage of the increased assimilative capacity of a river at certain times

of the year.

Recent work in water quality management has focussed on seasonal waste treat-

ment programs that reduce pollution abatement costs further by taking advantage of

the dynamic nature of the assimilative capacity of a stream. Under these programs,

different waste removal levels are required in different seasons of the year based on

the assimilative capacity of the stream in those seasons. Some of the innovative man-

agement programs are, Seasonal Transferable Discharge Permit, Seasonal Least Cost,

and Seasonal Uniform Treatment Programs (see, e.g., Hargett and Seagraves, 1979;

O'Neil, 1980; Reheis et al., 1982; Boner and Furland, 1982; Ferrara and Dimino, 1985;

Kilgore, 1985; Eheart et al., 1987; Rossman, 1989; Lence et al., 1990). These man-

agement models have demonstrated that seasonal programs achieve substantial cost

savings relative to non-seasonal programs in many river basins. There has however,

been concern about the ability of these innovative models to achieve water quality

levels comparable to the traditional non-seasonal ones.

Seasonal risk equivalent models (Rossman, 1989) are designed to give a risk of

water quality violation which is equivalent or comparable to the non-seasonal pro.
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Srams in addition to achieving significant cost efficiency in waste treatment. One such

program which is designed for river basins with several dischargers is the Minimum

Average Uniform Treatment Risk Equivalent Seasonal Discharge Program (Lence et

al., 1990). The modified GSA approach which is developed in this thesis is demon-

strated using a case study based on the risk equivalent seasonal program designed by

Lence et al. (1990).

L.4 Research objectives and scope of work

This thesis presents an approach for analysing the effects of uncertainty in input data

on the uncertainty in the predictions of environmental management models. The

work has the following objectives:

1. develop a modified GSA technique for correlated input data,

2. develop an approach for using the GSA in a management context, and

3. demonstrate the approaches developed in objectives (1) and (2) with a seasonal

Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD) matragement program for the Willamette

River Basin in Oregon.

The contributions of the uncertainty in the individual input data to model output

uncertainty is computed in the form of s€nsitivity indices for seasonal BOD manage-

ment models. These indices are analysed for systems under different management

assumptions, such as different water quality goals and different season length combi-

nations. The sensitivity indices obtained in this analysis could help improve decision

making for the control of water pollution in the Willamette River Basin by identifying

the input data that are important to the model output.
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The literature in the two areas of uncertainty analysis in environmental systems

and innovative water quality management models is reviewed in Chapter 2. Chapter

3 gives brief explanations, advantages, and disadvantages of traditional methods of

uncertainty analysis for environmental models. The GSA technique for environmental

simulation models is presented in Chapter 4. Next, the modified version of this tech-

nique which was developed in this research is presented. This technique is applicable

to environmental management models which are based on optimization and simu-

lation and which have correlated input data. In Chapter 5, the Minimum Average

Uniform Treatment Risk Equivalent Seasonal Discharge Program for the Willamette

River Basin is discussed and used as a case study for the methodology developed in

Chapter 4. Results obtained for this case study are discussed in Chapter 6, and a

summary and conclusions are given in Chapter 7.
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He concludes that although much research has been conducted on the analysis of un-

certainty in the development of mathematical models for water qualit¡ the problem

has not been totally addressed. He also discusses the future directions of uncertainty

analysis, and speculates on the development of novel techniques such as artificial in-

telligence in knowledge representation and manipulation for use in model structure

identification and model output prediction.

Most of the studies on uncertainty in water quality models utilize First Order

Error Analysis (FOEA), Sensitivity Analysis, or Monte-Carlo Simulations. FOEA es-

timates model output mean and variance from input parameter means and variances.

The model output variance is then used as an index of model output uncertainty.

Sensitivity Analysis denotes the contribution of an uncertain input parameter to the

uncertainty in the model prediction as the rate at which the model output changes

with this uncertain parameter. Monte-Carlo Simulation develops statistical proper-

ties of the model output, which are used to characteúze the uncertainty in the model

response, by randomly generating a number of model realizations from selected in-

put data. The random input data are selected from their fitted probabiiity density

functions.

FOEA was first proposed for use with water quality models by Burges and Letten-

maier (1975). They apply FOEA to a stream dissolved oxygen-biochemical oxygen

demand (DO-BOD) model. Since then, it has been widely used by many researchers

in modelling water quality for different types of water bodies and different pollutants

(Lettenmaier and Richey, 1979; Reckhow, 1979; Scavia, 1980; Scavia et al., 1981a,

1981b; Beck, 1981, 1983; Chadderton et al., 1982; Walker, 1982; van Straten, 1983;

and Malone et al. 1984).

FOEA is applied to an optimization model by Berthouex and Polkowski (1970).

They predict system output uncertainty for an optimization model of an activated

sludge waste water treatment plant, as a result of input parameter uncertainty using
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the method of variance propagation (FOEA). A 7To to 12% increase in total cost

is obtained when uncertainty is included in the design. Burn and McBean (1985)

employ chance constraint programming to optimize a water quality planning model

and characteÅze the uncertainty inherent in the random inputs using FOEA.

Sensitivity Analysis has been widely used for uncertainty studies in wastewater

treatment plant design (see, e.g., McBeath and Eliassen, 1966; Chen et al., 1970;

Tarrer et al., 1976; Tyteca, 1981). Chang (1967) develops sensitivity equations for

models that could be represented by sets of algebraic, differential, and difference

equations using the mathematical definition of sensitivity. To illustrate the use of

the sensitivity equations developed, he applies them to a model of a simple chemical

reactor which has an uncertain kinetic rate coefficient. His work also includes a

study of the design of robust systems by incorporating sensitivity constraints in an

optimization model of the reactor.

Tarrer et al. (1976) expand the optimizationmodel of the activated sludge wastew-

ater treatment plant developed by Berthouex and Polkowkis (1970). They perform

sensitivity and perturbation analysis on the expanded model and indicate that sen-

sitivity analysis is useful in determining which direction input parameters should be

perturbed to obtain a robust design.

Voelkel (1978) uses a type of sensitivity analysis called perturbation analysis to

calculate sensitivity coefficients for a waste water treatment plant model. He ranks

the importance of the perturbed parameters by the magnitudes of their sensitivity

coefficients, the degree of nonlinearity of the model output with respect to the uncer-

tain input parameters, and the number of nonfeasible points encountered during the

analysis.

Uber and Brill (1990) develop a general sensitivity constrained nonlinear pro-

gramming (SCNLP) technique for nonlinear optimization models. This technique

10
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optimizes a collection of sensitivity based design criteria including a first order esti-

mate of variance, reliability, and robustness of the system performance. The authors

observe that the solutions obtained '¡rith SCNLP are only approximations to system

performance uncertainty but could be used for (a) generating alternative solutions,

(b) exposing the tradeoff between system output and uncertainty which is not obvious

in complex systems, and (c) gaining more insight into the model performance. The

technique is applied to designing a simple hypothetical heat exchanger in which the

objective is to minimize the effiuent temperature sensitivity subject to a constraint

on the total heat exchanger area. The results indicate that minimizing the sensitiv-

ity of the heat exchanger design is significantly different from the traditional design

approach of minimizing heat exchanger area. An application of the SCNLP approach

to the design of wastewater treatment plant is also discussed.

The SCNLP technique is subsequently applied to the design of a typical wastewa-

ter treatment plant (Uber et al., 1991b). Uber et al. (1991c) then apply this approach

to the design of a comprehensive, activated sludge treatment plant (the non-linear

minimum cost wastewater treatment plant model developed by Tang et al., 1987).

The robustness measure evaluated in this work considers uncertainty in 55 model pa-

rameters. The SCNLP technique is used to generate a trade-off curve between total

system cost and robustness. The results obtained are consistent with typical designs

developed in practice. For example, in order to obtain a favourable robustness for

the variance in effiuent BOD, longer activated sludge mean solids residence time is

required in contrast to the short solids residence times which are typically chosen in

least cost designs.

Two of the many advantages offered by computers are speed and accuracy in

mathematical computations. These two features have made MCS the most popular

technique for uncertainty analysis in environmental systems (see, e.g., Argentesi and

Olivi, 1976; Lettenmaier and Riche¡ 1979; DiToro and van Straten, 1979; Beck et al.

11
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1979; Gardner et al. 1980; Fedra, 1983; Gardner and O'Neill, 1983).

Whitehead and Young (1979) use an MCS to derive probability distributions for

daily BOD and DO levels at two points in the Bedford Ouse River in Central England.

The sensitivities of the resultant DO and BOD values at selected locations to input

parameter uncertainty are assessed by comparing the probability distributions for

stochastic simulations of the water quality with those observed at corresponding loca-

tions. It is shown that the output is insensitive to input parameter uncertainty when

the latter is estimated using the multivariable Instrumental Variable-Approximate

Maximum Likelihood (IVAML) time series algorithm. However, results from simu-

lations with a 10% increase in the reaeration coefficient show a positive shift in the

cumulative probability distribution of DO of approximately 1.5 mgll compared to

the observed distribution. The authors further show that the BOD and DO at two

downstream sites, Olney and Clapham, ¿ùre sensitive to the effiuent discharge rate at

Milton Keynes, which is about 55 km upstream of Clapham.

Results of applications of First Order Error Analysis for uncertainty analysis in

environmental systems have very often been compared with those from MCS to eval-

uate their efficacy (e.g., Burges and Lettenmaier, 1975; Hornberger, 1980; Walker,

1982; Scavia et al., 198lb; Song and Brown, 1990). Song and Brown (i990) compare

results of an FOEA and MCS analysis for a modified Streeter-Phelps dissolved oxy-

gen model. They conclude that results from these two uncertainty analysis methods

compare favourably with each other. The mean values of the predicted DO deficit for

the two techniques are not significantly diferent at short travel times, and the largest

difference between the standard deviations is about 25T0.

Correlation among input parameters has a significant effect on model output. In

fact, if the correlation structure among uncertain input parameters or data and their

effects are ignored, results obtained from uncertainty analysis may grossly underes-

timate the actual uncertainty in the model. Song and Brown (1990) also investigate

12
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the effects of input data uncertainty on model output uncertainty using FOEA, Sen-

sitivity Analysis, and Monte-Carlo Simulations. The authors perform uncertainty

analysis for both correlated and uncorrelated input parameters for a hypothetical

river. It is shown that the standard deviation of the predicted DO deficit is 20-40T0

larger for correlated inputs than it is for uncorrelated inputs. Although only a gen-

eral estimate of the correlation among the input parameters is used, the results give

a clear indication of the effects of correlated uncertain input data on model output

uncertainty.

Ponnambalam and McBean (1990) use a chance constrained programming model

of a hypothetical acid rain abatement program to show that the optimal program cost

(i.e., the optimization model output) is a non-linear function of the significance level

for the chance constraint, and the variances and covariances among the uncertain

input transfer coefficients. With this example, they show that correlation among

input parameters should not be ignored in uncertainty analysis.

Spear and Hornberger (1980) develop an innovative approach for the analysis of

uncertainty in environmental simulation systems called the Generalized Sensitivity

Analysis (GSA). They use the GSA to compute the indices of sensitivity of observed

system behaviour to uncertain input parameters. The sensitivity indices obtained are

used to identify critical uncertainties in a phosphorus based model for eutrophication

in the Peel Inlet in Western Australia. The method utilizes MCS, a classification

algorithm, and a statistical analysis. The MCS is used to simulate Aadophora and

phosphorus concentrations given uncertainty in 19 input parameters. A qualitative

binary classification definition is used to categorize each simulation output and its

associated uncertain input parameter set. The classification algorithm determines

whether or not a particular Monte-Carlo Simulation output mimics the known system

behaviour (e.g., actual concentrations from sampling programs). Simulation results

that resemble the known system behaviour are called a behaviour and the others

l3
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are called a non-behaviour. The parameter sets are then classified as belonging to a

behaviour or a non-behaviour class according to the outcome of their corresponding

simulated model response. The Kolmogorov-smirnov (K-S) goodness of fit test is

then used to test for the separation between the cumulative distribution functions of

the behaviour and non-behaviour classes for each uncertain parameter. The authors

assume zero induced covariance among the uncertain input parameters since there

is no significant correlation among them. They conclude that a parameter is impor-

tant in simulating results in either of the two classes if the cumulative distribution

functions of that parameter for the behaviour and non-behaviour groups are signif-

icantly different. The K-S sample statistic which measures the separation between

the two behavioural data groups for each parameter is used as a sensitivity index

to rank the importance of that uncertain input parameter in the model. Based on

the results from the GSA, Spear and Hornberger (1980) conclude that seven of the

19 uncertain parameters in the eutrophication simulation model are not important

for defining the binary classification. They suggest that future research areas for the

Peel Inlet study should include investigation of mechanisms of deposition, release, and

remineralization of nutrients in the sediment, and of certain aspects of the physiology

of. Cladophora.

The GSA technique for simulation models is restated and explained by Hornberger

and Spear (1981). They present further analysis required when the assumption of zero

induced covariance (i.e., no correlation) among input data is not valid. The authors

use a principal components transformation to remove any correlation among uncertain

input data before proceeding with the analysis of the separation of the transformed

parameters. However, they do not develop any sensitivity indices for the original

uncertain parameters.

The extended GSA technique with induced covariance among uncertain input pa-

rameters is illustrated for a simple hypothetical problem with a three-dimensional
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parameter space. The hypothetical example has significant correlation between two

of the three parameters. However, a univariate analysis (i.e., an analysis based on the

original untransformed parameters) indicates that only the uncorrelated parameter

is significant at the 99% confidence level. Subsequent use of a multivariate analysis

(principal components analysis) shows that the other two parameters are also impor-

tant in simulating a behaviour or a non-behaviour. This technique is also applied

to the phosphorus model for the eutrophication of Peel Inlet. The authors conclude

that because of the small induced covariance among the 19 input parameters, much

of the discriminating information between the behaviour and non-behaviour groups

for the Peel Inlet problem is concentrated in mean shift, making univariate analysis

adequate.

Humphries et al. (1984) apply the GSA technique to a nitrogen based model of

the eutrophication in the Peel Inlet. Their work is a preliminary analysis to iden-

tify processes in the nitrogen cycle that are important for simulating the eutrophic

behaviour of the Peel Inlet, and consequently to plan research studies. It is shown

that nitrogen limitation of Cladophorø growth rarely occurs. Results obtained from

this study and from field and laboratory data collected after 1978 confirm conclu-

sions from an earlier study of the phosphorus based model (Hornberger and Spear,

1981; Spear and Hornberger, 1980), hence indicating the appropriateness of the GSA

technique.

Spear and Hornberger (1983) use the GSA to select a set of design parameters

for a waste treatment lagoon which discharges into a river. The parameters selected

maximize the probability of maintenance of the DO level in the river. Spear and

Hornberger adopt a single reach DO model for the River Cam (developed by Young

and Beck, 1974), and define the binary cla.ssification as whether or not a specified

DO criterion is met. By changing the ranges for the design parameters, the authors

show that the acceptable behaviour of the controlled process câ.n be attained with
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a probability of 84To. However, they observe that significant effects on performance

could result from modest levels of process parameter uncertainty, and suggest that

additional attention be given to the design of robust parameters for environmental

systems.

GSA is subsequently applied to a water quality and hydrological model for the

Shenandoah National Park, in Virginia (Hornberger and Cosby, 1985b). It is demon-

strated that (i) simulation models can be utentatively calibrated", (ii) the data most

likely to provide a stringent test of the model can be identified, and (iii) potential

problems with model identifiability can be exposed in a preliminary analysis using

the GSA technique.

Regional calibration of a sulfate dynamics model for the Shenandoah National

Park is also performed with a GSA (Hornberger et al., 1986). The authors indicate

that, when data is sparse, traditional methods of parameter estimation for environ-

mental systems are inferior to the GSA approach.

2.2 Innovative water quality management models

Traditionally, waste discharge management programs have been designed using the

same design conditions for the whole year. These programs, referred to as non-

seasonal programs, use some annual critical low flow (e.g., the 7-day average low

flow which has a return period of 10 years), temperature (e.g., the highest temper-

ature on record), and background condition (e.g., typical non-point source pollution

contributions) as input data for the design of the management model.

There has been a recent move by researchers to design seasonal or dynamic waste

discharge management programs that utilize changing stream assimilative capacity

and achieve environmental quality at least cost. For example, in spring when flows
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are high and temperatures and decay rates are low, streams have the capacity to

assimilate a larger amount of BOD waste than they do in summer months. Designing

different waste removal levels for the different seasons generally results in higher total

waste discharge and possible cost savings compared to those that result under non-

seasonal waste discharge programs.

The management strategies that have been studied by water quality researchers

can be classified as direct regulation or incentive based. The former consists of uniform

or zoned uniform treatment and least cost programs while the latter include programs

that employ subsidies, effiuent charges, and transferable discharge permits (TDPs).

Seasonal variations of the above management strategies have been developed to take

advantage of the dynamic assimilative capacity of the receiving water body (see, e.g.,

Hargett and Seagraves, 1979; O'Neil, 1980; Reheis et al., 1982; Boner and Furland,

1982; Kilgore, 1985; Ferrara and Dimino, 1985; Eheart et al., 1987; Rossman, 1989;

Lence et al., 1990). Bach of these programs exhibit cost efficiency when compared to

similar non-sea¡ronal management strategies.

O'Neil (1980) uses a linear programming model to determine the optimal discharge

policy for a hypothetical seasonal TDP management strategy for the Lower Fox River

in Wisconsin. The results indicate that, for a water quality goal of 6.2 mgf I, cost

savings of approximately $23 million could be achieved by using the seasonal TDP

program instead of a non-seasonal uniform treatment policy.

Boner and Ferland (1982) use a seasonal discharge program to study the man-

agement of BOD, nitrogenous, and thermal wastes in a stretch of the Chattahoochee

River near the City of Atlanta. The study shows that substantial cost savings over

a non-seasonal program could be achieved by utilizing the dynamic assimilative ca-

pacity of the river. About ISTI of. the total year-round nitrification and secondary

treatment cost, l0% of the total capital cost, and 23To of the user-charge cost (i.e.,

expansion debt service and coverage for local capital costs and all additional oper-
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ation and maintenance costs) could be saved if a seasonal program is implemented

instead of the static one proposed.

Lence (19S5) develops methods of analysis and assessment for Dynamic Trans-

ferable Discharge Permit programs. She identifies three TDP programs capable of

exploiting dynamic environmental conditions for the control of BOD waste. These

programs are Seasonal Static, Dynamic Feedforward, and Dynamic Feedback Permits.

Seasonal Static Permits allow a constant rate of discharge during a time period in

the year designated as a 'season'. Dynamic Feedforward Permits index the allowable

discharge to observed environmental conditions (e.g., flow and temperature) while

the Dynamic Feedback Permits relate allowable discharge to the official water quality

indicators which influence and are influenced by the pollutants (e.g., the available DO

in streams). She rais.es questions regarding the combination of possible policy choices

that would yield the highest cost efficiency, the type of control mechanism, and the

location of monitoring devices (stream gauges or DO meters) that would produce the

most efficient and reliable DO control system. Kilgore (1985) shows that a two season

TDP program could achieve a cost savings of up to 30To over a single season TDP

program for the Willamette River in Oregon.

Although there is no dispute about the superior cost efficiency of seasonal waste

management programs compared to non-seasonal ones, there are concerns related to

the increased risk of water quality violation, the increased amount of information

requirements, the administrative complexity, and the operational difficulty of these

Programs. Nonetheless, it has been argued that the significant cost savings from the

dynamic programs would justify continued investigation of this management approach

(Eheart et al., 1987; O'Neil, 1980; Lence, 1985; Kilgore, 1g85).

The basis for comparison between the seasonal and non-seasonal progr¿üns is only

valid if the risk of water quality violation is the same for both types of programs. The

arclaimed cost efficient seasonal models allow a larger waste discharge into the stream
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and therefore are more likely to cause a violation of the water quality standard or

goal. Most of the other concerns about dynamic waste management programs (i.e.,

increased information needs, administrative complexity, and operational difficulties),

can be expressed in monetary terms. Risk of water quality violation or certainty of

model outcome however, cannot be quantified in the same monetary terms. Risk

Equivalent seasonal programs have therefore been developed for dynamic programs

(Rossman, 1989). These programs refer to risk as the probability of incurring a water

quality violation, and are designed to maintain the same risk and level of water quality

standard ¿ui non-seasonal programs.

Rossman (1989) presents a waste discharge program that varies with the natu-

ral assimilative capacity of the receiving river body and maintains the same risk of

water quality violation as static water quality management programs for the single

discharger case. He defines risk as the probability of incurring one or more water

quality violations in a given year, and uses a non-linear programming model to find

the seasonal discharge limits that minimize total cost while keeping an acceptable

risk of water quality violation. The model is applied to controlling ammonia toxicity

and BOD, chlorine, and lead effiuents in the Quinnipiac River in Connecticut and

the Uncompahgre River in Colorado. In both river basins it is demonstrated that the

risk-based waste load allocation is more cost efficient than the existing practice (i.e.,

non-seasonal management program) for that system.

Two Risk Equivalent seasonal waste discharge programs for river basins with

several dischargers are developed by Lence et al. (1990). They adopt the definition

of risk from Rossman (1989). The two management programs have objectives of

minimizing average uniform treatment and maximizing total waste discharge. BOD

waste management for the Willamette River in Oregon is used for a case study, and it
is demonstrated that both seasonal programs have significant cost savings compared

with a non-seasonal model with the sarne risk of water quality violation. The authors
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investigate effects on the total waste treatment cost due to (1) the summer season

length for a two-season program and (2) the DO standard. They show that the

optimal length of the summer season ranges from two to five months depending

on the water quality goal. Although a high cost efficiency is demonstrated for the

Risk Equivalent seasonal programs, the authors express concern about a possible

increase in environmental damage relative to the corresponding non-seasonal program,

and suggest that future research be directed towards developing new measures that

account for environmental damage. This damage can then be incorporated in the

design of Risk Bquivalent seasonal discharge programs.

There is still some pessimism about the performance of the risk equivalent seasonal

programs, and uncertainty analysis for these models would be desirable. Seasonal

programs are generally more complex and require more information than non-seasonal

programs. For example, while year-round BOD waste discharge programs use design

flows from low flow seâsons and design temperatures from summer, seasonal models

need design information for all seasons of the year. Some of this design information

is either unavailable or unreliable for certain periods of the year (e.g., winter flows).

There is therefore a higher level of uncertainty in the input parameters for seasonal

Programs than for non-seasonal ones. Model output uncertainty is also expected to be

higher for the former. To date, no work has been conducted on uncertainty analysis

for the innovative risk equivalent seasonal waste management programs.
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Chapter 3

TRADITIONAT METHODS OF

UNCERTAINTY ANATYSIS

Three common methods have been applied for analysing uncertainty in environmental

system models. These methods are:

o First Order Error Analysis (FOEA);

o Sensitivity Analysis; and

r Monte-Carlo Simulation.

This chapter describes these techniques and discusses their advantages and disadvan-

tages.

3.1- First order error analysis

This method estimates model output mean and variance from input data means and

variances. The estimated output variance is taken as an index of the uncertainty in
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the model prediction resulting from uncertain input data. The technique uses a first

order Taylor Series approximation of the functional relationship between the model
:

output and the input data, and the means and variances of the input data, to estimate

the model output mean and variance. The variances of the input data indicate the

uncertainty in the input data and a¡e assumed to explain the uncertainty in the model

output. The method assumes infinitesimal changes in input data about their mean

values. Normally, it estimates only the first two moments of the model output, and

consequently may not give the a complete probability distribution of the output. For

a mathematic¿l model defined by:

Y - z(x) (3.1)

where

Y = model output;

X: a vector of input data; and

Z -- functional relationship between

the matrix form of the original FOEA

the uncertain input data is given as:

input data and model output,

expressions which includes correlation among

EIY = z(x)

where

x
EÍY

a

gr

ElYYri _ ar^ø¡Xxr1"

(3.2)

(3.3)

vector of means of X;

expectation of Y;

vector of partial derivatives of. Z with respect to X;

transpose of a vector or a matrix B.

and
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3.1.1 Advantages and disadvantages - FOEA

FOEA is'a useful tool in instances when only approximate values of the means and

variances of the model output are required from estimates of means and variances of

input data, and when the model is approximately linear. It is not computationally

intensive and does not need much computer time and memory. Although this method

of uncertainty analysis has been extensively used, it has some limitations, which are

discussed below.

FOEA assumes a linear relationship between output function and input data.

This is not true for most environmental systems. If the second derivative of the

response function (i.e., the functional relationship between the model output and

inputs) with respect to the uncertain input data is not approximately zero, significant

errors in the input data will cause the estimated model output mean and variance to

be biased and large errors may result. Using Taylor Series expansions to propagate

the variances of the input data assumes that these variances are very small. However,

variances of uncertain input data that are encountered in environmental systems are

significantly greater than those which would produce acceptable results using Taylor

Series expansion. Expected errors or variances in environmental systems model input

data are generally greater than 10%. In fact, input data errors up to 1000% have

been observed for some analyses (van Straten, 1983).

The error propagation technique used in FOEA estimates the variance of the

model output based on the variances of input data and the relationships between the

rate of change of output to the given input data at one point in the input data space.

This may give large errors in the estimation of the output variance for a highly non-

linear model, where the rate of change of model output is very different for different

points in the input data space.

This technique requires the use of the derivatives of the model output with respect
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to input data to estimate the output va¡iance. This makes it impossible to apply the

FOEA method to mathematical models which are not diferentiable. If the model is
.

mathematically complex, numerical differentiation may have to be used. This can

cause serious problems with the application of FOEA.

3,2 Sensitivity analysis

Sensitivity of a model response to input data is defined as the change in the model

output per unit change in a particular input datum. This definition is the basis for

both the analytical and numerical approaches for computing sensitivity coeficients

or indices. The numerical approach is normally called perturbation analysis. In most

applications these two techniques are used to compliment each other.

3.2.1 Analytical sensitivity analysis

This approach computes uncertainty as the partial diferential of model output with

respect to the individual uncertain input datum. Like FOEA, the basic expression for

an index of uncertainty is derived from Taylor Series expansion. For a mathematical

model defined by:

Y - z(x)

the sensitivity of the model outcome to input datum X¡, is given by:

(3.4)

s, = 
a?\!) 

.i - ax;. (3.5)

From Equation 3.5 the sensitivit¡ ,9¡, computed with this approach is for a single

point in the input data space.
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The analytical sensitivity approach has been extended by some researchers to

analyze uncertainty in optimization models (see, e.g., Chang, 1967 and Uber et al.,

1985). For details of these modifications and their applications, the interested reader

is referred to Chang (1967), and Uber et al. (1985, 1991a). Modifications to this

approach include weighting the sensitivity coefficients obtained to reflect concerns

about uncertainty in various input data.

3.2.2 Advantages and disadvantages - Analytical sensitivity

analysis

The analytical sensitivity approach is an approximate but simple method for estimat-

ing model output sensitivity to input data. It is a useful method when only model

output uncertainty about a point in the model output space is required, and when

the probability distributions or uncertainties in the input data are not known. For

differentiable mathematical models, if the uncertainty in the input data cannot be

quantified, it is the most useful of the three traditional methods discussed in this

chapter.

Since this approach is calculus based, it also has many of the disadvantages that

were discussed for FOEA. The sensitivity obtained for an input datum is evaluated

at one point in the uncertain input data space. Therefore it reflects the significance

of that input datum at the point where it is evaluated and does not give the overall

importance of the input data in the entire input data range for non-linear models.

Furthermore, the degree of uncertainty inherent in the input data is not related to

the sensitivity, ^9¡, computed.

Evaluation of the differentials can pose considerable problems for large complex

environmental system models especially management models with a large number

of constraints. Uber et al. (1985) developed sensitivity equations for a non-linea¡
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optimization model for a waste treatment plant design. When describing the solution

technique used in the case study they wrote:

"The coefficient matrix for the system of linear equations to be solved may be

large and very sparse, depending on the model structu¡e. The coefficient matrix

for the waste water t¡eatment plant model considered in this work contained

lese than 5.0% ton-ze¡o elements. In this case decomposition of the coefficient

matrix by standard Gaussian elimination techniques may not proceed well.

Also, a poorly scaled coefficient matrix will result if the NLP is poorly scaled

and this could affect the solution accuracy."

The authors also noted that, if the model variables have a high interaction or are

poorly scaled the mathematical model may be ill-conditioned and the optimization

process would proceed poorly and often stop at a non-optimal point. Such a sub-

optimal solution may result in sensitivity coefficients which are grossly in error.

3.2.3 Perturbation analysis

This method of sensitivity analysis is more common than the analytical approach

because it is straight forward and avoids the problems associated with evaluating

differentials in complex environmental models. For this method, model realizations

are obtained by varying input data values in small amounts. To obtain a complete

picture of the model sensitivity to a given input datum, the input datum may be varied

in the entire uncertain range for all possible combinations of the other uncertain data.

Normall¡ these results are presented in a graphical form for analysis where model

output would be plotted against each uncertain input datum.
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3,2,4 Advantages and disadvantages - Perturbation analysis

Perturbation analysis is not constrained by the differentiability of a mathematical

model. Two-dimensional graphs of model output against each uncertain input datum

can be obtained. The graphical representation gives a good picture of the model

output characteristics within the input data ranges considered. This method of un-

certainty analysis can be used even if the mathematical model is not differentiable or

is discontinuous. It is therefore useful for analysing model output uncertainty when

the model is complex and when there are few input data.

The sensitivity of model output to an input datum does not only depend on the

particular input datum which is being perturbed but also on the values of the others

which have been kept constant. Therefore, a large number of analyses and results

are required to completely describe how model output changes with respect to the

uncertain input datum for environmental systems. Perturbation analysis completely

disregards any correlations that might exist among uncertain input data. Inferences

made from results obtained with this technique for highly correlated input data could

therefore be inaccurate. Although large changes in input data can be examin.d by

this method, it only gives approximate values for the rates of change of output to

uncertain input data.

3.3 Monte-Carlo Simulation (MCS)

This technique is the most widely accepted and applied approach for uncertainty

analysis in environmental system modelling. In fact, most researchers compare re-

sults obüained from the other common methods of uncertainty analysis with those

obtained from Monte-Carlo Simulation. The analysis involves fitting distribution

functions for the uncertain input data and generating a number of model output
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realizations by randomly selecting model inputs from the fitted parent probability

distribution functions. The random selection of input data from the fitted distribu-

tions ensures that all uncertain input data used in the analysis maintain their parent

probability distributions and reflect the degree of uncertainty in them. One common

procedure for selecting the input data is to break each random input datum into two

terms, a fixed mean and a random compotrent which is a function of its variation. The

random component is generated by multiplying the standard deviation of the datum

by a normalized random number obtained from a normal random number genera-

tor. The uncertain input data used for the simulation can therefore be represented

mathematically as:

sÇi :X; * e;¡

value of input datum i generated during simulation j;
mean value of input datum i (from its parent distribution); and

random component for input datum i during simulation j.

(3.6)

After the appropriate number of simulations have been performed, summary

statistics are evaluated or a distribution function is fitted to the model output to

obtain an idea of the uncertainty in ihe model realizations. The technique is simple

and easy but capable of giving a good overall picture of model response uncertainty

(i.e., the range and distribution of simulated response) to all the input data distribu-

tions used. The usefulness of MCS becomes very apparent for highly non-linear and

complex models where analytical solutions for indices of model output uncertainty

are difficult or even impossible to obtain.

where

X;j

X;

e;j
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3.3.1 Number of simulations

An important criterion of the MCS approach is that the distribution functions for the

input data samples selected for the Monte-Carlo analysis are similar to the resþective

parent distributions. The similarity between these sample distribution functions and

the unknown but utruen parent distributions for the input data is a function of the

number of simulation runs (Whitehead and Young, 1979). The adequate number of

simulations depends on the following:

o the type and complexity of the model and output distribution;

o the number of uncertain input data; and

o the distributions or ranges of the uncertain data.

The more complicated a model and its output distribution are, the larger the

number of simulations that will be required. Of course, increases in the number of

uncertain input data used in the analysis will result in increases in the number of sim-

ulations. If the range of an input data is widened, a larger number of Monte-Carlo

simulations will be necessary to obtain a distribution similar to the fitted parent

distribution. There is no standard method for obtaining the appropriate number

of Monte-Carlo simulations. Normally, an experiment is conducted to obtain the

number of simulations necessary to give statistically stable output results. Spear

and Hornberger (1980) used the Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Renyi statistics to deter-

mine the number of adequate simulations. However, some researchers have chosen

the number of simulations qualitatively by experience. For example, Gardner et al.

(1980) specified 500 simulations as sufficient, and Fedra (1983) used 10000 runs for

his analysis.
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3.3.2 Limitations of MCS technique

Despite its versatilit¡ MCS has some weaknesses. There could be difficulties en-

countered with the random number generators required to select the values of input

data. R¿ndom number generation is aa essential component of the technique. It is

difficult to obtain random number generators or the appropriate transformation for

some types of distributions. Also, less powerful computers are very poor in generating

random numbers.

Another drawback is the large computer disc space and time required. The method

requires a large amount of computations, and its use could be limited in cases where

computer disc space and time are expensive. However, this problem and the one

discussed in the previous paragraph are not very serious limitations since large and

powerful computers continue to be built and are available to many professionals.

The error variance estimate from Monte-Carlo simulations is difficult to interpret,

if the sample distribution of the output exhibits significant skewness or is bimodal, i.e.,

if the first and the second moments poorly characterize the full distribution (Scavia,

1981b). An important drawback which may affect the utility of MCS in management

models is its inability to indicate the sources of input data uncertainty crucial to

the overall management strategy. Although some researchers have tried io rank the

importance of input data uncertainty to the model output uncertainty (O'Neill et al.,

1980; Gardner et al., 1980; Kohberger et al., 1978), their techniques are not adequate

especially when model output is multivariate or when there are significant correlation

arnong the uncertain input data.
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3.4 Comparison OF FOEA and MCS

Many researchers have applied FOEA and compared the results with those obtained

from the widely accepted Monte-Carlo simulations. The agreement between these

two methods of uncertainty analysis is reported to be high, although most of the

applications violate the basic assumptions of FOEA. There have not been very good

explanations for the similarity in results obtained. In an attempt to explain differ-

ences in results between the two procedures, Scavia et al. (1981b) concluded that the

interpretation of error variances from FOEA and MCS should be considered funda-

mentally different and argued that the former refers to predictions about the future

behaviour of a typical representative of a population, whereas the latter refers to

population a{¡ an ensemble.

The types of models used may be responsible for the high agreement between

uncertainty indices obtained with FOEA and MCS in the literature. If the mathe-

matical models are simple and not highly nonlinear, the two techniques could produce

comparable results. Nevertheless, it is not advisable to use FOEA for detailed analy-

sis of uncertainty in nonlinear models because of possible violation of the underlying

assumptions. Gardner and O'Neill (1983) caution the use of FOEA for making con-

clusions about solutions to the problem of reducing prediction uncertainty, although

the assumptions of the method do not appear to cause serious problems.



Chapter 4

GENERALTZED SENSITIVITY

ANATYSIS

The Generalizeð, Sensitivity Analysis technique is an innovative method that evolved

from the ubiquitous Monte-Carlo simulation procedure for uncertainty analysis in

complex environmental systems. It was developed by Spear and Hornberger (Spear

and Hornberger, 1980; and Hornberger and Spear, 1981), and has since been ap-

plied to several environmental system models(see, e.g., Spear and Hornberger, 1983;

Humphries et al., 1984; Hornberger and Cosby, 1985a, 1985b; and Hornberger et al.,

1986). It was initially used at an early stage of research into poorly defined environ-

mental system models, to assist in model structure identification by isolating critical

uncertainties in knowledge of the system under study, and in directing future data

collection and research.

Although GSA is a fairly new technique, it has been demonstrated to be very

useful especially for complex systems. There are indications that it will be widely

used by researchers in environmental system modelling. When concluding his review

on uncertainty analysis in water quality models, Beck (1987) wrote:

32
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sThe contributions of over a decade of research into the analysis of uncertainty

in water quality modelling have been many and varied. Perhaps the most

innòvative has been the HSY algorithm (the GSA algorithm) in Section B, a

conceptually simple means of generating preliminary hypothesis about the be-

haviou¡ of a system under conditions of sparse field data and gross uncerta.inty

in the prior theoretical knowledge of the system's behaviour."

The early applications of GSA were for identifying plausible model structures

and selecting the best among them, and the task was accomplished by evaluating

sensitivity indices of input parameters. The technique has also been used for model

calibration or parameter estimation, and for computing the contributions of uncertain

input parameters to total model output uncertainty (Hornberger and Cosby, 1985b;

Hornberger, Cosby and Galloway, 1986).

GSA is used to develop insight into environmental system behaviour that cannot

be easily obtained with traditional uncertainty analysis techniques. It has all the

characteristic advantages of MCS. The procedure is simple and the statistical analy-

sis used is flexible and capable of utilizing non-standard goodness-of-fit criteria. The

GSA approach is discussed in this Chapter under two main sections: one related to

uncorrelated input parameters, and the other dealing with correlated input param-

eters. The former is presented in Section 4.1 and the latter is presented in Section

4.2. For the correlated parameters, a relationship used to compute sensitivity indices

for the uncertain parameters is developed in this research and is also presented in

Section 4.2. Section 4.3 defines a suitable behavioural classification algorithm for

management models that incorporate simulation and optimization.
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4.L GSA approach for uncorrelated inputs

Figure 4.1 outlines the four major steps involved in the GSA method when the un-

certain input parameters are independent of each other. They are:

1. Binary classification definition;

2. Monte-Carlo Simulations (MCS);

3. Classification of parameter sets for the MCS results based on Step 1; and

4. Statistical analysis of the parameter sets for the two classes obtained in Step B.

For each parameter, analyse whether the cumulative distribution function for

the two classes are significantly different. The K-S statistic which evaluates the

separation of the Cumulative Distribution Functions (CDFs) for the two classes

is referred to as the sensitivity index for a given parameter.

With the exception of Step 2 which is essentially the same as the MCS described in

Section 3.3, these steps are explained in the following sections.

4.L.L Binary classification definition

The definition used for the classification of model output is based on the expected

system response (i.e., the expected system output values and their pattern). Simula-

tion results that mimic important system output characteristics, either measured or

reported, are classified as Behaviours (B) and those that do not are classified as Non-

Behaviours (NB). For example, when applying GSA to a phosphorus model for cul-

tural eutrophication in the Peel Inlet in Australia, Spear and Hornberger (1980) used

information obtained about the physical system from a sampling program (Atkins

et al., L977) to define the behavioural classification. They defined system behaviour
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Figure 4.1: Flow diagram for the GSA
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based on whether the simulated, Cladophora biomass and phosphorus concentrations

resembled values were reported by Atkins et al. (1977).

4,L,2 Classification of parameter sets for the MCS

This step of the procedure follows the classification definition and the MCS steps.

If the results for a particular simulation mimic observed system characteristics, the

parameter set which produced this model output becomes a member of the B group

and represents a column of the Behaviour Matrix. Similarly, for simulation results

that do not mimic observed characteristics the vector of values of the parameter set

for that simulation constitutes a column of the Non-Behaviour Matrix. This classifi-

cation process, therefore, divides the mat¡ix of parameter sets for all the simulations

performed into two matrices, each representing one behavioural class. Assuming for

a given environmental model that there are p uncertain parameters and I simulations,

and that the classification definition results in rn behaviours and n non-behaviours,

the dimension of the matrices will be given as:
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Behaviour Matrix

Non-Behaviour Matrix

Unclassified Matrix

pxm;
pxn;and

pxl.

Row /c (1 S ¡ < p) of the Unclassified Matrix represents values of parameter ,t from

all of the simulations, and column j (1 S j S l) contains values of the parameter

set used for simulation j. Similar definitions for the rows and columns apply to the

Behaviour and Non-Behaviour Matrices in which case 1 S j S rn and L 1 j 1 n,

respectively.
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4.1.3 Statistical analysis and determination of sensitivity

indices

The main reason for this analysis which is performed on parameter matrices obtained

from the classification step, is to assess the degree to which ihe probability distri-

butions of the Bebaviour and the Non-Behaviour sets for each parameter differ from

each other. The separation of the Cumulative Probability Distribution Functions

(CDFs) of the two classes for each parameter gives an indication of the importance of

that parameter for simulating a behaviour or a non-behaviour. Spear and Hornberger

(1980) proved that the degree of separation of the CDFs for each parameter could be

used as a sensitivity index for that parameter. They used the Kolmogorov-Smirnov

(K-S) two sample test statistic, d^n, to measure the degree of separation, and to

represent the sensitivity of the behavioural classification to uncertainties in the input

parameters. The K-S statistic for the two classes of parameter X;, dff^ is defined as:

,5 I

d1n: tffl4"{x) 
- rt(x,)l (4.1)

where

r"(X,)

F^(X)

sample CDF

sample CDF

for the

for the

Behaviour class of parameter X;; and

Non-Behaviour cla.ss of parameter X;.

The K-S statistic gives the maximum vertic¿l distance between the cumulative

distribution functions of the two behavioural classes for a given parameter. The

value of the d-,. statistic can be used to test the hypothesis that the Behaviour and

Non-Behaviour CDFs are the sarne at a given significance level. The d^n for each

parameter represents the sensitivity index of that input parameter and reflects both

differences in central tendency and iu the behavioural distribution functions. If the

two behavioural CDFs of an input parameter are significantly different a Iarge d^n
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value is determined. If the Behaviour and Non-Behaviour distributions for a certain

parameter are not different, then the potential simulation of either of the two classes
.

can be considered as random and therefore less sensitive to that parameter. While the

magnitude of the d^n that constitutes a large value has not yet been determined, for a

given simulation model the relative values of. d^n for different parameters may be used

to rank the relative importance of these parameters to the model output. Figures 4.2

and 4.3 show the CDFs and the d-,, statistic for two hypothetical input parameters

which are significant and insignificant to a behavioural definition respectively.

The analysis and inferences discussed above are valid only when the uncertain

input parameters are uncorrelated. The presence of strong correlation between pa-

rameters can result in an erroneous underestimate of the d^n value and an inability

to identify significant input parameters. Analyses required for correlated uncertain

input parameters are discussed in the next section.

4.2 GSA approach for correlated input data

The separation of the behavioural cumulative distribution functions, evaluated with

the d^n statistic, give an index of the importance of a given parameter for simulating a

behaviour. The basis for evaluating the separation between two distribution functions

along the original axes of the parameter (i.e., with the original parameter values) is

not valid if there is strong correlation among the uncertain input parameters. In

the case of correlated inputs, significant separation of the two behavioural CDFs

still indicates that the ability to simulate a behaviour is sensitive to the particular

parameter, however, the converse is not always true. It is possible that a parameter

shows no separation of the behavioural CDFs, yet is important in simulating either

of the two classes because of its high correlation with another uncertain parameter.

Hornberger et al. (1986) observed that even if there is no significant correla-
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Figure 4.2: Graphical representaùion of the K-S statistic (significant separation)
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figrrr" 4.3: Graphical representation of the K-S statistic (insignificant separation)
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tion among input parameters, there might still be the need for modification of the

GSA for uncorrelated inputs since the uncertain parameters are not independently

important in simulating acceptable results. This is a reasonable observation because

the uncertain input parameters do not always appear independent of one another in

model equations, and model simulation results are based on a combination of input

parameter values rather than on the individual parameter values alone.

Principal components analysis is used with the GSA technique when the input pa-

rameters or data are correlated or when the univariate analysis discussed in the last

section is not applicable. The multivariate (principal components) analysis has been

used by some researchers to identify general indicators of sensitivity when correlation

between input parameters exists (see, e.g., Hornberger et al., 1986; and Hornberger

and Spear, 1981). However, none of these authors have developed or obtained sen-

sitivity indices for the original uncertain input parameters. One of the two main

contributions of this thesis is the development of an approach for computing sen-

sitivity indices for individual uncertain input parameters which are correlated and

require multivariate analysis. The approach uses the basic univariate GSA tech-

nique, simultaneous diagonalization of a function of the variance-covariance matrices

of the Unclassified, Behaviour, and Non-Behaviour Parameter Matrices, and a classi-

cal definition of sensitivity to derive sensitivity indices for each of the uncertain input

parameters. Simultaneous diagonalization is applied to obtain a matrix which can

be used to transform the original correlated parameters to uncorrelated variables and

to derive sensitivity indices for the original input parameters from sensitivity indices

calculated for the uncorrelated variables.

4T
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4,2.L Ttansformation of original parameters

This section describes how the original correlated input parameters are transformed to

an independent variable set. This transformation is comprised of normalization of the

original parameters, simultaneous diagonalization of the variance-covariance matrices

of the Unclassified, Behaviour, and Non-Behaviour Matrices, and the transformation

of the normalized correlated input parameters to an uncorrelated variable set.

Normalization of original input data set

Because of the possibility of different units and scales of the input data, the original

parameters must be normalized to the same scale before the transformation is per-

formed. The normalization is described by the following equation:
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Y.. - z'¡ -Z
/ Ll7 

-' cz;
(4.2)

where

i
j
X;j

Z;j

4
oz;

parameter index;

simulation index;

normalized value for parameter i and simulation j;
original value for parameter i and simulation j;
mean of parameter i for the Unclassified Simulations; and

standard deviation of parameter i for the Unclassified

Simulations.

The sensitivity index obtained for a given input parameter using the GSA approach

does not change when the parameter is normalized using Equation 4.2 since this

normalization process only changes the scale of the abscissa of the CDF for that
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parameter. This process will therefore not affect the relative importance of the original

parameters.

Simultaneous diagonalization of functions of the covariance matrices

The purpose of this procedure is to obtain a matrix which can be used to tr¿nsform

the original normalized correlated parameters to uncorrelated variables. The variables

obtained are linear combinations of the original parameters. The univariate analysis

discussed under GSA with uncorrelated input parameters, can then be applied to the

transformed variables. Assume X is a matrix of the original normalized parameters

for all simulations performed. A matrix of an independent variable set can then be

obtained from:

Y : AX (4.3)

where

Y = matrix of transformed, uncorrelated variable set for all simulations; and

A : transformation matrix.

If there are p parameters and I simulations, Y and X are both p x / matrices and A

isapxpmatrix.

The variance.covariance matrix of Y, Mr, can be defined as:

43

(4.4)My = EIYYT]

where

¿'[D] : expectation of D; and

PT : transpose of a matrix D.
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Substituting AX for Y (sæ Equøtion 4.3), My becomes:

My = E[Ax(AX)r] (4.5)

which simplifies to:

My : A¿[xxr]Ar. (4.6)

But the va¡iance-covariance matrix of X is given by:

M¡ = ¿'[XXr]. Ø.7)

Therefore Equation 4.6 can be written as:

.- 
My = AM*AT. (4.8)

Since the Y variables are uncorrelated, My is equal to the identity matrix f and

Equation 4.8 becomes:

My:AM*AT:f. (4.e)

In this case, it is not only necessary to remove correlation in the original set of

parameters, but also to remove correlation in each of the two classified parameter ma-

trices, the Behaviour and Non-Behaviour Matrices. The variance-covariance matrices

of the Behaviour, Non-Behaviour, and Unclassified parameter sets are related by:

EIXXr] -- p(B)E[Xxr/B] + p(NB)Elxxr/¡rBl (4.10)

where

P(B) = probability of a behaviour simulation;

P(N B) = probability of a non-behaviour simulation;

44
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EI]K]KT lBl = variance-covariance matrix for parameters in

the behaviour class; and

EIX-]KT lN BJ = variance-cova¡iance matrix for parameters in

the non-behaviour class.

Equøtion 4.10 can be simplified to:

M¡=Mf+Mlb (4.11)

where

Mf : P(B)¿'[xx' lnl Ø.r2)

M'"¡ = P(¡rB)¿'[xxr lN B) (4.19)

Mx = ¿'[XXr] Ø.r4)

Substituting Equation 4.11 in Equotion 4.9 and simplifying yields:

AM'bAT + AMibAt - AM*AT : r. (4.15)

Mf ' Mlu, and M* are all symmetric matrices, therefore a real matrix A exists. A
is the matrix that simultaneously diagonalizes M,6, Mio, and M*.

From matrix algebra AT can be obtained from Equation 4.15 as:

ATA: M;IM|AÎ = M;lMiuAT (4.16)

where

M;t : inverse of the variance-covariance matrix of the Unclassified

Parameter Matrix;

A = a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues for M;tMi or M;1M15;
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AT

and

eigenvector matrix of M;lMi or M;lMio.

The transformation matrix A, is therefore the transpose of the eigenvector matrix of

the product of M;l and Mi or M;l and Mi6 (Fukunaga, lg72).

Transformation of original parameter set

The transformation matrix A can be used to transform the correlated input param-

eters into an uncorrelated variable set. The independent variable set can then be

classified according to the binary classification of the corresponding simulations, and

sensitivity indices may be obtained for them using the univariate analysis described

in Section 4.1. It should be noted that the transformation does not affect the binary

classification definition or the classification procedure. The class of each simulation

remains the same after the transformation of the input parameters. The parame-

ter set for a given simulation and the transformation matrix A are used to produce

an independent variable set for that simulation. For example, if there are p corre-

lated input parameters in a given model, the transformation process will produce p

uncorrelated variables for each simulation.

4,2.2 Derivation of sensitivity indices for original correlated

parameters

The transformation of the correlated input parameter sets produces sensitivity indices

for the transformed variables, but not the original parameters which are of interest to

the environmental quality manager. The purpose of uncertainty analysis is not only

to get a measure of the overall uncertainty in the model output, but also to know the

sources of these uncertainties. Knowledge of the contribution from individual input
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data uncertainty to total model uncertainty is important for model structure identi-

fication, parameter estimation, and system management. In this thesis an approach

is developed for evaluating sensitivity indices for the original input parameters.

Suppose the mathematical model of interest is represented by the following simple

equation:

G : 8(X) = Q(Xt, Xz, Xs,..., X;,...,, Xr) (4.r7)

where

G: model output;

I = functional relationship between model output and normalized uncertain input

parameters;

X = a vector of normalized uncertain input parameters; and

p = number of uncertain input parameters.

If there is no functional relationship among the X, values, then from Equation 4.L7,

#=9 (4.18)òx¡ 0x;
If Xi - X'(Y) :X¡(Yt,Yz,...,Yr), Equation 4.I8 would be written as:

aG !aaôYax:àFn* (4'1e)

A sensitivity index for parameter X¡, S¡, cm therefore be defined as:

(4.20)

Equation 4.20 can be simplified to:

s,:Ë\ffi#l (4.21)
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For an analytical sensitivity analysis, ffi and ffi t"pt"r"nt the sensitivity indices

of the model output to parameter X¡ and to variable )t, respectively. Similarly, the

sensitivity indices, d-*, obtained for the uncorrelated I{ variables using a univariate

GSA can be used as surrogates for the sensitivity index ffi. Sio." d.';* > 0, substi-

tuting dY;n, f.or ffi i" Equation 4.21 becomes:

s,: É ur"l#l (4.22)

Here, lffi I it the magnitude of the i-th component of the ú-th transformation vector

(the t-th column of the transformation matrix A). It represents the relative contri-

bution of parameter X; to the separation obtained for the transformed variable Y¿.

These values can be normalized (i.e., forced to have a sum of unity) so that they

indicate the proportion of the separation in the CDFs of the behavioural classes of

transformed variable Y¿, which is attributed to parameter X;. This is achieved by

dividing the RHS of. Equation 4.22 by the sum of the magnitudes of the ú-th column

vector of matrix A. That is:
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p laYt I

^9r = Ð ¿';"Jøìh
t=l ¿'k--t lãT;l

s,=Ër*"#ïh

(4.23)

where

i-th component of the t-th vector of matrix A.

Setting #: : a¿;, Equation 4.2I becomes:

aYL
ôX;

(4.24)

Equøtion 4.24 can be used to obtain sensitivity indices for the original input pa-

rameters. Although calculus has been used to derive the expression for the sensitivity

indices for correlated input parameters, Equøtion 4.24 does not include a derivative
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and is applicable even if the model is not differentiable in the interval of interest.

Therefore these sensitivity indices are not subjected to the disadvantages and limita-

tions of the traditional analytical sensitivity analysis technique. The analytical sen-

sitivity indices (i.e., the derivative of model output with respect to uncertain input

parameters) are replaced by surrogate sensitivity indices from the modified GSA. The

sensitivity indices obtained ftom Equation 4.24, therefore, exhibit all the favourable

attributes of the GSA technique.

4.3 Behavioural definition for environmental op-

timization mosjels

This section presents' the second major contribution of this work. It is a modifica-

tion of the criteria for defining the behaviour classification which makes the GSA

applicable to both optimization and simulation models. Spear and Hornberger's be-

havioural definition for simulation models uses observed system response obtained

from measurements, literature, and professional judgement to define whether or not

a simulation result can be classified as a behaviour. Generally, the output from an

optimization model does not have an observed system response that can be used to

define a behaviour or a non-behaviour. For example, an optimization based manage-

ment model to control sulphur-dioxide (SOz) pollution will give the amount of. SOz

that each polluter may emit in order to achieve a specified level of air quality at min-

imum cost. However, the expected emission levels that will achieve the management

goals cannot be obtained from observed system measurements or any way other than

through model prediction.

A modification of the behavioural definition is hereby proposed for optimization

based environmental management models. A deterministic solution of the m¿ùnage-
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ment model of interest is obtained. This solution is based on parameters that are

estimated from known or measured input data. The deterministic model output is

what would be used to obtain a management policy for the system if there were no

uncertainties in the input parameters or data. The modified behavioural definition

assumes that the deterministic solution is just adequate for maintaining the environ-

mental quality goal. Then the binary classification is based on whether or not the

results of a given MCS would violate the environmental quality goal by comparing

the management solution from the MCS to that of the deterministic model. Sim-

ulations which give management strategies that will result in worse environmental

quality than the deterministic solution are classified as Non-Behaviours and the oth-

ers are classified as Behaviours. Professionai judgement can also be incorporated in

the modified behavioural definition. For instance, suppose that in the SOz pollution

example given above there is only one source of pollution and the deterministic so-

lution is that 40 KT SO2lyr may be emitted by this source. The truth set for the

behaviour class can be defined as:

B-{30<ELs50}

or

B-{0<EL<40}

where

B = set of model output that falls in the behaviour class; and

EL : emission level for the polluter, obtained from a given MCS of the

optimization based management model (KT SO2lyr).

The first of the two definitions indicates that emission levels within 25To of the

deterministically based optimal emission level will not result in environmental ob-

jective failure and are therefore acceptable. This definition addresses the concerns

50
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that the management policy should neither be under nor over designed by an amount

greater than 25%. The second definition for the SO2 example reflects the concern

that the management policy should not be under-designed. This definition reflects a

strong emphasis on satisfying environmental quality goal. Sensitivity indices can be

calculated for several definitions of a behaviour. A GSA can also be performed for

different management concerns such as the level of air quality and the total cost for

the air pollution example given above.
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Chapter 5

CASE STUDY

The modified GSA for correlated input parameters and optimization based environ-

mental management models developed in Chapter 4 is demonstrated for the Minimum

Average Uniform Treatment Risk Equivalent Seasonal Discharge (MAUT) Program

(developed by Lence et al., 1990) and applied to the Willamette River Basin in Ore-

gon. This chapter gives a brief description of the MAUT and the Willamette River

Basin and details of the procedure for applying the techniques developed in this thesis.

5.L The Minimum Average Uniform Treatment

Risk Equivalent Seasonal Discharge Program

The MAUT program for controlling BOD discharges and ambient DO levels specifies

the uniform percent BOD removal level in each season that minimizes the total annual

cost of waste treatment for the region and maintains a specified level of risk. The risk

criterion limits the probability of incurring one or more water quality violations in a

given year. The solution approach is a t$ro step process.
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In the first step, linear water quality management models are solved for each sea-

son, s, of each year)y, in the history of record. For these models, strict water quality

constraints maintain the desired DO standard at all locations in the stream and the

objective function minimizes the uniform percent removal level required to satisfy

the water quality constraints. Water quality impact coefficients for the water quality

constraints are based on results from simulation models for steady-state stream con-

ditions for each period. The solutions to the series of LP models define the historical

series of uniform percent removal levels, UT"c, for each season s and year y.

In the second step, a non-linear model is solved which selects a design set of sea-

sonal uniform percent removal levels that minimizes the annual cost of waste treat-

ment and limits the frequency of years that contain one or more events in which

the design uniform percent removal level is less than the historical value, UT,u. The

formulation for this model is:

minz -- 
"Ð 

d,av,lca€a"

subject to

uniform treatment requirement:

(5.1)

€¿"-u" : 0 V, : 1,..., R, d = 1,..., D (5.2)

limit on the frequency of years which contain one or more water quality violations:

DLtIIåtF-v(UT,u>u,)]
+ P - 1> 0 (5.3)

limits on the allowable treatment level at any given time:
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T

V, : 1,.. ., R, d : 1,..., D (5.4)
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R:
doy, :

€¿" :
cd=

ur:
ryt
I-

UT"u :
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(Ð.Ð)V" : 1,. .., R, d : 1,. .., D

v(x)-
€L¿" :
€U¿" :

number of seasons per year;

number of days in season s;

design percent removal level for discharger d in season s;

daily cost per unit of percent removal for discharger d;

design uniform percent removal level in season s;

years of stream flow and temperature record;

uniform percent removal level required based on water quality levels

in season s of year y;

acceptable probability of incurring one or more water quality

violãtions in any given year;

I if condition X is true and = 0 if condition X is false;

lower limit on {¿"i and

upper limit on f¿"

The first constraint represents the uniform treatment requirements for the dis-

chargers in any seasou s. The second constraint is referred to as the risk equivalency

condition. It limits the number of years, on average, in which at least one water

quality violation would occur by comparing the design uniform percent removal level

in each se¿Non, 2", with the historical series of uniformpercent removal levels, gTw.

The third constraint set represents the technological limits of waste treatment.

For the mathematical formulation and details about the Minimum Average Uni-

form Treatment Seasonal Discharge Program, the interested reader is referred to

Lence et al. (1990).
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5.2 The \Millamette River case study

A 298 ,trn segment of the Middle Fork of the Willamette River in Oregon was used

for this case study. This portion of the river has six river gauging stations, eighi main

tributaries, and ten major BOD waste dischargers. The gauging stations are the

Middle Fork, Coast Fork, Harrisburg, Albany, Salem, and Portland Stations. Thirty
years of mean daily streamflow data from 1954 to 1984 for the six gauging stations

and twenty-three years of mean daily temperature data from 1961 to 1984 for the

Harrisburg gauging station were obtained from the United States Geological Survey

and were used in this analysis. Since the Coast Fork tributary joins the Middle

Fork of the river upstream of the segment of interest and of Springfield, Oregon, the

flow records for the Middle Fork and Coast Fork gauging stations were added and

assigned to what is referred to as the Springfield Station. Five flow stations were

consequently used for this study. Their locations relative to Springfield (obtained

from Kilgore, 1985) and the station numbers adopted for this thesis are shown in

Table 5.1. All gauging stations, except for the Harrisburg Station had short records

for temperature values. Temperature records at Harrisburg were therefore assumed

to represent temperature data in the portion of the river basin used for the case study.

Piecewise-linearized treatment cost data for the ten major BOD waste dischargers

along the Middle Fork, developed by Kilgore (1985), were utilized. The treatment cost

data are in 1978 dollars and are shown in Table 5.2. Also listed are the dischargers'

locations, influent BOD concentrations and design waste flows. For all reaches except

the final 48 km segment which is estuarine, Worley (1963) developed a functional

relationship between velocity and streamflow, and reaeration rates and streamflow

for the Willamette River. Liebman (1965) assumed a velocity which is proportional

to streamflow and a constant reaeration rate for all streamflows for the estuarine

portion. There are no existing estimates of the benthic oxygen demand and the

,)ð
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Table 5.1: Flow stations used for analysis

Station Number Location (km)

Springfield I 0.00

Harrisburg 2 10.13

Albany 3 108.00

Salem 4 160.00

Portland b 254.70
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Table 5.2: Discharger waste load characteristics and treatment cost options

Dircltrr6rr No. Ls¡¡bo

(kn)

Dci3r ior
(L/s)

lañ. 8OD'

(n¡/L)
BOD

rrøonJ(%)

To(d cq¡

(t o/yt)

Sgrin¡ñdd 0.00 301.0 218 J5.0

67.0

93.0

98.0

1.60

¡.s0

t.95

410

Eu6cor 10.2 752-6 23{ 35.0

68.0

9{.0

96.0

2.!1

3.60

5ll
Âqsiq

Cu Co

57¡ t0r 3¡.0

66.0

69.0

9t¡

0.E9

t. t6

2.0E

3.{7

Ero
P¡oducs

{ r9.{ t8 t.6 u8 35.0

{?.0

i0.0

t8.0

9t.0

0,{0

0.{E

0¡5

lJs

2.95

Corr¡.lli¡ E5¡ 3¡2.6 t2r 35.0

Gt.0

9{.0

9t.0

t.6t

tl5
2.¡3

3.r9

,r.lbuy 6 t05.2 38?.1 93 35.0

G¡.0

65.0

9E¡

l-06

2.16

2J9

4¡t
W616

Kr¡ll

,| t08l ls5l 2{0 ¡.5¡

6t.0

nt¡
9t¡

t.t5

l.{{

5.t:t

8o¡..

C¡*¡dr

t r6l3 6E9J t30 ¡.n¡

16.0

izJ
90.0

9t.0

0é5
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CHAPTER 5, CASE STUDY

background DO deficit for the river and its tributaries. The benthic oxygen demand

was therefore assumed to be zero, and the background DO deficit was set to 1.0

ngll for the river and its tributa¡ies. The dischargers'eff.uent temperature and DO

concentration were set at 15'C and 0.0 mg ll respectively for both summer and winter

s€asons.

5,3 Methodology used for analysis

This section discusses the management decisions and uncertain input data considered

in this research, the procedure for selecting the input data for the MCSs, and the

application of GSA to the MAUT Program.

5.3.1 Management decisions and input data analysis

The resultant uncertainty under two main management decisions were investigated.

These decisions are the sea¡¡on length combinations and the water quality standard

chosen by the manager. Lence et al. (1990) investigated the cost effÊciency of the

MAUT program under both of these decisions in the deterministic optimization mod-

els they developed. They concluded that it was not necessary to examine seasonal

discharge programs with more than two seasons for the Willamette River. Hence, a

twoseason, summer and winter, discharge schedule was investigated in this research.

The seasonal flow and temperature data chosen for each year were selected from

the ?-day average low flow values and the mean temperatures for each month in

that year. For a given sea¡¡on, the most critical flow and the highest monthly average

temperature was selected. The most critical flow condition was determined by ranking

the monthly 7-day average low flow values for a given season and year and for each
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gauging station in an ascending order of magnitude. The critical flow condition was

the flow in the month with the lowest mean rank for all five stations.
.

Six season length combinations were examined in which the summer season length

ranged from one to ten months. Months included in the summer season were deter-

mined by first selecting the month with the most severe flow and temperature condi-

tions in the period of record (a one month summer season), and then including the

month with the next most severe water quality conditions for each successive summer

season duration through ten months. Since the month that was added each time was

also adjacent to the months in the previous summer se¿u¡on (of one month shorter

duration), it was not necessary to examine seasonal discharge programs with more

than two se¿Éons. A summary of the six two-season length combinations analysed

are given in Table 5.3.

Different station flow and temperature data were obtained for the different season

length combinations. Thirty years of low flow data were developed for each gauging

station and each sea{¡on. However, only twenty-three years of seasonal temperature

values could be calculated from the Harrisburg temperature records. In order to base

MAUT on thirty years of records, the mean of the seasonal temperatures obtained

for the twenty-three years were a{¡sumed to be equal to the corresponding seasonal

temperatures for each of the seven years without data. This approach is reasonable

because the seasonal temperatures had a very small range (less than 4oC for all season

length combinations considered).

Dissolved oxygen (DO) standards of 6.00, 7.00, and 7.25 rngll were examined in

this study. DO standards less than 6.00 mgll were not analysed because Monte-

Carlo simulations carried out for these standards gave the same output results for

all simulations. Non-varying simulation output result in all solutions being classified

as behaviours and thus do not lend themselves to the GSA technique. Monte-Carlo

simulations of the MAUT program for DO standards greater than 7.50 mgll also
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Table 5.3: Months in summer season

Summer Season Length

(months)

Months in Summer Season

1

2

3

4

6

10

August

July - August

July - September

June - September

M.y - October

February - November
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produced a large amount of infeasible solutions for some se¿rson length combinations.

The probability of one or more water quality violations in a given year was set at 10%

in accordance with current practice for non-seasonal BOD waste discharge programs.

This allowed the same risk of water quality violations (risk equivalence) for both the

seasonal and the non-seasonal waste management programs.

The uncertain input data or parameters in the MAUT model include the seasonal

stream flows at each gauging station, the temperature values for each se¿rson, the river

velocity, the rea¿ration coefficient, the decay coefficient, the benthic oxygen demand,

and the stream background BOD and DO deficit concentrations. Other sources of

uncertainty are the waste discharge flows and concentrations and the treatment cost

coefficients. To reduce the size of this problem only uncertainty in seasonal stream

flows at every station and stream temperatures are considered since they are generally

the most important input data in terms of the effect on DO in the stream. Also, there

is enough data to characterize the uncertainty (i.e., develop probability distributions)

in the flow and temperature.

Eighteen reaches were defined for the water quality model for the Willamette

River. As shown in Figure 5.1, the confluence of the tributaries and the points of

waste discharge of the polluters were used to divide the river into these reaches. The

portion of the river downstream of Crown Zellerbach defines Reach 18, and the most

upstream segment denotes Reach 1.

5.3.2 Monte-Carlo simulations for the MAUT Program

Probability distributious were fit for the selected seasonal low flow data for each

gauging station and the seasonal temperatures for the Harrisburg Station. The station

flows and temperatures for both seasons fit the two.parameter lognormal distribution.

In order to maintain the same correlation structure as the historical seasonal station
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flows and to reduce computational time for the MCS analysis, the flow at Station

3 was used as a basis for generating flows at the other four stations. Station 3 was

selected as a base station because its flows were the best predictor of the other station

flows. It was also the most central among the five flow stations along the stretch of

the Willamette River used for the case study. Seasonal flows for Stations l, 2, 4,

and 5 were regressed against corresponding seasonal flows at Station 3. The mean

squared error (MSE) obtained for each of the regression equations is the variance of the

predicted flow about the mean response of the dependent station flow. For each season

of each year and each Monte-Carlo simulation, the distribution function for Station

3 was used to generate the random flow at Station 3. The flow for Station 3 and

the regression equations \ffere used to determine nlean response flows, corresponding

to the flow at Station 3, for the other four stations. A summary of the regression

analysis is given in Appendix A. The MSEs for the regression equations were used

to determine a random error about the mean response flows at Stations I,2, 4, and

5. The random errors obtained were added to the mean response flows to obtain

the random flows for each of the four stations. An additional requirement placed

on the generation of flows was that the upstream flow could not be greater than a

downstream flow for a given time. Since only one temperature station was used, its

seasonal values for any Monte-Carlo simulation were simply generated from its fitted

distribution.

Each Monte.Carlo simulation generates thirty years of summer and winter sea-

sonal low flows for each of the five river flow stations, and thirty years of seasonal

temperatures for the entire system. Design uniform treatment levels for both se¿rsons

are determined based on all thirty years of generated flows and temperatures and

the goals of the MAUT program. The seasonal station flows and temperatures which

correspond to the design treatment levels are recorded and are considered as the input

data to be analysed with the GSA. Therefore the uncertainty analysis was performed
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for the design flow and temperature conditions and not on all the generated input

data.

Three thousand (3000) Monte-Carlo simulations were performed for each season

length combination and DO standard considered. An adequate number of MCS runs

was obtained by gradually increasing the number of simulation from 500 until the

statistical properties of the input data and output realizations converged for an ex-

perimental trial.

5.3.3 Analysis of MCS results

The historical seasonal data were used to obtain deterministic seasonal uniform treat-

ment levels for each season length combination and water quality goal of interest. If
there wa¡¡ no uncertainty in the input data, information from these deterministic so.

lutions are what the water quality manager would use to control pollution in the

river. The binary classification definition was based on whether the design removal

level for a particular Monte-Carlo simulation realization would cause a violation of

DO standard or not, assuming the deterministic solution was correct. A simulation

output and its corresponding design flows and temperatures were consequently classi-

fied as a Behaviour if neither of the removal levels in the summer and winter seasons

was less than the corresponding removal levels for the deterministic case. All other

simulations were grouped as Non-Behaviours.

The classification described above yielded Behaviour and Non-Behaviour data

matrices consisting of seasonal temperature and station flow design conditions. The

correlatioa matrix of the Unclassified design flows and temperatures wa{¡ determined.

The variance'covariance matrices of the Behaviour, Non-Behaviour, and Unclassified

design temperatures and flows were also calculated for each management scenario

investigated (i.e., each season length combination and DO standard). The modified
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GSA technique developed in Chapter 4 was then applied to the design temperature

and flow values for each management scenario.

Normalization of K-S statistic

The statistical significance of a d,^n value (the K-S statistic) depends on the magni-

tudes of m and n, the number of behaviours and non-behaviours for the GSA appli-

cation. The d-,,s obtained from the GSA applied to the transformed uncorrelated

variables are normalized for comparison of the results from different management

scenarios. Normalized d*n values are obtained by dividing the particular d-,, by

the theoretical value at a selected significance level. The norm alized d*n f.or a given

transformed variable It is given by:

Dr;^ (5.6)

65

_ d*n
di^

where

drÅ,

di^^

D*^

K-S statistic obtained from the behaviour and non-behaviour

classes for variable It;

theoretical K-S statistic for m behaviours and

n non-behaviours at the o significance level; and

normalized df,,.

Substituting the normalized DY;n,for d!^in Equation 4.24, thenormalized sensitivity

index for input datum i is given as:

s,=Ër*"#h (5.7)

In computing the sensitivity indices for the seasonal design temperatures and station

flows, the 5To significance level value for the K-S statistic ( dífr ) was used to normalize

sample d-,, values obtained.
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5.3.4 Solution algorithms used

A modified form of the Fortran code developed for the MAUT by Lence et al. (1990)

was adapted for the Monte-Carlo simulation analysis. A random number genérator

on a SUN-OS 486 workstation was used to generate normally distributed random

numbers for the simulations. Fortran programs were developed to accomplish the

behavioural classification and to obtain the correlation and variance-covariance ma-

trices to construct the transformation matrix A. The transformation matrix A and

the sample d^ns were evaluated with Fortran subroutines from EISPAC's Matrix

Eigensystem Routines (Garbow et al., 1977) and from Numerical Recipes (Press et

al., 1986). A listing of all computer codes developed for this research are included in

Appendix B. Aside from fitting probability distributions to the flows and tempera-

tures, and obtaining regression equations for the station flows, which were performed

on PCs, all other analyses were carried out on APPOLO and SUN-OS workstations

or on the UNIX network at the University of Manitoba.
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Chapter 6

DISCUSSION OF RESUTTS

The results of the case study described in Chapter 5 are presented in this chapter. The

factors that afect input data sensitivity indices determined with the GSA technique

are also identified. The sensitivity results from the Willamette River Basin example

are discussed with reference to these factors.

6.L Simulation and binary classification results

Henceforth, each set of water quality management decisions is referred to as a sce-

nario. For example, the one month summer and eleven month winter se¿u¡on length

combination for the 6.00 rngll DO standard constitutes a scenario. Eighteen scenar-

ios, consisting of six summer and winter sea{¡on length combinations for each of the

three DO standards (6.00, 7.00, and 7.25 mgll), were analysed.

Summary statistics for the Monte-Ca¡lo simulation output are given in Table 6.1.

The statistics listed are the mean, the standard deviation, the maximum, the mini-

mum, and the range of seasonal removal levels. The deterministic solution obtained

for the historical seasonal flow and temperature data are also given in the table.
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Table 6.1: S istics for simulati
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The most important of these statistics for describing uncertainty are the standard

deviation and the range of the seasonal waste treatment levels. From Table 6.1 it

can be seen that these two statistics have a similar pattern, therefore only the range

will be used to explain the pattern of uncertainty in the waste treatment levels for

different scenarios. For the 6.00 rngll DO standard the range of removal levels is

generally wider for summer than for winter. This suggests a higher level of uncertainty

associated with summer removal levels for this standard. There is a trend in the

removal levels. As the summer season length increases from one month to three

months, the range for winter removal levels decreases from 0.15 to 0.03. It stays

fairly constant up to the scenario with the six month summer se¿ìson, after which it

drops to zero for the scenario with the ten month summer sea¡¡on. A range of removal

levels equal to zero implies that all the 3000 simulations give the same removal levels

for a given season and therefore there is no uncertainty with regard to the design

removal level. On the other hand, the range for summer removal levels varies from

0.14 to 0.20 for all scenarios having the 6.00 mgll standard.

For the 7 .00 mg ll standard, the range for winter removal levels increases from

0.09 to a maximum of. 0.22 as the summer season length increases from one to three

months. It then decreases steadily to a minimum of zero for the scenario with the

ten month summer season. The summer removal level range is fairly constant at

about 0.15 for the scenarios with summer season lengths from one to four months.

It decreases to a minimum of 0.09 for the six month summer season scenario, and

then stays constant up to the ten month summer se¿u¡on combination. The 7 .25 mg ll
DO standard has the same pattern for the winter and summer removal level ranges,

except that the winter range peaks at the case with a four month summer season

length.

It should be noted that the range in the removal levels alone does not entirely

explain the uncertainty in the output of the MAUT Program. There are other impor-
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tant concerns such as the vari¡nce of the simulated treatment levels. Furthermore,

uncertainty in treatment levels does not imply the same level of uncertainty in the

design treatment cost.

Although the ranges and standa¡d deviations of the simulation output give an

idea of the uncertainty in the model realizations, they do not indicate the sources of

these uncertainties. It is natural to assume that uncertainties in winter and summer

removal levels are attributed to uncertainties in input data for winter and summer,

respectively. However, for the risk equivalent seasonal program analysed here, this

assumption is not generally true. For an MAUT Program based on thirty years of

data, a 10% risk requirement specifies that only three years of record may exist in

which a violation in one or both seasons occurs. This causes the design removal levels

in either season to be not only dependent on that season's input data but also on

those of the other season. The dependence of one season's removal level on the other

season's input data will be examined further in Section 6.3.

The percentage of simulations that compose the behaviour group are shown in

Table 6.2. For the 6.00 and 7.25 mgll standards, the proportion of behaviours de-

crea¡¡e from the one month summer sea{¡on scenario to a minimum at the three month

summer season combination. For the 7.00 rng ll DO standard however, the proportion

of behaviours reaches a minimum at the two month summer season scenario. For all

three DO standards, the percentage of behaviours increase from the minimum values

to a maximum for the case with the six month summer se¿¡son, and drops slightly

for the ten month summer scenario. Comparing the number of behaviours across

the water quality goals, the 6.00 mgll DO standard has the highest proportion of

behaviours and the 7.00 mgll DO standard has the lowest proportion of behaviours

for all season length combinations.
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Table 6.2: Percentage of behaviours

7T

Standard

(*e/l)
Summer season Length (months)

1 2 3 4 6 10

6.00 89.6 87.6 81.1 92.6 97.2 86.2

7.00 68.0 26.9 33.1 68.2 81.2 76.6

7.25 74.9 66.3 47.5 57.5 78.9 77.7
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6.2 Factors affecting the GSA input data sensi-

tivity indices

This research identifies three main factors which affect the values of the sensitivity

indices for the model input data. They are:

1. the degree of uncertainty associated with an input datum;

2. therelative importance or significance of the input data in producing the ac-

ceptable model output; and

3. the definition of a behaviour used.

The uncertainty in a given input datum is defined by the range, variance, and

distribution of that input datum. The wider the range or variance of possible values,

the higher the uncertainty and the larger the sensitivity index is expected to be. This

is reasonable since the uncertainty in simulating a behaviour or a non-behaviour is

propagated from uncertainties in the input data. In fact if there is no uncertainty in

an input datum (i.e., only one value is associated with that datum and it is known),

the sensitivity index is at its minimum value of. zero. This means that the probability

distributions for the two behavioural classes are exactly the same for that datum.

The degree to which an input datum affects the model output also contributes to

the sensitivity computed with the GSA method. This factor is actually the classical

sensitivity index identified with analytical sensitivity analyses. If the gradient of

the model output with respect to an input datum is steep within the range of data

considered, small changes in this input could result in significant diferences in model

realizations. Hence, the cumulative probability distributions of the behaviour and

non-behaviour classes for input data of higher relative importance to model output
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will be very different and will result in a large d*,, statistic. On the other hand,

input data which do not significantly afect model output will have small K-S two

sample statistics. If model response does not change significantly with respect to a
given input datum, obtaining a model realization based on this input datum can be

regarded as a random process and the probability distributions of the behavioural

classes can be assumed to come from the same parent distribution.

The qualitative binary classification definition on which the GSA approach is

based evaluates the input data sets according to whether they affect the important

system characteristics of the problem at hand. It is therefore expected to affect the

sensitivity values of the uncertain input data and their relative importance. Different

input data affect the model response behaviour differently. For example, while a given

input parameter may affect initial values of a time series model response, another may

affect the mean of the output series. Input data sensitivities obtained for such a model

with the technique developed in this work will therefore be different for classification

definitions based on initial system characteristics or based on mean system response

or both.

6.3 Results of the modified GSA

Since the sensitivity indices were normalized by dividing the sample values by the

5% siguificance value of the d^n, ã sensitivity index of 1.00 for a given input data

indicates that this input data is significant in simulating the model output at g5%

confidence. On the other hand, a sensitivity index less than 1.00 means the particular

input datum is not important in simulating a Behaviour or a Non-Behaviour at gSTo

confidence. The magnitude of the sensitivity indices that significantly affect the model

output has not been determined. Sensitivity indices calculated are therefore used only

for ranking the importance of input data uncertainty to model output uncertainty for
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the same type of model. It is cautioned that sensitivity indices obtained for diferent

types of models using the modified GSA technique developed in this thesis should not

be compared because of lack of knowledge about the magnitude of the indices that

constitute a significant value.

The sensitivity indices for the stream temperature and the design flows for all

stations in summer and winter were calculated for each season length combination

and water quality goal. Figures 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3 show the sensitivity indices for

the temperatures and the mean of the sensitivity indices for the station flows for

winter and summer for the 6.00, 7.00, and 7.25 mgll DO standards, respectively.

From Figure 6.1, it may be observed that the winter sensitivity indices generally

decrease as the summer season length increases from one month to four months for

the 6.00 mgll DO standard, after which they stay approximately constant. The 2.00

and 7.25 rngll standards have a similar pattern for winter sensitivity indices, except

that the sensitivity indices stay approximately constant after the six month summer

scenarios. The summer input data sensitivity indices increase steadily to a maximum

at a summer season length of three or four months for all DO standards analysed.

Then they drop slightly and stay fairly constant up to the ten month summer season

scenario.

Naturally, it is expected that winter input data sensitivities should decrease as

the summer season length increases. The importance of the winter input data in

determining adequate design treatment levels decreases as the winter se¿Norr length

decreases. This is because the proportion contribution of winter waste treatment

cost to the total annual treatment cost decreases with increases in summer season

length due to shorter winter season length and lower winter removal levels. Similarly,

the increasing sensitivity indices of the summer input data can be explained by the

increased importance of summer treatment cost to the total annual waste removal

cost. However, the design winter and summer removal levels do not depend solely
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Figure 6.3: Seasonal temperature and mean of station flow sensitivity indices (7.25

msll)
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because the constraint on risk

summer removal level for each

on the winter and summer input data, respectively,

relates the design winter removal level to the design

Monte-Carlo simulation.

The values of the summer and winter input data sensitivity indices are approxi-

mately constant for the scenarios with six and ten month summer seasons. For these

cases, all of the months with summer characteristics have been removed from the

winter season and the sensitivity exhibited is due to the level of uncertainty associ-

ated with data for the true summer and winter months. This observation indicates

that once the summer and the winter seasons have been adequately separated, the

sensitivity of the MAUT Program to winter data is reduced to its minimum and both

summer and winter sensitivity indices are stabilized.

For scenarios with-summer season lengths of six and ten months, the sensitivity

indices of the summer flows and temperature data remain approximately constant

and high. Since summer removal levels are high, these removal options are located on

steeper portions of waste treatment cost curves. The seasonal design removal levels

are more sensitive to input data on the steep segments of the cost curve and result

in high summer sensitivity indices for scenarios with summer season lengths greater

than six months.

After all months with summer characteristics have been effectively removed from

the winter season, the mean winter flow increases rapidly. The high winter flows

and low temperatures result in low winter removal levels. These low removal levels

correspond to the mildly sloped portions of the waste treatment cost curve (i.e.,

the less sensitive portions of the cost curve). The sensitivity indices obtained for the

winter input data therefore stay fairly low and constant when all true summer months

are removed from the winter season.

Explanations for trends in winter and summer temperature sensitivities are sim-
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ilar to those for flow given above. For example, the mean temperature decreases

significantly after the four month summer season scenario, raising the assimilative

capacity of the river and allowing low waste treatment levels. The low sensitivity in-

dex of winter temperature is due to the reduced sensitivity associated with low waste

treatment levels.

As shown in Table 4.3, the variances of the seasonal flows and temperatures

have different trends than the seasonal sensitivity indices for flow and temperature

described in Figures 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3. For example, winter flows and temperatures

always have higher variance than the corresponding summer data, yet the GSA gener-

ally produced lower sensitivity indices for winter input data. Furthermore, the trends

and the magnitudes of the sensitivity indices for the station flows and temperatures

are quite consistent. These two factors suggest that for the Willamette River Basin

the management decisions of the MAUT have a greater effect on sensitivity indices

than the uncertainty in the input data themselves.

A plot of the mean of the sensitivity indices for all twelve input data (flows and

temperatures in both seasons) versus the summer season length is shown in Figure 6.4.

For each DO standard the mean sensitivity indices generally reach a maximum at the

three month summer season scenario. They then decrease steadily to attain minimum

values at the four or six month summer season scenario, after which they remain

fairly constant. In general, the input data sensitivities increase with an increase in

the DO standard. This is expected since a higher waste removal level in both seasons

is required to meet the water quality goal as the DO standard is increased. As

explained earlier, these high treatment levels lie on the steep portions of the treatment

cost function and produce results which are more sensitive to flow and temperature

than low removal levels. Figure 6.4 shows that the difference between the mean of

the input data sensitivity indices for the different DO standards is large for summer

sea¡¡on lengths between two and six months. This indicates that the uncertainty in
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Figure 6.4: Mean of input data sensitiviiy indices (6.00, 7.00, and 7.25 mgll)
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the results of the MAUT model for the Willamette River are more sensitive to the

water quality goal for summer se¿rson lengths between two and six months than for

the other sea{¡on length combinations studied in this work.

The individual sensitivity indices for each of the station flows and the stream

temperature are shown in Figures 6.5 to 6.10. Figures 6.5, 6.7, and 6.9 show sensitivity

indices for summer data and Figures 6.6, 6.8, and 6.10 show those for winter data for

the 6.00, 7.00, and 7.25 mg ll DO standards, respectively. Sensitivity indices obtained

for summer flows for all se¿u¡on length combinations, and for winter flows for scenarios

with summer season lengths less than six months are generally high (mostly greater

than 1.00).

For the scenarios with short summer seasons, the design flows in the summer

and winter are generally low. Under these scenarios, as discussed before, the winter

sea{¡on selected includes months with typical summer flow characteristics. Figures

6.5 to 6.10 demonstrate that for such scenarios, fl.ows at the three most downstream

gauging stations, Stations 3, 4, and 5, have relatively higher sensitivity indices than

those at the two most upstream stations.

For summer sea{¡on lengths longer than than six, four, and three months for the

7.25,7.00,, and 6.00 rngll DO standards, respectively, the winter flow sensitivity

indices are low (generally less than 1.00), and winter flows for gauging Stations 3, 2,

and 4 are more important than those for the other two stations. It is interesting to

note that Station 5, which is identified as one of the most important stations when

design flows are low, is no longer significant when summer season lengths increase

and the winter design flows are high.

The patterns observed for station flow sensitivity indices can be explained by the

magnitude of the low flow for a given se¿rson, the position of the critical point for the

DO sag curve relative to the gauging stations, and the sensitivity of the DO deficit
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Figure 6.5: Summer temperature and station flow sensitivity indices (6.00 mg/l)
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+ Sdbn 1 -..- station 2 -*- Sation3
-e- $dion 4 -*- station 5 -:ts tenp€rature

Figure 6.6: Winter temperature and station flow sensitivity indices (6.00 mg/l)
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Figure 6.7: Summer temperature and station flow sensitivity indices (2.00 mg/l)
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Figure 6.8: Winter temperature and station flow sensitivity indices (7.00 mg/l)
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Figure 6.9: Summer temperature and station flow sensitivity indices (7.25 mg/l)
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Figure 6.10: Winter temperature and station flow sensitivity indices (7.25 mgll)
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at this critical point to the flow magnitude. The critical DO point for the Willamette

River always occurs downstream of Station 5 (this was also observed by Lence et al.,

1990 and'Kilgo.", 1985). Hence when flows are low, upstream BOD waste takes a long

time to travel to the critical point. The range of DO deficit contributed by upstream

dischargers is therefore low compared with ihat for dischargers close to the critical

point. Also, flows at stations near the critical point are generally more important for

determining design uniform treatment levels than those at stations far away from the

critical point. However, when flows are high, the upstream velocities are high and the

waste is carried quickly downstream creating a relatively large DO deficit impact at

the critical point. This decreased residence time is manifested in an increase in the

relative importance of the upstream gauging stations during high flow periods (see

Eheart, 1988 for an analysis of the decreased residence time effect).

The efiect of flow magnitude on the sensitivity indices can be clearly demonstrated

with winter and summer flow patterns obtained for Stations 1 and 5 for the 7 .00 mg ll
DO standard (see, Figures 6.11 and 6.12). Flows at Station 1 are the least important

flows in both seasons for all season length combinations analysed. The low magnitude

of flows at Station 1 does not significantly affect the DO deficit at the critical point,

and therefore the sensitivity indices obtained for both seasons are generally lower than

those computed for other stations. The sensitivity index for winter flows at Station 5

decreases from a high value to a very low value as the summer season length increases.

This drastic drop from being important to being insignificant is the result of the large

increase in the magnitude of the winter low flow at Station 5. Winter flows at Station

5 become so high that uncertainty in the value does not greatly affect the design

removal levels and the associated cost.

Summer temperatures and the flows at Stations 3, 4, and 5 are very important to

the model outcome. The water quality manager should therefore be concerned with

these input data. In fact, if more data are going to be obtained to update the model
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+ stdbn 1 -Þ. s|dion5

Figure 6.11: Summer flow sensitivity indices for Stations 1 and 5 (2.00 mE/I)
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Figure 6.12: Winter flow sensitivity indices for Stations 1 and 5 (7.00 mg/l)
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output, then more attention should be paid to temperature records and flow data at

Stations 3, 4, and 5 from May to October, followed by flow data at Stations I and

2 from May to October. The winter and summer input data sensitivity indices (see

Figures 6.5 to 6.10) indicate that these months form the "true' summer period for

BOD waste management for the river basin studied.

Lence et al. (1990) and Kilgore (1985) show that, for a two-season discharge

schedule, the optimal length of the summer season with respect to cost efficiency

ranges from two to five months, depending on the water quality goal. Figure 6.13

shows the annual waste treatment cost for the deterministic solutions obtained from

the historical data used for this work. It can be seen that the pattern of waste

treatment cost obtained is similar to that reported by Lence et al. (1990) and Kilgore

(1985). The minimumannual cost for the 6.00 mgll DO standard occurred at the

three month summer season scenario and it occurred at the four month summer sea,son

scenario for the 7.00 and 7.25 mgll DO standards.

The mean input data sensitivities obtained in this research (see Figure 6.4) indi-

cate that for each DO standard, a potential trade-off exists between the annual waste

treatment cost (see Figure 6.13) and model output uncertainty. For example, the

minimum sensitivity index for the 7.00 mg ll DO standard occurs at the six month

summer season length while the four month summer season scenario had the minimum

annual treatment cost. This finding is interesting since it cautions the environmental

system menager not to consider only economic efficiency and environmental quality

goal, but also the uncertainty in the management model output, when formulating

management policies.
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Figure 6.13: Toial annual cost of deterministic solutions (6.00, 7.00, and 7.25 mgll)
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Chapter 7

SUMMARY, CONCTUSIONS,

AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In this research, an approach is developed for evaluating the contribution of input

data uncertainty to output uncertainty for an optimization based environmental man-

agement model. The approach modifies the GSA technique to account for correlated

input data. It also modifies the binary classification definition for simulation based

models which may be compared to actual system measurements to make the approach

useful for optimization based models which do not have actual system measurements.

These two aspects are combined and demoustrated for a risk equivalent seasonal

discharge program for the Willamette River in Oregon.

It has been shown that the uncertainty in the output for the Minimum Average

Uniform Treatment Risk Equivalent Seasonal Discharge Program for the Willamette

River increases with increases in the water quality goal. The results also reveal the

importance of summer flows and temperatures in the design of a seasonal waste allo-

cation progr¿un for the Willamette River. The sensitivity indices for the various input

data, combined with information about the quality of that input data, would give a
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water quality manager insight into the confidence that can be placed on decisions

obtained from a management model. For example, for the case study analysed, if the

water quality manager has confidence in summer flow and temperature data but not

in those for winter, results from the m¿magement model can be utilized as a guide for

managing the water quality of the Willamette River Basin. On the other hand, if the

summer data used are unreliable, then the manager has to be very concerned with

using the model output as an aid for managing the water quality.

It has been demonstrated that flow and temperature data for months having

true summer characteristics are more important than flow and temperature data for

the other months to the design of treatment levels for the MAUT Program for the

Willamette River. This observation is reasonable since the true summer season has

more critical water quality conditions than the winter season for this case study. The

high sensitivity indices obtained for Stations 3, 4, and 5 for seasons which include the

months of May through October indicate that flow data for these months significantly

affect the output of the seasonal program analysed. Water quality management de-

cisions for the Willamette River based on the MAUT Program should therefore be

more concerned with summer flow data downstream of Station 2, the Harrisburg sta-

tion, than with other flow records. It has been shown that for each DO standard,

a potential trade-off exists between total annual treatment cost and model output

uncertainty.

The question of which value of the sensitivity index is significant for a given model

can be answered by comparing the sensitivity indices computed for the uncertain

input data for that model. At this stage, the sensitivities estimated with the approach

developed here should be used exclusively for comparing sensitivity indices for a single

model only. Comparison of s€nsitivity values calculated for different models using this

method should be avoided until a more complete understanding of the technique and

the sensitivity indices have been gained.
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The effect of other uncertain input data such as velocity, reaeration, and. decay

coefficients on model output uncertainty under the MAUT Program should be inves-

tigated using the modified GSA approach. Research should also be conducted on the

effect of fitting other distribution functions to the uncertain input data and the use

of other techniques such as disaggregation to generate the seasonal station flows.

Further res€arch on the GSA techniques should be conducted to assess the rele-

vance of the magnitudes of sensitivity indices obtained, so that they can be effectively

compared for different models. Work should also be focussed on how this technique

can be used or modified to design robust management policies for environmental sys-

tems. The technique should be applied to other types of environmental management

programs and to different behavioural definitions such as those that do not allow a

certain level of over-design.
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Appendix A

STATISTICAT ANATYSIS

PER,FORMED ON INPUT DATA

The results of statistical analysis performed on flow and temperature data are pre-

sented in this appendix.

A.L Distributions fitted

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Chi-squared goodness of fit tests for the seasonal tem-

peratures for the river and the seasonal flows at Station 3 are given below.
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APPENDIX A. STATISTICAL ANA¿YS/S PERFORMED ON INPUT DATA IO5

G0ODIIESS 0F FIT TEST FOR llll{TER TEI{PERATITRE: 1-t{OllTH SUtll{ER SEASOT{ SCEIARIo

TESTIXG FIT OF 2 PAR.II{ETER LOCI{ORT,ÍAL DISTRIBIJTIOI¡

KOLHOCOROV-S}IIR¡IOV TEST

========-a-tM-=======

CLASSt234567
OBSERVED 4 7 LL 13 T7 18 23

EXPECTED 3.3 6.6 9.9 13. 1 16 .4 19.7 23.0

Dll . 0.075

CRITICAL VALUES : C.V.(.10) - 0.255 C.V.(.05) = 0.283

CHI-SqUARED TEST

CLASSt234
OBSERVED7655
EXPECTED 6.6 6.6 6.6 3.3

CEI-SQUARED TEST STATISTIC = 1.348

CRITICAL VALTES : C.V.(.10) = 2.706 c.V.(.OS) = 3.841
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GO0DHESS 0F FIT TEST FOR SUI{I{ER TEIIPERATURE: 1-l{0llTH SUt{l{ER SEASot¡ ScEHARTO

TESTIIIG FIT OF 2 PARAI'ÍETER LOGI¡ORI,IAL DISTRIBUTIOI¡

KOLI'f OGOROV.SI{IR¡IOV TEST

CLASSL234567
oBSERVED 6 10 11 13 16 19 23

EXPECTED 3.3 6.6 9.9 13. 1 16.4 19 .7 23 .O

DN = 0.149

CRITICAI VALI]ES : C.V.(.10) - 0.2SS C.V.(.OS) = 0.283

CHI-SQUARED TEST

CLASSL234
OBSERVED6557
EIPECïED 3.3 6.6 6.6 6.6

CHI-SQUARED TEST STATISTIC - 3.022

CRITICÂL VATIIES : C.V.(.10) - 2.706 C.V.(.OS) = 3.841



APPENDIX A. STATISTICAL ANALYSTS PERFORMED ON INPUT DATA TO7

G0ODÌ{ESS 0F FIT TEST FOR llIllTER ÏH{PER.ITURE: 2-tl0llTH St ]ll{ER SEASO}¡ SCEI¡ARIo

TESTITG FIT OF 2 PARAI{ETER LOGHORT,IAL DISTRIBTNIO¡¡

KOLIIOGOROV.S¡{IRXOV TEST

CLASSt234567
oBSERVED 2 I 10 15 L7 18 23

EXPECTED 3.3 6.6 9.9 13.1 16.4 19.7 23.0

Dil = 0.106

CRITICAL VALUES : C.V.(.10) = O.2SS C.V.(.OS) = 0.283

CHI-SqUARED TEST

CLASS L 2 3

OBSERVED 9 6 8

EXPECTED 6.6 6.6 9.9

CHI-SQUTRED IEST STATISTIC = L.297

CRITICAT VALTES : C.V.(.10) - 2.T06 C.V.(.oS) = 3.841



APPENDIX A. STATISTICAL ANALYSß PERFORMED ON INPUT DATA LO}

GOODìíESS 0F FIT TEST FOR SUI{I{ER TEI{PERATURE: 2-|{ONTH SUt{l{ER SEASOH SCEilARIO

TESTIIIG FIT OF 2 PARâ}IETER LOCIIORI{.ÀL DISTRIBI'TIO}I

KOLT{OGOR(]V-SIIIRI¡OV TEST

CLASSL234567
oBSERVED 6 I t2 L4 16 19 23

EXPECTED 3.3 6.6 9.9 13.1 16.4 L9.7 23.0

Dll = 0.118

CRITICAL VALUES : C.V.(.10) = 0.255 C.V.(.oS) = 0.283

CHI-SQUARED TEST

CLASS L 2 3

OBSERVED 8 8 7

EIPECTED 6.6 9.9 6.6

CHI-SQUARED TEST STATISTIC . 0.688

CRITICIJ. VAiltES : C.V.(.10) - 2.706 C.V.(.OS) .3.841



APPENDIX A, STATISTICAL ANALYSß PERFORMED ON INPUT DATA IOg

G00D!¡ESS 0F FIT TEST FOR I|II¡TER TEI{PER.ATURE: 3-HOllTH SUI{XER SEAS0I{ SCEI¡ARIo

TESTI}IC FIT OF 2 PARAI{ETER IOGI¡OR¡{AL DISTRIBUTIO}¡

KOLI{OGOROV.SI{IRTOV TEST

CLASSt234567
0BSERVED 5 9 10 15 16 19 23

EXPECTED 3.3 6.6 9.9 13.1 16.4 19.7 23.0

DII = 0. 106

CRITICAL VALITES : C.V.(.10) = 0.255 C.V.(.OS) = O.283

CHI.SQUARED TEST

CLASSL234
OBSEBVED5567
ETPECTED 3 .3 6.6 6.6 6 .6

CHI-SQUIRED 1EST STATISTIC ' 1.348

CRITICAL VAtlrES : C.V.(.10) .2.706 C.V.(.OS) - 3.841



APPENDIX A. STATISTICAL ANA¿YSIS PERFORMED ON INPUT DATA ITO

G0ODIIESS 0F FIT TEST FOR SUI'tllER TEI{PER.ATURE: 3-llOl¡TH Stl,lt{ER SEASoT SCE}¡ARro

TESTI¡{G FIT OF 2 PARAI{ETER LOGIÍOzu,IAL DISTRIBUTIOI{

KOTIIOGOROV-SI,IIR¡{OV TEST

CLASSt234567
oBSERVED 6 I L2 t4 16 19 23

EXPECTED 3.3 6.6 9.9 13.1 16.4 19.7 23.0

Dll = 0.118

CRITICAL VALUES : C.V.(.10) = 0.2SS C.V.(.OS) = 0.283

CHI.SQUARED TEST

CLASS T 2 3

OBSERVED 8 8 7

EÍPECTED 6.6 9.9 6.6

CHI-SqUARED IEST STATISTIC' 0.688

CRITICAT VATIIES : C.V.(.10) - 2.706 C.V.(.OS) - 3.841



APPENDIX A. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS PERFORMED ON INPUT DATA LTT

G0ODI¡ESS 0F FIT TEST FOR ¡lIl¡TER TEI{PER.ATURE: 4-!{0HTH SIJIIHER SEASO}| SCEilARIo

TESTIIIC FIT OF 2 PARAI{ETER LOGI¡ORI.IAL DISTRIBUTIOI¡

KOL}IOGOROV.SI{IRTOV TEST

CLASSL234567
oBSERVED 4 7 t0 t4 16 18 23

EXPECTED 3.3 6.6 9.9 13.1 16.4 19.7 23.O

DH = 0.075

CRITICAL VALIIES : C.V.(.10) = 0.255 C.V.(.05) = 0.283

CHI.SQUARED TEST

CLASS L 2 3

(]BSERVED 10 8 5

ETPECTED 9.9 9.9 3.3

CHI-SQUARED TEST STATISTIC - t.246

CRITICTL VALUES : C.V.(.10) - 2.706 C.V.(.0S) = 3.841



APPENDIX A. STATISTICAL ANALYSß PERFORMED ON INP(]T DATA II2

G0ODI{ESS 0F FIT TEST FOR SttHl{ER TEI{PERåTI RE: 4-l,lOtlTH SUttl{ER SEASoil SCE}IARIO

TESTIXG FIT OF 2 PARâI{ETER LOGIIORT,ÍAI DISTRIBI.ITIOX

KOLI,IOGOROV.SI{IRIIOV TEST

=======Ê=-=--3-ia=======

CLASSL234567
oBSERVED 6 I t2 L4 16 19 23

EXPECTED 3.3 6 .6 9 .9 13. 1 16 .4 L9 .7 23 . O

DI{ = 0.118

CRITICAL VALUES : C.V.(.10) = 0.255 C.V.(.OS) = 0.283

"::::::::=::l==

CLASS t 2 3

OBSERVED 8 8 7

EXPECTED 6.6 9.9 6.6

CHI-SQUTRED IEST STATISTIC - 0.G88

CRITICII VALITES : C.V.(.10) - 2.T06 C.V.(.OS) = 3.841



APPENDIX A. STATISTICAL ANALYSß PERFORMED ON INPUT DATA IT3

GOODNESS 0F FIT TEST FOR ttIllTER TEI{PERâTURE: 6-llO}lTH SUilttER SEASoT SCENARIo

TESTIXG FIT OF 2 PARAI{ETER LOGIIORI{AL DISTRIBIJTIOI¡

KOt!.f OGOROV- SI'IIRIIOV TEST

============---========

CLASSL234567
0BSERVED 5 I 11 15 t7 19 23

EXPECTED 3.3 6.6 9.9 13.1 16.4 19.7 23.0

Dll - 0.081

CRITICAL VALUES : C.V.(.10) = O.2SS C.V.(.OS) = 0.283

::::::::::=:::

ctAssL234
OBSERVED5666
EIPECTED 3.3 6.6 6.6 6.6

CHI-SQUARED TEST STATISTIC - 1.043

CRITICIL VtLtES : C.V.(.10) '2.706 C.V.(.OS) = 3.841



APPENDIX A. STATISTICAL ANALYSß PERFORMED ON INPUT DATA II4

GO0DIIESS 0F FIT TEST FOR SUtll{ER TEIIPERATURE: 6-l,lOllTH SUt{ttER SEAS0!¡ SCEI¡ARIo

TESTIXC FIT OF 2 PAR.AI{ETER LOGI¡OR¡iIAL DISTRIBUTIOII

KOLI'IOGOROV.SIIIR¡{OV TEST

=a 
g 

= == = = = = ¡' ¡ - -ta = = == = = 
3

CLASSL234567
0BSERVED 5 7 11 14 16 19 23

EXPECTED 3.3 6.6 9.9 13.1 16.4 L9.7 23.0

Dll = 0.075

CRIÎICAL VALUES : C.V.(.10) = 0.255 C.V.(.OS) = 0.283

CHI-SQUARED TEST

ctAssL234
OBSERVED5657
ETPECTED 3.3 6.6 6.6 6.6

CHI-SQUTRED TEST STATISTIC = 1.348

CRIÎICAL VALITES : C.V.(.10) - 2.T06 C.V.(.OS) - 3.841



APPENDIX A, STATISTICAL ANALYSIS PERFORMED ON INPUT DATA LT'

G00DHESS 0F FIl TEST FOR l{IllTER TEI{PERATURE: 1O-t'l0llTH SUIüíER SEASOH SCE}¡ARIo

TESTIXG FIT OF 2 PARåI{ETER LOGIIORI'IAL DISTRIBUTIOI{

KOLI'IOGOROV.SI{IRIIOV TEST

CLASSL234567
oBSERVED 4 I 13 13 15 19 23

EXPECTED 3.3 6.6 9.9 13.1 16.4 19.7 23.0

Dll = 0. 137

CRITICAL VALUES : C.V.(.10) = 0.255 C.V.(.05) = 0.283

CHI.SQUARED TEST

CLASS L 2 3

OBSERVED 8 7 8

EIPECTED 6.6 9.9 6.6

CHI-SQUARED TEST STATISTIC - 1.449

CRITICTL VALITES : C.V.(.10) t 2.706 C.V.(.05) o 3.841



APPENDIX A. STATISTICAL ANALYSß PERFORMED ON /NPUT DATA IL6

G00DHESS 0F FIT TEST FOR SUt{l{ER TEI{PER.àTURE: 1O-I,ÍOHTH SUtfltER SEASOH SCEI{ARIo

TESTIXG FIT OF 2 PARAI.IETER LOGIIORT{AL DISTRIBUTIOI¡

KOLI{OGOROV-SI{IR¡IOV TEST

ac 
= == = = ===- ¡ ! - -- = = == = = =

CLASSL234567
OBSERVED 6 8 L2 L4 16 19 29

EXPECTED 3.3 6.6 9.9 13.1 16.4 t9.7 23.0

DII .0.118

CRIÎICAL VALUES : C.V.(.10) = 0.255 C.V.(.OS) = 0.283

CHI.SqUARED TEST

CLASS L 2 3

OBSERVED 8 8 7

EIPECTED 6.6 9 .9 6.6

CHI-SQUIRED TEST STTTISTIC - 0.688

CRITICAL VAIIIES : C.V.(.10) - 2.T06 C.V.(.OS) .3.841
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GO0DHESS 0F FIT TEST FOR IíI!¡TER FLOll: l-l{OtlTH SUt{t{ER SEASott ScE}¡ARIo

TESTIHC FIT OF 2 PARÂI{ETER LOGI¡OR¡.IAL DISTRIBTITIOT

KOL}IOGOROV.S}IIRXOV TEST

CLASSt234567
oBSERVED 4 I 14 t7 20 26 30

EXPECTED 4.3 8.6 L2.9 L7.L 2L.4 2s.7 30.O

DH = 0.048

CRITICAL VALIJES : C.V.(.10) = 0.223 C.V.(.OS) = 0.24g

CHI-SQUARED TEST

CLASSL234
0BSERVED86610
EXPECTED 8.6 4.3 8.6 8.6

CHI-SQUIRED TEST STATISTIC r 1.733

CRITICTL VALIIES : C.V.(.10) - 2.706 C.V.(.OS) = 3.841



APPENDIX A. STATISTICAL ANALYSß PERFORMED ON INPUT DATA TT8

G0OD}¡ESS 0F FIT TEST FOR SUt{l{ER FL0tl: 1-t{01¡TH SUI{I{ER SEASOII SCEI¡ARIo

TESTIHG FIT OF 2 PARåI{ETER LOG¡¡ORI{AL DISTRIBTNIOII

KOLHOGOROV.SI{IR¡IOV TEST

-=======a==3--as=======

CLASSt234567
oBSERVED 4 13 L4 19 19 25 30

EXPECTED 4.3 8.6 t2.9 t7.t 2L.4 25.7 30.O

Dll s 0. 148

CRITICAL VALTES : C.V.(.10) = 0.223 C.V.(.OS) = 0.249

CHI.SQUARED TEST

CLASSt234
OBSERVED13665
EIPECTED 8.6 12.9 4.3 4.3

CHI-SQUARED IEST STATISTIC . 6.750

CBITICAL VttttES : C. V. ( . 10) - 2.706 C. V. ( .05) = 3.841



APPENDIX A. STATISTICAL ANALYSß PERFORMED ON INPUT DATA IIg

GOODÌíESS 0F FIT TEST FOR llIllTER FLOT: 2-ll0!¡TH SUltl{ER SEåSOI¡ ScEI¡ARIo

TESTIIIG FIT OF 2 PARAI,IETER LOCHORI{AL DISTRIBUTIOT¡

KOLI{OGOROV.SI'IIRilOV TEST

CLASSL234567
oBSERVED 3 7 15 18 23 25 30

EXPECTED 4.3 8.6 t2.9 t7.t 2L.4 25.7 30.0

DN = 0.071

CRITICAL VALIIES : C.V.(.10) .0.223 C.V.(.OS) = 0.249

CHI-SQUARED TEST

CLASSt234
OBSERVED7887
ETPECTED 8.6 4.3 8.6 8.6

CHI-SQUIRED IEST STATISTIC' 3.833

CRITICIL VALTES : C.V.(.10) .2.706 C.V.(.05) . 3.841



APPENDIX A. STATISTICAL ANALYSß PERFORMED ON INPUT DATA I2O

GOODIíESS 0F FIT TEST FOR SUHHER FL0tl: 2-1,Í0ì¡TH SUl,ll,lER SEASOT¡ SCEI{ARro

TESTIT{C FIT OF 2 PAR.AIiIETER LOGI¡ORI.IAL DISTRTBUTIOH

KOLI{OGOROV-SI{IR¡{OV TEST

clåsst234567
oBSERVED 6 11 15 16 20 26 30

EXPECTED 4.3 8.6 L2.9 t7.L 2L.4 25.7 30.O

DH - 0.081

CRITICAL VALTES : C.V.(.10) ¿ 0.223 c.V.(.OS) = 0.248

::::::::ï=:::

ctAssL234
OBSERVED65910
EXPECTED 4.3 4.3 L2.9 8.6

CHI-SQUfRED IEST STATISTIC ' 2.200

CRITICAL VALITES : C.V.(.10) .2.T06 C.V.(.OS) - 3.841



APPENDIX A. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS PERFORMED ON INPUT DATA L2I

GOODHESS 0F FIT TEST FOR IIIIITER FLOll: 3-ll0llTH Stül{ER SEAS0lt SCEI¡ARIo

TESTITG FIT OF 2 PARAT{ETER LOGIIORüAL DISTRIBUTIOU

KOLI{OGOROV-SHIR¡{OV TEST

CLASSL234567
oBSERVED 3 10 15 t7 2t 26 30

EXPECTED 4.3 8.6 L2.9 t7.L 2t.4 25.7 30.0

DN = 0.071

CRITICAL VALUES : C.V.(.10) = O.223 C.v.(.OS) = 0.249

CHI-SQUARED TEST

CLASSL234
OBSERVED10569
EXPECTED 8.6 4.3 8.6 8.6

CHI-SQUARED TEST STATISTIC r 1.150

CRITICTL VÂLUES : C.V.(.10) = 2.706 C.V.(.OS) = 3.841



APPENDIX A. STATISTICAL ANALYSß PERFORMED ON INPT]T DATA 122

GOODHESS 0F FIT TEST FOR SUI{I{ER FLOll: 3-I{0HTH SU}u{ER SEASoI ScElARro

TESTIIÍG FIT OF 2 PARA}IETER LOGI¡ORI'ÍAI DISTRIBUTIOI{

KOLI,IOGOROV.SIIIRT¡OV TEST

- Íì- 
= -= = = ---t!- = = = = === = =

CLASSt234567
oBSERVED 6 10 L4 16 19 27 30

EXPECTED 4.3 8.6 t2.9 L7.t 2L.4 25.7 30.O

Dll = 0.081

CRITICAL VALUES : C.V.(.10) = O.223 C.V.(.OS) = 0.248

::::::::ï=:::

CLASSt234
OBSERYED68511
EIPECTED 4.3 8.6 8.6 8.6

CHI-SQUARED IEST STATISTIC r 2.900

CRITICTL VALTES : C.V.(.10) - 2.T06 c.v.(.oS) = 3.841



APPENDIX A. STATISTICAL ANALYSß PERFORMED ON INPUT DATA 123

GOOD}IESS OF FIT TEST FOR IIII¡TER FLOII: 4-I.{OTITH SI]IOIER SEASOI¡ ScENARIo

TESTIXG FTT OF 2 PARAI{ETER LOCHORT{AL DISTRIBUTIOI¡

KOLI'IOGOROV.S}IIR¡{OV TEST

É! ==== = = = = 
Ê == t = = = = = == = = =

CLASSL234567
oBSERVED 3 9 t4 18 18 27 30

EXPECTED 4.3 8.6 L2.9 t7.L 2L.4 2s.7 30.O

Dl{ - 0.114

CRITICAT VALUES : C.V.(.10) = 0.223 C.V.(.OS) = 0.248

CHI-SQUARED TEST

CTASS L 2 3

OBSERVED 9 9 L2

EXPECTED 8.6 12.9 8.6

CHI-SQUIRED IEST STATISTIC r 2.550

CRITICII VALITES : C.V.(.10) - 2.706 C.V.(.OS) - 3.841



APPENDIX A. STATISTICAL ANALYSß PERFORMED ON INPUT DATA 124

G0ODÌ|ESS 0F FIT TEST FOR SUI'íI{ER FLOtl: 4-!{OHTH SUHI{ER SEASoI¡ ScEI{ARIO

TESTIXG FIT OF 2 PARAI'ÍETER LOGI{ORI{AL DISTRIBUTIOII

KOLI{OGOROV-SI{IRIIOV ÎEST

CLASSL234567
oBSERVED 6 11 13 15 19 27 30

EXPECTED 4.3 8.6 t2.9 t7.t 2L.4 25.7 30.O

DN - 0.081

CRITICAL VALUES : C.V.(.10) - 0.223 C.V.(.OS) = O.248

CHI-SQUARED TEST

CLASSL234
OBSERVED67611
EXPECTED 4.3 8.6 E.6 8.6

CHI-SQUARED TEST STATISTIC ' 2.433

CRITICII VALTES : C.V.(.10) ,2.706 C.V.(.OS) - 3.841



APPENDIX A. STATISTICAL ANALYSß PERFORMED ON INPUT DATA 125

G00DÌíESS 0F FIT TEST FOR IJIIITER FLOll: 6-1,Í0NTH SUìOIER SEAS0I¡ SCEI¡ARIo

TESTITG FIT OF 2 PARAI,TETER LOGIIORT.IAL DISTRIBUTIOI¡

KOLI¡IOCOROV. SI{IRI¡OV TEST

CLASSt234567
oBSERVED 1 11 18 27 30 30 30

EXPECTED 4.3 8.6 L2.9 L7.L 2L.4 25.7 30.0

DH = 0.329

CRITÏCAL VALUES : C.v.(.10) = 0.223 C.V.(.OS) = O.z4B

CHI.SQUARED TEST

CLASS L 2 3

OBSERVED 11 7 L2

ETPECTED 8.6 4.3 L7.L

CHI-SQUARED IEST STATISTIC . 3.950

CRITICÂL VATUES : C.V.(.10) - 2.706 C.V.(.OS) - 3.841



APPENDIX A. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS PERFORMED ON INPUT DATA 126

GO0Dì¡ESS 0F FIT TEST FOR SUI{I{ER FL0ll: 6-}l0l¡TH SUI{I{ER SEASOI ScEHARIo

TESTI¡{G FIT OF 2 PARAI{ETER LOG}¡ORI{AL DISTRIBUTIOIT

KoLH0C0R0V-SI{IRI0V TEST

CLASSL234567
oBSERVED O 1 10 16 28 30 30

EXPECTED 4.3 8.6 L2.9 L7.t 2L.4 25.7 30.0

Dt{ = 0.252

CRITICAL VALUES : C.V.(.10) = 0.223 C.V.(.oS) = 0.248

CHI-SQUARED ÎEST

CLÅSS T 2 3

OBSERVED 10 6 14

ETPECTED 12.9 4.3 12.9

CHI-SqUARED IEST STATISTIC . 1.422

CRITICIL VÂtttES : C.V.(.10) .2.706 C.V.(.OS) - 3.841



APPENDIX A. STATISTICAL ANALYSß PERFONMED ON INPUT DATA 127

GOODHESS 0F FIT TEST FOR llIllTER FL0tl: 10-ll0l¡TH SUüI{ER SEASo¡{ SCETARIO

TESTITG FIT OF 2 PARåI{EIER LOGTIORI{AL DISTRIBUTIOII

KOLI{OGOROV.SI'IIRXOV TEST

3 - == == = 
a 

= - =- at= 
= = == = = =

CLASSL234567
oBSERVED 4 I t2 t7 23 26 30

EXPECTED 4.3 I .6 12.9 t7 . L 2L .4 25 .7 30 . O

Dll = 0.052

CRITICAL VALUES : C.V.(.10) = 0.223 C.V.(.OS) = 0.248

CHI-SQUARED TEST

CLASSL234
OBSERVEDL2567
EIPECTED 12.9 4.3 4.3 8.6

CHI-SQUARED TEST STATISTIC r 1.1S0

CRITICAL VALTES : C.V.(.10) - 2.T06 C.V.(.OS) - 3.841



APPENDIX A. STATISTICAL ANALYSß PERFORMED ON /NPUT DATA 128

GOODNESS 0F FIT TEST FOR SU}II{ER FLOll: 1O-l{O}lTH SUI'IHER SEASolt SCEI¡ARro

TESTTXC FIT OF 2 PARAI{ETER LOGI¡ORI{AL DISTRIBUTIOI{

KOLTIOGOROV-SXIR¡{OV TEST

=-========tt-3-========

CLASSt234567
0BSERVED 2 8 t4 19 20 24 30

EXPECTED 4.3 8.6 L2.9 L7.L 21.4 25.7 30.o

DN = 0.076

CRITïCAL VALUES : C.V.(.10) - 0.223 C.V.(.OS) = 0.24g

CHI-SQUARED TEST

CLASSt2345
0BSERVED86s56
EIPECTED 8.6 4.3 4.3 8.6 4.3

CHI-SQUARED TEST STATISTIC - 3.012

CRITICTL VttIrES : C.V.(.10) - 2.706 c.v.(.oS) - 3.841



APPENDIX A. STATISTICAL ANALYSß PERFORMED ON INPUT DATA T2g

^.2 
Means and standard deviations of flows and

,temperatures

The means and standard deviations of the temperatures for the river and flows at

Station 3, are given in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 respectively.

.A'.3 Results of regression analysis

For each summer season length combination, simple linear regressions were fit between

the seasonal flows at Stations 1, 2, 4, and 5 and the corresponding seasonal flows at

Station 3. The general regression equation is of the form:

FLOW|-A+B*FLOW| (A.1)

where

FLOW| : seasonal flow at Station j (j = L,2,4, and 5),

F LOWy : seasonal flow at Station 3,

A : FLOW| intercept of the regression equation, and

B : the slope of the regression equation.

A summary of the regression analysis is given in Table 4.3.



APPENDIX A, STATISTICAL ANA¿YSIS PERFORMED ON INPT]T DATA I3O

Table 4.1: Statistics oftattsttcr temperatures oc

SUMMER SEASON LENGTH : 1 MONTH

WINTER SUMMER

Untransformed Ln Trans.* Untransformed Ln Trans.*

Mean

Variance

18.08

1.007657

2.893147

0.00304

17.70

0.708775

2.872299

0.0022t3

SUMMER SEASON LENGTH : 2 MONTHS

Mean

Variance

16.59

0.70166

2.807645

0.002561

18.24

0.897183

2.902308

0.002658

SUMMER SEASON LENGTH : 3 MONTHS

Mean

Variance

15.79

t.270947

2.757167

0.004972

t8.24

0.897183

2.902308

0.002658

SUMMER SEASON LENGTH _ 4 MONTHS

Mean

Variance

13.98

0.657603

2.636276

0.00333

18.24

0.897183

2.902308

0.002658

SUMMER SEASON LENGTH - 6 MONTHS

Mean

Variance

10.81

0.588589

2.378279

0.004867

18.24

0.897183

2.902308

0.002658

SUMMER SEASON LENGTH - 10 MONTHS

Mean

Variance

7.39

0.655097

r.994226

0.011666

t8.24

0.897183

2.902308

0.002658

* Natural Log. Transformed
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Table 4.2: Statistics of fl.2: Statistics ows at Station 3 cuEeca

SUMMER SEASON LENGTH _ 1 MONTH

WINTER SUMMER

Untransformed Ln Trans.* Untransformed Ln Trans.*

Mean

Variance

3976

399468

8.275245

0.027333

4940

293776

8.499568

0.326924

SUMMER SEASON LENGTH _ 2 MONTHS

Mean

Variance

423r

554950

8.335069

0.032409

4489

403675

8.399895

0.019492

SUMMER SEASON LENGTH : 3 MONTHS

Mean

Variance

4614

961887

8.414765

0.047029

4335

327593

8.36606

0.0r7497

SUMMER SEASON LENGTH _ 4 MONTHS

Mean

Variance

4937

1071293

8.482697

0.046592

4r94

435836

8.329569

0.025116

SUMMER SEASON LENGTH _ 6 MONTHS

Mean

Variance

6152

292349t

8.685844

0.283278

4044

402388

8.293162

0.155482

SUMMER SEASON LENGTH : 10 MONTHS

Mean

Variance

LIL25

40727090

9.18956

0.253288

3977

475856

8.273715

0.031189

* Natural Log. Transformed
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Table 4.3: Summary of regression analysis for seasonal flows at Stations l, 2, 4, and

5

SUMIfER SE,I.SON LENGTE = I MONTE

Stalion WinÈer Summer

,L B lwE R2 ¡l. B ,/ÈsE R2

I

t

4

5

154.7566

106.4874

323.0905

454. l8 I r

0.403072

0.934546

r.3t2274

1.48 1862

258.7068

15õ.9704

407.9946

855.2376

0.501

0.937

0.811

U.bJ4

2071.327

331.4989

-336.õ08

113.7452

0.0643 r r

0.882207

r.3506 16

t.4872t7

324.2009

237.9500

335.171 5

875.7437

0.011

0.807

0.832

0.467

SUMMER SEÄSON TENGTE = 2 MONTES

I

t

4

5

- 156.618

r34.5672

-5õ4.78 I

-40 1. r 57

0.4805õ4

0.90605õ

r.595877

1.761411

268.5666

2r 1.9524

558.4564

1004.9 1l

0.6õ0

0.913

0.824

0.638

994.51 15

485.5986

297.0946

488.2 159

0.230367

0.845352

1.240?89

r.4177i7

309.9935

203.958 I

35I.6179

798.9789

0.186

0.878

0.839

0.568

SUìvfillER SEA.SON LENGTE = 3 ivfONTHS

I
,

4

5

-459.391

176.2259

13t.7262

463.9734

0.529804

0.862E57

r.5 19668

1.732016

276.9537

302.7148

621.7668

t292.286

0.785

0.890

0.856

0.642

1032.263

282.6183

- 100.331

- 1r5.895

0.218 r 13

0.892933

1.334161

1.52762L

294.9645

208.26t7

36 1.9223

I 18.24õ l

0. 156

0.862

0.322

0.342

SUMMER SEÄSON TENGTE = 4 ùIONTES

I

2

4

5

-340.979

149.2789

65.53959

-t73.522

0.494084

0.840467

1.6 10640

1.942772

351.5636

341.2152

924.7873

1765.609

0.68?

0.871

0.771

0.573

766.2603

296.0544

-1.25904

r r7.8890

0.257I45

0.EE7573

1.321708

1.489518

226.2975

197.1514

349.5089

809.8212

0.368

0.901

0.866

0.604

SUMMER SEASON TENGTE = 6 MONTES

I

2

4

5

177.0149

40.65101

22.65736

-491.842

0.339629

0.865441

r.733208

2.494312

412.2190

359.2578

785.0530

230L.3TT

0.673

0.946

0.937

0.781

556.6?05

145.6524

-22.3663

-t22.174

0.312515

0.924545

1.338933

1.53t277

225.33L7

168.6637

345.4437

743.0378

0.453

0.928

0.866

0.647

SUMIvÍER SEASON TENGTE - 10 MONTES

I
,
4

b

-777.309

99.80095

2445.072

510 r.776

0.418387

0.789148

1.471581

2.056622

1054.790

94E.4704

1822-706

s119.690

0.E69

0.967

0.965

0.872

405.6662

163.0812

194.29EE

375.13,14

0.343778

0.91E914

1.290095

1.415109

233.236E

166.2E12

356.9297

767.4048

0.517

0.93E

0.866

0.626



Appendix B

TISTING OF FORTRAN

PROGR,AMS

8.1- fnclude file for the MAUT program

C+¡|'¡t+¡t+ ++++*¡lt+¡l*¡i+tt+¡l +*:rtt¡t++*+t*:¡++t+¡¡!¡¡l++t*'¡*'lt**'È¡¡+:t+

C TEIS PROCRIII IS AT ITCLUDE FILE FOR TEE HAUT PROGRTH :}

ctt**t+tttttttttttl*ttt+t*t+tttt+ttt:tt¡¡ttt*++¡t+:tt**+t+++,r++
IHPLICIT REILIS (A.E,O.Z)

IXPLICII ITTEGEI (I.I)
DI;EISIoI lrRI8(12,50, 10),CoSTilIf(12),DrSilIr(12)

DrHErSIor RVEL(2o,2,30),RR(20,2,30),RrTExp(20,2,30),

1 TT(2,30)

DI[EfSrot cc(20,5, 12),FCST(2o),IVEL(2o),BVEL(20),

2 rxl(20) ,rX2(20),8K2(20),rS(20),
3 rDrsr0(20),

4 tTRrBro(2o),rrElt(2o),IvlR(2o)

Dr[Ersrot ct(tz),T1(12),D01(12),BoD2(20, 12),

133
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2 q2(2O,t2) ,T2(2O,12) ,FEISC(901),

3 DO2(20,t2) ,v2(20,12),DrST2(21) ,Drrc2(20)
DrIErSrot Dlys(12) ,stÐ(12) ,c2L(20,t2) ,C2V(20,L2) ,

2 CT2L(L2),CT2U(12),

3 SEGU(20,5,12) ,SBCL(20,5,12) ,rDly(12) ,

4 rr(12),rs(12),11(12) ,å2(t2),ISEC(20,12)
DIt{EtSIor ¡Q ( 12, 50 ), C ( 12, 50 ), IqTRIB ( 12, 50, 10 ),

2 CCoST(12,50),lIJ(20,140),BDO(1,t0),53(12,50),

3 rI(20,12,50),rlT¡tp(12,50) ,Qq(12,50),

4 UTLEVL(2,30),JroS(8),S1(12,50),52(12,50),

5 54(12,50),55(12,50)

Dil{ErSroI RES(200),CCoEF(320),rCOErF(200,320),

2 1C0D(200)

COI{HOTISTUFF/ TTRIB, COSTHIT, DISHIT,

cototor/xsTuFT/ BVEL , RR, BITEËP , TT

cotfior/P^R I/ cc,FcsT,lvEL,BVEL,

2 I^K1,1¡(2,8K2,IS,

3 IDIS,IFIJ,rRC,rrRIE,lDrsro,

4 \TRIBr0,IIIEAI,MR

c0t{l{orlxEtls/ ct, T1,Do1, BOD2,

2 q2,T2,FEISC,

3 D02,Y2,DIST2,DIIC2

c0tü{0rlsErs./ DlYs , sTD , c2L ,C2V ,

ct2L,gtzu,

SEGU,SBGL,IDAY,

rP,u,rs,Hl,ll2,fsEG
coxllot/REcoBD/ ¡Q, c, IqlRrB,

ccosT, lIJ, BDo,53,51,52,S+,S5,

II,ITETP,qq,

un BvL, Jros

coËËor,/IJYIB/ Bts, ccoBF,lcoFF,

rcf¡D,rPl,tPl,rvlB,KY R,

134
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llcols,lcET,¡LET,rBT,rÏypE,rp1,rc, rcl, ITDEIG,

ITDEIL, I TDEIB, TFLIG, f BÂS IC, TOPTSL, TOPT, ISEED|

8.2 The MAUT program

ct t:r+ + +t* +tr¡ !¡ ,lt ¡tt t I t¡tt * ¡¡ t:¡¡t + +:¡ 'tl *t *t¡ttt tt +*+ +* * + + t* 't 
¡t *t¡t¡¡ t t

C TEIS PROGRAII PERTOHIS ËOITB.CARLO SIIfl'LIlIOr FOR TEE T

c HITIHUü IVER cE UTIFoRI TREIilETT RISK EqUMLEIT SEISOTAL *

C DISCEARCE PROGRA¡I t
c*++**!t:¡:¡*'¡* +¡¡+ +*+:¡t*+t+¡¡*+*++t+'l+¡¡t:¡'¡*++****¡t¡¡+:¡¡¡** *+¡r:¡:t* *

C LÀST UPDITE BY: l. K. TAKYI

C 0I DITE: l{ay 28 (8:00 pn)

c

C Tbis progra¡ dctcr¡incg ¡calonal diachargc loads a¡d dcaiga

C condition¡ tor ¡cvoral' dirclargcra
C for a ringlc pollutaat ao tbat a dc¡ircd rcturD
C period or tatcr quality e¡curaion¡ is achiovcd at Isagt
C lcvel of trcat¡cnt cffort or lca¡t co8t, rnd rith or rithout
C a u¡ifo¡¡ trcat¡cDt coDltrailt.
c

C Variablcc i¡ COllXOÍ/PLÈt.Jl,/

c-------
C IDIS I ¡[¡bcr of rcachc¡ bcing ranagcd, ra¡irur = 20

C |FIJ = ¡u¡bor of eartG dirchargcr¡ i¡ thc rivcr ( or = tDfS

C IDISI0(II) c thc locations of thc va¡tc dirchargcre,
C tborc a¡c IFIJ of thc¡c
C llBI8 = nu¡bcr of tributrricr i¡ thc rivcr = IDIS-IFIJ
CITBIBI0(IL) = t!,c locationc of tbc tributarica,
C thcrc a¡c fTRIB of thc¡e

C IBC = rirl critcrio¡ i¡dicator
C CC(t¿,5,1() I vcctor of total trmtrcDt colt cocffici¡¡t¡
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C tor discharg€r LL

C FCST(LL) = fi¡ed coat oD diacharger LL,g cost cu:ryr

c ü(t(L) = dcorygcnatio¡ ratc cocff. at 20 deg. C for reacb L,conatant yearrouad

c 
^x2,BK2(L) 

= rôaGration ratc crprcaaion cocffa. for rcach L,conat¡rt yea¡rou¡d
c Is(L) = beathic oxygcn dera¡d at 20 deg. C for rcach L,consta¡t yoarrou¡rd

CIVEL'BVEL(I) = vclocity erprcarioa cocff¡ for rcach L,consta¡t ycar rouad

c---------
c

C Va¡iablc¡ in C0llt{01/ÅELI,S/

c---------
C c1(12) = voctor of seasonal l€âns of a¡bicnt pollutaat concentration
C T1(12) = voctor of seasonal lGånB of a¡bient strea! tonp€ratu¡o
C D01(12) = Yoctqr of gcasonal. lca¡ra of a¡bient strca¡ digsolved orygen

c Q2(L,12) = yector of scagoual lcâng of dischargc fror for rcach L
c lJ2(L,12) = vcctor of scasonal rca¡a of cithdracal flov for reach L

C T2(L,12) = ycctor of ¡caronaL loa¡! of digchartc tolpcraturc
C tor rcach L
c D02(L,12) = yccüor of scagoaal lcrñ8 of discha¡ge d,issolved, oxygcn

C tor roacb, L

c B0D2(L,12) = vcctor of scagonal rca¡s of discharge BOD, ûg/L, for each

C reach L, thcsc a¡c includcd go that tributary BOD 1oadc

C ¡ay bc accou¡tcd for, thcy a.rc zoro for dischargcra
C DIST2(L) = di¡üa¡cc of rcacb L fror thc rtarting point, kns

CDIST2(IDIS+1)= di¡ta¡cc to thc la¡t rcach fror thc ltartint poiat, kra
c DIrc2(L) = ditta¡cc iacrcrcnt (i¡ h¡) bctccca thc top of rcach L a¡d

thc top ol rcach L+l--Elcd to calculatc thc incrercntal D0

llIlIHt ¡l = [DIS12(L+1)-DrST2(L)J / t2

c

c

c-----
c

C Va¡ieblo¡ i¡ COHOf,/SEIS/

C fP = nu¡bcr of !ca!on! pcr ycâr

C II(P) = r.a!o¡ corrcrpoading to dcci¡ion variablc p
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C H1(K) = 8terti¡g Eonth of scalo¡ K

C l{2(K) = uu¡bcr of no¡tb¡ in ¡cason K

C DIYS(K) = nu^Dbcr of daya i¡ ¡ca¡ou K

C STD(K) = ratlr quality concc¡tration critcriot i¡ eeason K

C C2L(LL,K) = 1oÍor li-Eit on di¡cha¡gc conccntratiou in seagon K

C tor dischargcr I¿

C C2U(LL,K) = uppor li¡it on diacbargc sonccntration in
C tor dischargcr LL

c cr2L(K) = loger ri¡it on total diachargc (lbslday) iu season K

C CT2U(K) = uppcr lirit on total diachargc (Lbalday) iu geasor K

c ISEG(LL,K) = nu¡bcr of rcglcnt¡ in di¡cha¡t€r LL'a cost cu¡vc in seagon K

CSEGU(LL,6,K) = uPPer li¡it on each aeguent of diacharger LLg coat curve

C in seagon K

CSEGL(LL,5,K) = loccr ri¡it on cacb acguent of digcharger LLe cogt cu:rv€

C in rcason K

c---------
c

C Va¡iablo¡ in C0lll{OflRECORD/

c---------
C IQ(K,J) = biltorical loc tlor iu acason K of ycar J

CIQTRIE(K,J,I)= hiatorical 1o¡ flor it ¡cason K of ycar J tor
C tributary I
C TTRIE(K,J,I)= historical high tcrpcratu¡G in season K of year J for
C tributary I
C II(LL,K,J) = hirtorical optLal 1oad for !Ga!o¡¡ K of ycar J

G a¡d dlacbargcr I.L

C C(tr,J) - hirüorical optiral totaL load for rcalo¡, K of ycar J

C CCOST(K,J) = birtorical optiral totr]. colt for !Gr!o¡ K of ycar J

c cosTIIf(K) = rinirur of tbc optitú total co¡t¡ for lGa8on K ovcr

C all ycarr

C IIJ(LL,I) = Eator quality bpact coctficicnt for dirchargcr LL o¡ point f
C tor a givcn tGrpGratutc a¡d flor
C BD0(I) = baclgrou¡d D0 at poiat I for a givca tcrpcratu¡c a¡d flor
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C fT = aurb.r of yeara ia bi¡torical floc record
c---------
C Loca1 Va¡irbl¡c i¡ t{llf scgEout

C DISI{IX(K) = ¡ini¡u¡ of thc hictorical optiual total load for ¡casou K

C C2(K) = dceiga allorab1e load or deaiga totaL coat aaaigaed to eeaeon K

C IST^1 = ltatu! codc rhicù, eigaifica ân error in flor input
C H0ITE(K) ' lonth of sca¡o¡ K cbo¡cn to c¡tabliah dcaigu conditions
C fP = Du¡bGr of scasous

C Ql(K) = dcrign ¡trca¡llor for ¡caron K

cDrscEl(K,I¿) = deaigl easto road for diacharger LI. for ¡eaeon K
cFLOfl(K,LL) = deaiga flor for dircbargcr LL for geagou K

CREH1(K,LL) = doaiga porcêDt renoval for discha¡ger LL for geason K

cc0sT1(K,LL) = dcaiga cost tor diachargcr LL for ¡cason K

C R = rGturn period on tatcr quality s¡cu¡gion oycnts, J¡r

c---------
i¡cludc ,i¡¡2,

c

Dil{Ersror c2(J2),Q1(12),xotrE(12),DrSCE1(12,20),

2 Ft0u1(12,20) ,REül(12,20),COSTl(12,20) ,TOTCOST(12)

c

OPE¡ ( 3, FILE=' ut7725. data' )
0PEf (8, FILE='nonf ca725' )

OPEI (U|IT=2, FILE=,i¡flo6,, ERR=80)

oPEf (urIT={, FILE:'trib6. data, )

OPE| (llflt=6, FILB='f 1726, )

0PEl(UfIl=9, FILE=,tcrp.data, )

c

c Rcad ¡rcd v¡,luc for tbc gcncratiou of thc unifon Ra¡dor dcviatc
CC TBTTB(r,r) 'UEAI IS lEE SEE) VILI'B . ITTEGER'

cc RßlD(r,r¡ !SB¡I)

fSEEDf =123¿155

c

c Rcad problu iaput data a¡d hi¡torical ¡ca¡o¡el lor floc rccord,
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c

139

7

c

c

ICEK=lYlIDITT(B)

fEIC=0

c

C Constnrct hi¡torical rccord of ccasona]. total and

loads

c

c¡I¿ lsc^P(8, IcE¡(, IEIC)

IF(IETC.GT.ICEÍ) GO TO 70

CILL IIPUT (R,IlrIlB0SIll, STIIDIRD )

CALL FLOU(ISTTT)

rF (rsTlT .EQ. -1) coTo 80

D0 7 K=I,IP

STD (I( ) =STlrDlRI)

U)lY(1)=31.

IDIY(2)=28.

I"DAY(3)=31.

I"DÂY({)=30.

IDAY(5)=31.

IDIY(6)=30.

IDrY(7)=31.

IDAY(8)=31.

IDIY(9) =30.

IDAY( 10)=31 .

IDIY(11)=30.

I"DIY ( 12 ) =31 .

CALL SEASOT

D0 70 fSIH =1,ntilB0slll

individual a].lo¡ablc aaate
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c

C Search for allorable polluta¡t load¡ that nininize treatEent effort
C eubject to desired risl of Eat€r quality e¡curgj.oue.

c

clLL sElRcE(R, C2, ICEI(, IEIC)

c

c lesociatc doaiga co¡ditione sith arLorabre roada a¡rd diaplay results.
c

clLL DESIGI(C2, ql,H0ITE,DISC81,FLOÏ1,REl{1, C0STl,TOTCOST)

70 corTlnE

80 sToP

140

ETD

c---------
c

SUBROUTITE IIPUT(R, NN{BOSIII, STATDIru) )

c

C Thia routin. rcad¡ in problcr input data.

C Paescd Va¡iablcr:

C R = rcturn pcriod on yca¡s cith, catcr quality violations
c---------

includo ,i¡s2,

c

C Rcad in thc nu¡bcr of rcacbc¡, thc nurbcr of digcha¡gorl, rhcrc tbey arc

C locatcd rith r.tPcct to thc rcacD, nr¡¡bcrs,thc nu.lbcr of tributa¡ies a¡d thcir
C locationr, volocity cocfficic¡t¡, dccay cocfficicnt!, roaoration coefficicats,
C a¡d bcnthic coctticic¡t¡.
c

REID(3,r) nilBoSIH

REID(3,*) STIIDIRI)

REID(3,*) fp

ßElD(3,r) (Hl(I),1=1,rP)

BBID(3, r)¡DIs
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REID(3,t)fFl¡

REID(3, ù) (fDISfo(I), I=1,IFIJ)
REID(3,t)ITRIB

BEID(3, +) (fTBIBfo(I), I=1,fl?IB)
D0 55 f=l,fDfS
REID(3, *) lvEL(I),BVEL(I)

D0 66 I=1,IDIS

REID(3,r) ü(1(I)
D0 75 f=1,fDfS

READ(3, t) ü(2(I),8K2(I)

D0 85 I=1,IDIS

REI"D(3,r) Is(I)
CTLL IIPUT1

CALL IIPUT2

CALL I¡PUT3

CALL ITPUT4(R)

CILL ITPUTT

RETURT

ETD

c

c---------
c

SUBROUTITE ITPUll

c

includ¡ ,i¡¡2,

c

c Bcad i¡ th¡ di¡ta¡cc to cacb rcach, thc dicta¡cc to tbc raat poil.t, thc
c distansr i¡crcrcnta, thc diachargc (L/scc), thc rithdraral (l/scc),
C tcrpcratur., D0 a¡d BOD (ry/l) load¡ of thc diachargcrr.
c

D0 32 J=1,fDfS

32 REID(3,r) DISÎ2(J)

BEID(3, r) DISfi¡(rDIS+1 )

r41

55

65

7E

85

90
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D0 36 J=1,IDIS

36 REID(3,t) DIIC2(J)

C

C SUBSTITUTE ABOVE BLOCK TITE TEIS

c

DO +2 J=1,IFIJ

+2 REID(3,r) (Q2(rDISrO(J),I),I=1,rp)

D0 4,1 J=l,fFfJ
++ REID(3,f) (U2(IDIS¡O(J),f),I=t,tp)

D0 65 J=1,IDIS

05 REÄD(3,*) (T2(J,l),1=1,fP)

D0 75 J=I,IDIS

D0 75 f=l,fP
76 D02(J, 1)=( 14. 652- (0.+L022+T2(J, I) )+(0. oo7gglr(T2(J, I)++2) )-

1 (0 . 00007777+*(T2(J, r ) +r3) ) ) -r . o

D0 76 J=l,IFIJ
76 REID(3,t) (D02(IDI5X0(J),I),I=1,f,p)

DO 77 J=l,IDIS

77 REID(3,t) (80D2(J,I),f=1,fP)

110 RETl'Rf

c

c---------
c

SI'BROUTITE ITPUT2

c

i¡clud¡ ,i¡12,

c

C Read in thc initial (upatrcar of firct discbarger) BOD concentration,
C D0 ÇoûccntratÍon, and t€tpcratu¡e
c

REID(3,t) (Cl(I),I=1,fP)

ßElD(3, r) (T1(I) , r=1,fP)
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D0 7E I=l,Ip
76 D01(I)=(14.682-(0.41022*T1(I))+(o.oozee1*(T1(r)**2))-

1 (0.000077774* (11 1¡ ¡ ür3) ) )-1. O

c

RETI'B|

ETD

c

c---------
c

SUBM)UTIIE IIPUÎ3

c

i¡cludc ,Íng2,

c

c Read in thc nu¡ber ol seasoug, sta¡titrg nonth of each season, âñil

C tho uppcr a¡d locsr- liuit ou BOD cfflusnt concentration
C for each diacharger(ng/l). Co[vort thc conceutratione to lblday.
c Read in tbc nunber of acgnents a¡d the upp€r a¡d, lorer linits
C on coDccDtration (ngll) for each sot¡€nt of each diachargers, cost
c curyo, a¡d cacb acaso¡¡, of thc year. convert tbe li¡it8 to lblday.
C Âdd up tbc total ua¡i¡l¡¡ BOD load¡, in lblday, for each uonth,
C given lirits rcad i¡ hcre.

c

D0 85 J=1,IFfJ

85 REID(3,t) (C2U(J,t),I=1,XP)

D0 95 J=l,fFIJ
95 BEID(3,r) (C2L (J,I),I=1,rP)

D0 105 J-l,IFIJ
D0 105 f=1,Ip

c2u(J, r) =(c2u(J, r) rQ2(rDrsro(J ) , r) ) *. tgostz
105 C2L(J,r)=(C2L(J,r)rQ2(rDrsro(J),1))*.190512

D0 f07 J=1,fFrJ

D0 107 f=1,fp

BELD(3,r) ISEG(J,I)
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READ(3, r) (sEcu(J,lt, I),H=1,rsEc(J, I) )
REID(3, t) (SEGL(J,t{, I),tl=1,fSEc(J, I) )
DO 107 tt=1,ISEG(J,I)

sEcu( J, x, r ) = (59çu( J, t{, r ) *q2 (rDrsro ( J ), r ) ) + . rsos tz

107 SEGL(J,I,r)=(SEGL(J,H,r)+q2(rDrsro(J),r))+.190512

D0 110 I=1,fp

CT2L(I)=0.0

110 CT2U(I)=0.0

D0 120 J=l,|FIJ
D0 120 I=1,Ip

CT2U(I ) =CT2U(I) +c2u( J, I )

720 cT2L(I)=CT2L(I)+C2L(J,I)

RETURI

ETD

c

c---------
c

SUBROUTITE IIPUT4(R)

c

includc ,ing2,

c

c Read thc colt coefficients for eacb, rcgncnt of each digcharger,s cost

C culvc, for cach lcalon of tbc yet$/ry/L). Rcad the fixed coetg for each discharger
C (nillion t pcr ycar).

G Rcad i¡ th¡ tirc pcriod for coulting c¡cu¡¡ious
C a¡d tbc rotu¡a pcriod for e¡cur¡io¡g.
c

D0 10 J=1,|FrJ

D0 l0 f=l,fp
REID(3, r) (cc(J,ll, I),1=1,ISEG(J, I) )
D0 10 Ë=l,ISBG(J,I)

10 cc(J,r,r)=cc(J,;,t)/(q2(rDrsrO(J),r)r.190512)

D0 20 J=l,IFIJ
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20 READ(3,r) FCST(J)

REID(3,*) rRC

REID(a,+) R

RETURI

EXD

c

c---------
c

STIBROIITITE ITPUTT

iuclude 'in¡2'
c

C Read E€a.D t€Ep€ratur€ for each a€aso¡ and yea¡ (oC)

c

D0 10 J=1,30

10 RE^D(9, *) (TT(I, J) , I=1,2)

RETURX

BTD

c---------
c

SUBROUTITE FLOT( ISTAT)

c

C Thig routinc reada it seasonal loc floc va]-ues off a file called FLO¡I.DAT.

c

includc ,ins2,

c

DIËETSIOI I(2)

fY=0

5 REID(2,r,ERR=6O,EfD=50) I
IY=fY+1

D0 20 I=1,Ip
20 IQ(I,rY)=I(I)

GOTO 5
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50 CLOSE(UIIT=2)

D0 55 l=l,fTRfB

D0 55 J=l,fy
D0 55 I=1,fp

55 REID(4,r)IQTRIB(I,J,X)

ISTAT=0

RETURT

60 ISTIT=-1

RETURf

EID

c

c---------
c

SUEROUTITE SEASOX

c

C This routinc divides the ycar into geason¡.

c---------
i¡cludc ,íns2'

c

C For each geagon do the folloving:
c

D0 10 K=l,Ip

DlyS (K) =0.

tl2(K)=0

c

C Find th. lt¡tt lo¡th a¡d cnd ronth of thc soaso¡¡,

c

H=H1 (K)

IF (K .LT. rp) H3=H1(K+1)

IF (K .EQ. rp) Ë3=Ht(1)

c

C ltrd ti¡d thc nu¡bcr of d,aya i¡ thc acaao¡t.

c
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5 IS (tl) =K

DIYS (K) =DÂYs (l() +II)IY(l{)

¡2{¡¡)=l!(()+t
ll=l{+ 1

IF (¡r .EQ. 13) l{=1

IF (H .IE. II3) GOTO 5

10 corTlruE

RETUBT

ETD

c

c---------
c

SUBROUTIIE ASCÂP(R, ICEK, IEIC)

c

c ïhie routiDo finde.the assinirative capacity of the river lor each

c nonth of eacb year of tbe tlor record rnd converts this into a¡
C aLLocablc pollutaat loading for each seaaon of each year.
c---------

includc ,ing2,

D0 20 J=l,Iy
D0 10 I=l,Xp

c

c Subroutiuc FrJS calculates the rater quality inpact coefficients
C for each di¡cha¡tcr a¡d thc background D0 in ¡onth I a¡d year J.

c

cll¿ FIJS (I,J)
c

C Subrouti¡c LPSIIBS caLculatc¡ thc ra¡tc load allocations in nonth I a¡d

C year J urilg thc abplc¡ acthod.

c

CAI¿ LPSTES(I, J, ICEK, IEIC)

IF(IFLTG.fB.2) GO 10 10

IEIC=IEIC+1
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IF(IETC.GT.ICEK) TEEX

ïRITE(E,T)'TO SOLUTIO¡'

RETT'B|

E¡DIF

CCOST(I,J)=31750000.

C(I,J)=CT2L(I)

D0 5 ff=l,IFIJ
5 II(If,I,J)=C2L(If,I)
10 COITITUB

20 COITIIUE

ctLL coüPRs

RETURI

EID

c

c---------
c

SUBROUTITE FIJS(I,J)
c

C Calculate¡ tbe rat€r quality iupact coefficientg
c for each dircharg€r and the bactgronad D0 in Eouth r a¡d. year J,
c rhegc varucc arc thcn paaacd to LpsUBS to solvc Lp allocations.
C Paeeed Va¡iablce:

C I = rontb of year

C J = yoa¡ of historical flor record

C Local, Va¡iablcr:

c R¡( = dcoxygcnatiou rate cocff ., l/d,ay (rI(1 correctcd, for t€Ep)

c RB = r.acaration ratc cocfficicut, l/day (corrccted for tcap)
c BErrrc = b¡¡thic o¡ygcD dcraad, l,g/L/d.ay (rs correctcd for terp)
C RDO = rc¡cb i¡itial di¡solvcd orygcn, rg,/L

C RL(¡ = rtach i¡itial B0D, nglL

C RDoDEF = rcacb i¡itial. D0 deficit, rg/L
C RCS = roach D0 latu^ration conccntratioD, Eg/L

c RVEL = r¡ach avcratc vcrocity, )trs/s.c (convortcd trot tt/sçc,.304g)
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C RTEI{P = r€ach ayorag€ t€Dp€raturo, C

C RFLOï = floc rat€ of tator entering reacb, L/søc

C RITEIIP = tarp€ratu¡e of cater entcring reach, DEG C

C cT = coefficicnt of BOD in S-F deficit cgB.

C FT = coofficicnt of D0 in S-F deficit oqn.

C BEITE0 = bcathic effect in S-F dcticit eqn.

C DEF = backgrou¡d D0 deficit, all diecha¡gers at 0 ugll BOD, ngll
C DEFD0T = DO deficit for a L.0 ng/L chaage in 800 for each discharger, ag/L

C DIST = dista¡ce fron start to a given chectpoint

C BOD = BOD at a given cbeckpoint

c

c---------
c

iuclude 'its2,
DII{EISIOT RFLOII(20), RTEIIP(20),

1 D0BIC(20,12),R¡((20), RCS(20), RLo(20), RDO(20),

2 DS,F(20,12), Tn{E(20,t2), cT(20,12), rpT(21),

3 FT(20,12),RDoDEF(20),DrST(20,t2), BEXTTC(20), FrJ(20,12),

4 IP0I¡T(20), B0D(20, 12), DEFDOT(2O,L2),Tt{E^[(2),T1/AR(2),

5 S3L¡tElr (2 ), S3IS1Ð (2), S 1STD (2), S2S1D (2 ), S4STD (2 ), SSSTD (2 ),
6 s1l(2),stB(2),s21(2),s28(2),s,tÂ(2),s48(2),sEA(2),sEB(2)

REAL U(10)

c

C Polluta¡t is ultinato orygou dena¡d

c

c

C for rcaloa 1 (cintcr) tcncratc tributary a¡d initial upatrean flors
c

fRlf=10

U( 10) =0.0

c

C rcacratiol, vclocity consta¡ts

c
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C teapcratu¡c coD8taDtg

c

Tt{E I( t)=2.636276

TVAR( 1 ) =0.057706152

c

TllEÂx(2)=2.902308

TVrR(2 ) =0 .051555795

c

C flor consta¡tg

c

S3LXElr( 1 ) =8.482897

S3LSTD(1)=0.215851

slSTD(1)=351.5636

S2STD(1)=34L.2162

S4STD ( 1 )=92+.7873

SSSTD(1)=1765.609

Sll(1)=-349.979

S18(1)=0.494084

52Â(1)=149.2789

S2B(1)=0.840467

S4r(1)=65.53959

S4B(1)=1.61064

S5l(1)=-173.622

S5B(1)=1.9+2772

c

S3IJElr(2)=8.329569

SSLSTD (2) =0. l5&t80282

S1STD(2)=226.2s76

S2STD(2)=197. 181¡l

S4STD(2)=349.5089

SSSTD(2)=8og .82t2

S1r (2) =766. 2603

S1B(2)=0 .2sTt+6
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S2l(2)=296'q544

S28(2)=0.887573

S4r{2)=-1.25904

S4B(2)=1 .32t708

S5Â(2)=117.889

S5B(2)=1. ¡¡89518

C FIJS

c

C aet up for curre¡t B€ason (1 or 2)

c

c rF (r.EQ.l) TEEI

L7t BB1=Rlr(ISEEDI)

CALL RATDT(U, XRÂT, BB1 )

TEI{PVIR= (THETX ( I ) +u( 10 ) *TVAR( I ) )

IF (TEIIPVAR.LT. O. ) GO TO 171

rF (r.EQ.1) TEEI

BB1=Rlf(ISEEDT)

crLL RAIDY(U,IRtr,881 )

rEt{pvtR= (u( 10) +0.020489268+1.0) *DErp (TEr{pv¡tB)

ELSE

BB1=RtI(ISEEDI)

clLL RtrDY(U, rRtI,BBl )

TEt{pvaR= (u( 10) r0.018288671+1 . 0) *DErp (TEüpvAR)

EID IF

C RITEIIP(1,I,J)=þg¡P(TEilPvlR)

RITHíP( 1, I, J) =TEI{PVÂR

T1(I)=RITEIIP(1,I,J)

D01 (I ) =( 14.052-(0.41022*T1 (I) ) +(0. oozsel* (11 (r) ++2) ) -
1 (0.000077774r(T1 (r ) +*3) ) )-1 .0

c

881=Rlr(ISEEDT)

cll¿ RtrDY(u, rRtr, BB1 )

s3L=S3LIErr ( r ) +U( 10) *S3LSTD (r )
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rF (r.EQ.1) TEEI

BB 1 =RÂI ( ISEEDI )

clLL RIIDY(U, XRtÍ, BB1 )

IF (U(10).LT.O. )TEE¡

s3 (I , J ) = (U( 10) *0.073059518+1 .0)rEtp (S3L)

ELSE

s3 (I , J ) = (U( rO) *0.078817917+1 .0)rEIp (S3L)

EXD IF

ELSE

BB 1=RAX ( ISEEDI )

clLL RAXDY(U, [R^X, BBl )

IF (U(10).LT.O. )TEEX

s3 (r , J ) = (u( 10 ) +0.054178701+1 .0)*ErP (S3L)

ELSE

53 (I, J ) = (U( 10 ) *0 .06728217 6+1 . 0 ) +EIP (S3L)

EID IF

EXD IF

199 BB1=RlI(ISEEDI)

CALL RAIDY(U, ¡RAX, BB1 )

s1 (I, J) = (S1r (r) +S18(I ) *S3(I, J ) +U(10) +SISTD (I ) )

BB1=RtX( ISEEDT)

CILL RÂTDY(U, f,RTX,BB1 )

s2(I , J) =(S2r( I)+S2B(I ) +S3 (I , J)+U( 10) TS2STD(I ) )

rr ((s2(r,J).LT.s1(r,J)).0R. (s2(r,J).GÎ.53(r,J))) G0 T0 199

20t BB1=Rlf (ISEEDT)

cll¿ urDY(u,xRlr,BB1)

S4(I , J) =(Sa¡( t)+SaB(r ) rS3 (I, J )+U( 10) *s4sTD(I ) )

rF (s{(r,J).LÎ.53(r,J)) G0 T0 201

2O2 BB1=Rlr(ISEEDT)

CAI¿ RITDT(U, ¡RAI, BB1 )

SE (I , J)=(S5l(I)+sEB(I ) tS3(I, J)+U( 10) tSssTD (I) )
rF (s5(r,J).LT.S4(r,J)) G0 10 202

c
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IQ(I,J)=S1(I,J)

IqTRIB(I, J, 1)=S2(I, J)-S1 (I, J)

IQTRIB(I, J, 2)=(53(I, J)-S2(I, J)) /2

IQTRIE(I, J, 3)=(53(I, J)-S2(I, J)) /2

IqTRIB (I , J ,4) =(S4( I, J) -S3(I, J ) ) *0. I
IQTRIB (I , J ,5 ) =(S4(I, J) -S3(I, J) ) +0. 2

IQTRTB(r, J, 6)=(S5(r, J)-S4(I, J) )*0. 241

IqTRIB(I, J, 7)=(S5(I, J)-S{(I, J) )+0. 12

IQTRIB(I, J, 8)=(SE (I, J)-S4(I, J) )*0. 939

c

RLO(1)=c1(I)

RDO(1)=D01(I)

RFLOI¡( 1 ) =IQ (I , ¡) +Ze. gZ

D0 200 f=1,XTBIB

tl2 (XTRIBIO (X), I) =0 . 0

Q2 (IÎRIBIO (X), I) =IQTRIB (I, J,E) *28 . 32

12 (XTRIBI0 (r), l) =Rltgl{P ( 1, I, J)

200 co¡TrxuE

D0 280 II=1,XFfJ

280 B0D2(¡DISIO(ÍI),I)=0.0

c

D0 1000 IR=l,IDIS

c

C calc tcnp, D0 aat, decay, rcacratiou, benthic coef

c

RTEIp(IR)=( (RFL¡ï(rR)-r2(XR, I) )rRrTEüP(XR, I, J)+Q2(f,R, r)*121¡n,,T)) /
1 (RFLor(¡R)_r2(rR, r)+qz(rB, I) )

RCS ( rR) = 1,*. 662- ( o . 41022tRTEllP (IR ) ) + ( 0 . 00799 1+ ( RTEüP (rR) *+2 ) ) -
1 (0. 000077774f (RTEüt1¡3)++3) )

RI( (IR ) =U( 1 (IB) t ( 1 . 0¿17*+ (RTEllP ( IR) -20 . ) )

c

C generatc rcacration, velocity valucs
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c

TEI{PVIR= ( RFLOH (XR) -u2 ( xR, I ) +Q2 (¡È,I) ) / 2e . 32

LT RVEL (IR, I , J ) =¡yg1 1XR) *1nþ¡y¡R**AygL 1t*,
RVEL(IR, I, J) =RVEL(XR, I, J)r.3O4g

IF (RVEL(TR,r,J).LT.O.OR.RVEL(IR,r,J).GT. (10.0)) GO TO 17

19 RR(¡R,I,J)=ÂI(2(f,R)*TE!{PVAR**8I(2(fR)

Rn(fB,I, J)=R8(IB,I, J) * ( 1 . O2¿1*r (RTE¡{P (XR) -20. O) )

IF (RR(IR,I,J).LÎ.O.OR.RR(IR,I,J).GT. (5.0)) GO TO 19

c

8E¡TrC (rR) =IS (f,R) * ( 1 . 065** (RTEüP (rR) -20. ) )
c

c t{^ss B^L^xcE

c

300 RLo (rR) = ( (nrloï(xR) -¡J2 (tR, r ) ) *RLo(rR)+QZ (rR, I ) *BOD2(XR, r ) )/
1 (RFLor(rR)-r2(rR, r)+Q2(XR, r) )

FrDo(xR)=( (nruos(¡n)-T2(xR, r) )ÛRDO(rR)+Q2(¡R, r)*D02(rR, r) )/
1 (Rrl.og(XR)-U2(XR, r)+Q2([R, r) )

c

c

C TRAVEL TII{E

c

TB= (DrST2 (rR+r )-p¡512(XR) )/(BVEL(rR, r, J) *66.4¡

c

C CALCULTTE BOD ATD FLOï RrTE ETTERITG REACE rR+l

c

RLO (rR+ 1 ) =RL0 (rR) *DEIP (-TB+R¡((fR) )

RFL0Y(rR+1 ) =RFLOï(rR) -rJ2 (rR, I ) +Q2 (rR, I )

RITEIIP(IR+l ,I, J) =RTEI{P (fR)

c

C CÁLCUL¡TE TIIIE ITCREHETT TTD IIITIAL DEFICIT IT REACE IR

c

TI=DIIC2 (rR) / (BVEL(rR, I, J) *86. {)
RDODEF (IR) =RcS (TR).TÐO ( IB)
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rF (DABS (R¡((XR) -RR([R, r, J ) ) . LÎ. O . OOO 1 ) R¡((rR) =RR (XR, I, J ) + . OOO 1

c

C FOR EACE I¡TERVTL ïIÎEIX REACE IB,DETER¡{ITE TII{E ATD

C DEFICIT USIXG STREETER-PEELPS EQUATIOT

c

750 T=0

IFLIG=0

f,POIIT(IR)=0

D0 900 ff=1,12

xPOIrT ([R) =XP0IXT (f,R) + 1

rF(T.LT. (TB-1.0E-6) )G0 TO 8oO

T=TB

IFLÂG=1

800 cT (XR, XI ) =RK ( [R) / (RR([R, r, J ) -RI{ (xR) ) + (DEIP ( -RK ([R) *T)

1 -DEIP(-RR([R, I, J)*T) )

FT(XR, XI) =DEXP(-RR(¡R, I, J) *T)

BEITEO=( 1 . -FT(XR, [I) )*BETTIC(XR)/RR(¡R,I, J)

DEF ( XR, XI ) =RLO (XR ) *GT (rR, ¡I ) +RDODSF ( IR ) +FT (rR, f t ) +gg¡tgO

IF (DEF(IR,xI) . cT.Rcs(xR) ) DEF([R,f,I)=RCS([R)

c

DOBIC ( XR , XI ) =RCS ( XR ) -DEF (rR , II )

TIIIE([R, f I) =TTOT+T

DIST(IR, II) =DIST2 (XR) +T+RVEL(IR, I, J ) *96.4

BOD (XR, TI ) =RLO (XR) +DETP (-TtR¡((IR) )

IF (rFLlc.EQ.1) C0 T0 950

T=T+TI

900 corTrruE

950 TTOT=TTOT+TB

c

C CTLCULATE DO EXIERIIG REACE TR+l

c

I1=IPOIrT(rB)

RDO (IR+1 ) =RCS (XR) -DEF(XR, r1 )

I ð.)
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1000 coITIntE

c

IPl( 1 ) =0

D0 1998 JJ=1,IDIS

I1=rPOIrT(JJ )

D0 1997 K=1,fl
rF(JJ.Bq.1) TEEI

HC0fS=K

I]I.JE

l{C0XS=K+IPÎ(JJ-1 )

Ef,DIF

BDO (l{COrS ) =DOBAC ( J J, K )

1997 CorTIflrE

IF(JJ.EQ.1) TEEX

XPT(¡¡)=rt

ELSE

IPT(JJ) = xPT(JJ-1)+r1

E¡DIF

1998 COITIIUE

rIT=IDISI0( 1 )

D0 9996 fT=l,IFfJ
B0D2(fIÎ,I)=0.0

RFL0ï( I )=Iq (I, J) *28.32

RLO(1)=c1(I)

RDo(1)=D01(I)

rIT=IDISI0(IT)

B0D2(fIT,I)=1.0

D0 9995 fR=1,IDIS
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1 (RFLoï(rR)-C2 (rR, r ) +Q2 (XR, r ) )

RDo (IR) = ( (RFLog(XR) -H2 (¡R, I ) ) ÛRDO (XR) +q2 ([R, I ) *DO2 (¡R, I ) ) /
1 (RFLog(¡R)-r2(rR, I ) +Q2([R, I) )

c

C TRAVEL TIIIE

c

TB= (DIST2 (IR+1 )-DIsT2 (xR) ) / (RVEL(fR, I , J) *96.4¡

c

C CTLCULATE BOD ATD FLOU RATE ETTEBITG REACE f,R+l

c

RLO (XR+ T ) =RLO (XR) +DE[P ( -TB*RK(rR) )

RFLoU(XR+1) =RFLoll(XR) -lJ2 (¡R,I ) +Q2(XR, I )

c

C CTLCULATE TI}IE IXCRENEXT ÂXD IXITIAL DEFICIT I[ REÂCE XR

c

Tr=Drxc2 (xR) / (RVEL(XR, r , J) *86.4)

RDODEF (IR) =RCS (xR) -RDO (rR)

IF(DIBS (R¡((XR) -RR(ÍR, f , J ) ) . LT. O . OOO1 ) R¡((fR) =RR(¡R, I, J ) + . 9gg 1

c

C FOR EÂCE I¡TERVAL YITEIT REACE XR,DETERIIITE TIHE ATD

C DEFICIT USITG STREETER-PEELPS EqUAIIOT

c

7500 T=0

IFLAG=0

D0 9000 II=1,12

rF(1.LT. (rs-r.oE-6) )co r0 sooo

T=TB

IFLIG=1

8000 cT (¡R, rI ) =Rr((rR) / (RR(rR, r, J ) -Rr( (rR) ) r (DErp (-R¡( (rR) +T)

I-DEIP(-BR(TR, I,J) *T) )

FT(¡R, fI) =DEIP(-RR(IR, I, J) +T)

BETTEO= ( 1 . -FT(rB, rI ) ) TBETTIC (rR) /RR(rR, I, J )

DEFÐ01 ( rR, rI ) =BLO ( XR) *GÎ (TR, rI ) +RDODEF (¡8 ) +FT ( XB, rI ) +BEITEO
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IF (DEFDOT(IR,xI) . cT.RCS(IR) ) DEFDOT(IR, rr)=f,çs(¡¡¡

TII{E(¡R,fI)=TTCI[+T

DIST(¡R, fI) =DIST2 (XR) +T*RVEL(fB, I , J ) *86.4

c

C CALCULATE TEE II{PÂCT OT D.O. PER LBIDAY,IIG/L

c

FI J (rR, rI ) = ( (DEFD0T(rR, XI ) -DEF(rR, rr ) ) / (Q2 (xIT, r ) IBOD2 (XIT, I ) )
t /.tso6L2)*t.s+

c FIJ(rR,rI)=((DEFDoT(XR,f,I)-DEF(!R,rI))/80D2(xIT,r))*r.s+

IF(FIJ(rR,rI) . LE. 1. E-10) FIJ(XR,ÍI)=0. o

rF(IFLlc.EQ.1) co TO 95OO

1=T+TI

9OOO COTTIIUE

9500 TT0T=TT0T+TB

c

C CALCI'LATE DO EITERITG REACE f,B+1

c

X1=Xp0IIT(XR)

RDO (IR+ t ) =RCS (IR) -DEFDOT(xR, r1 )

9995 COITITUE

c

XPT( 1 ) =0

D0 9998 JJ=1,IDIS

r1=TPOITT(JJ)

D0 9907 K=1,f1

IF(JJ.EQ.1) TEET

llC0IS=K

ELSE

ËCOIS=K+IpT(JJ-1 )

EIDIF

IIJ (fIT, HCOIS ) =FIJ ( JJ , K)

9997 CoITrntB
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rF(JJ.EQ.1) TEEI

f,PT(JJ ) =r1

ELSE

lpT(JJ) = xpT(JJ_1)+xl

EIDIF

9998 COXTITI'E

9996 COITITT'E

RETURT

EID

159

c

c

c

SUBROUTIIE RAf,DY(U, XRAX, BB1 )

REIL V(10),I,(10)

REALIS DS,D2,D3

DS=99999. 0+881+1 .0

IF(Ds.EQ.0. ) Ds=DS+1 .0

c

D2=2147483647. D0

D3=21,[7483648. D0

10 D0 1 l=t,fRlf,
DS=HOD ( 16807 . DO*DS, D2 )

t u(t)=5IGL(DS/D3)

rF(v(rRrr).8q.0.)co 1o 10

u (rRlr ) =sQRT (2*rloc ( 1 . O/V (rRAr ) ) ) *Sr¡ ( Z*3 . 14 15e+V (rRrX- 1 ) )

c

RETI'BI

ETD

c---------
c

ST,BROUTITE LPSUBS (I, J, ICEI(,IE[C)
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c

C I,J ARE SEASOT A¡D YEÂR RESPECTIVELY

C A(L,K) IS IIIPACT COEFF.TT CEECK PT. L BY DISCEARGER K

C B(L) IS RES COEFF. OF COTSTRAIIT L

. 
'(*) 

IS TASTE LOÂD LEVEL OF DISCEÂRGER K

C UTLEVL(I,J) IS UT LEVEL FOR SEASOT I ÂTD TEAR J

C CALCT'L¡TE UT LEVEL REq'D IT A GIVET I,J TO SATISFY Y.Q

C CRITERII AT EACE CEECK PT. L

c

includc,ing2,
Dn{Ersro¡ A(40,15), B(40), r(16),Urr(40)

c

c---------
c

l{C0XS2=llCOXS- 1

XFLAG=0

D0 15 JJ=l,f,FfJ

15 II(JJ, I, J)=0.0

c

C Congtraints

c

C later Qual.ity Congtraintg

c

D0 105 II=1,11C0f,S2

B(II)=8D0(II+1) - STD(I)

D0 105 JJ=l,IFfJ

l(II,JJ) = IIJ(IDIS¡O(JJ),II+1)
105 CorTInE

D0 110 II=1,IFfJ
110 u(II) = (g2U(II J)/.66)/t.E+

D0 20 L=1,1{C0XS2

C SET IfITIIL UT LEVEL=0.40

U[=0. ¡lO
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22 ll.=l.00-UI

C SALES ST'IIS TEE IIIPACT OF DISCEARGERS AT A GIVET L

SALES=0.00

D0 2E K=1,10

C ALES COI{PUTES TEE II{PÂCT OF DISCEARCER K AT L

ILES=I(L,K) *rL*U(K)

SÂLES=SILES+ILES

26 C0¡TInE

C COIIPARE TOÎAL IIIPACT AT L YITE RTS OF COXSTRAIXT 2

rF(S^LES-8 (L) ) 30,35,40

C I¡CREASE UT LEVEL IF TEERE IS VIOLTTIOX

40 UI=UT+O.10

rF(uT.cÎ.1.00)c0 To 56

c0 T0 22

C DECREASE UT LEVEL IF ÎEERE IS OVER DESIGI

30 UT=UT-O.09

41 IJL=1.00-UT

SILES=O.00

D0 26 K=1,10

ILES=I(L, K) *ïL*g(K)

SILES=SILES+II.[S

26 CO¡TITUE

rF(slLBS-B (L) )35, 35, 50

C CO}IPUTE 2TD DECIIIÂL PLACE FOR UT LEVEL

50 UT=UT+O.01

IF(rrT.cT. 0.98)c0 T0 66

c0 T0 {1

C STORE UT LEVEL FOR Â GIVET T,J,L
35 IF(rrT.LT.0.35)cO TO 45

UrT(L)=UT

c0 T0 55

{5 lIlT(L)=0.38

55 G0 T0 20
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56 UXT(L)=t.99

20 COXTITUE

C SELECT T8E IIAI. UT LEVEL FOR A GIVEX I,J
UTLIJ=0.00

D0 80 L=l,llC0XS2

IF(UTT(L) .GE.UTLIJ)GO TO 85

UTLIJ=UTLIJ

c0 T0 80

85 IIILIJ=UIT(L)

80 CO¡TITUE

UTLEVL(I, J)=UTLIJ

c(r,J)=o.o

rF(UTLEVL(r, J).8Q. 1. ) TEEX

IJRITE (8, *) I , J

URITE (8,940)

940 FONXAT(/// ' A FEASIBLE SOLUTIOf, DOES IOT ETIST')

XFLIG=2

EXDIF

c

RETUR¡

EID

c

c---------
c

SUBROUTITE COIIPRS

c

c rhis routi¡c sorts out the renoval lcvelg for the g corgt years aad

c coaprcaae¡ tho geagonal entriea in ratricog rcy a¡d rrr into
c ni¡i¡r¡r aca¡onal va.l.ucg for natricc¡ rrï aad cy, bagcd on totar load
C or total cost a-nd 8o1oct8 the ninirur total discharge for each seagou in
C each year of rccord.

C Passed Va¡iablc¡:

c rr = triplc rubscripted array of ¡casonal- diachargc valucs for
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c

c

c

cacb ycar of rccord a¡d oach diech,arger

Ç = tatrir of seasonal' total diacharge valu€8 for each year of
record

includc 'ing2'

Dil{Ersror luT(30),Bur(30),Tl(30),T8(30), JXo(30),

1 JJr0(30),C0ST2(12, 20),pREü(12,20)

D0 5 J=l,f,Y

¡rUT(J)=UTLEVL(1, J)

BllT(J)=UTLEVL(2, J)

D0 9 JJ=1,IY

JXO(JJ)=JJ

COITITUE

D0 30 J=1,4

D0 20 I=1,(XY-1)

IF(AUÎ(I) . GT. IUT(I+1) ) TEET

Tr(I)=luT(I+1)

TB(I) =BtIt(I+1 )

JJxo(I)=Jro(I+1)

rtn(I+1)=¡LtÎ(I)
Bm(I+1)=BuT(I)

Jro(I+ I ) =Jro (I )

rUT(I)=TA(I)

Bt¡T(I)=TB(I)

JrO(I)=JJrO(I )

EIDIF

COTTIII¡E

Jros(J ) =Jro(31-J )

u'n EvL(1, Jr0s(J) )=auT(31-J)
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UTLEVL(2, Jx0s (J ) ) =BUT(31-J )

COXTITUE

D0 36 J=5,8

D0 25 I=1,(XY-6)

IF(BUT(I) . GT. BUT(I+1) ) TEE|

TB(I)=BIIT(I+1)

Tl(I)=lLrT(I+1)

JJf,o(I ) =JIo (I+1 )

BUI(I+1 ) =8uT(I)

Atn( I+1) =luT(I)
Jxo (I+1 ) =JIo ( I)
BttT(I)=TB(I)

AUT(I)=Tl(I)

JrO(I)=JJIo(I)

EXDIF

COITITUE

JIOS (J ) =JxO (31-J)

UTLEVL ( 2 , JIOS ( J ) ) =BUT ( 3 l-J )
UTLEVL( 1, JXOS (J ) ) =^UT(31-J)

CO¡TIIUE

D0 981 J=l,8

D0 982 I=1,IP

D0 980 ff=l,XFIJ
II(II,I,JIoS(J)) = (C2U(II,I)/.68)*(l-(rrLEvL(I,JIOS(J)))

c(I, JIos(J) )=C(I, Jxos(J) )+u(II,I, Jros(J) )
COITIII'E

ïRITE(t, +) I , J,IITLEVL(I, J)

CCOST(I,JIOS(J))=0.

D0 911 lf=l,IFfJ
C0ST2(I,II)=9.9

PREI(I,fI)=9.9
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911 COTTITI'E

D0 915 fl=l,f,FIJ
PRE!í( I, II) =q2gç¡f,, I) -XI (f¡, I, J¡OS( J ) )

D0 13 IISEG=1,XSEG(XX,I)

rF((pREX(r,rf,)-sEGU([X,HSEG,r) ).Cr.O. ) rrer
C0ST2 (I , fr) =ç9512 (I, f[) +(SEGU(ff,HSEG, I ) *

1 CC(rr,llsEc,r))

PREI{ ( I, II ) =PREI{ ( I, XX) -SEGU(If , HSEG, I )

ELSE

c0ST2 (I r XI) =ç95'¡2 (I, f,Í) +(PREI{(I, rI) *
1 CC (rr , t{sEG , r ) )

PREI{(I,rr)=9.9

EXDIF

13 COXTIIUE

ccosr(r , Jxos (J) ) =ccosT( r, Jros ( J ) )+c0sT2 (r, ff)
915 rF(CCoST(r, Jr0S(J)).LT.O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOl) CCOST(r,JrOS(J) )=0.0

ccosT(I, Jxos(J) )=CCoST(I, JIos(J) )*t. ¡+
982 COITITUE

981 COITIIUE

D0 80 K=l,Xp

ICOSIIII=1 .820

D0 Z0 J=1,9

IF (CCOST(K,JIOS(J)).GE.XCOSTIT) GOTO 70

ICOSHIT=CC0ST(K, JXOS ( J) )

70 CO¡TITUE

COSTHIT(K) =ICOSHIT

80 COITITUE

D0 {5 K=l,fP

IDISHIf=1.820

DO 3E J=l,8

IF(C(K, Jr0s(J) ) .LT.IDIS¡IIr) þISHII=C(K, JIOS(J) )

35 CO¡TITI'E

0ISI{II (K) =IDIStIII
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4E COITIN'E

90 RETURT

Ef,D

c

c---------
c

SI'BROUTIIE SEIRCB ( R , C2 , ICE¡( , IEIC )

c

c rhie routinc s€ts up the seasonal allocable roads c2 into decieiou
C va¡iablea paaeed to the optinization routine C0l{pLI.

C Paesed Va¡iables:

C f,Y = nu¡ber of years of floc record

C R = rcturn period on cat€r quality e¡cureions

C C2 = optinized seasonal allocab1e loadings

C Local Va¡iables:

C [^P = nu¡ber of seagonal discharge loadg to be optinized.

C P = cuÃulative probability agsociated cith return, period R

c r = vcctor of decieion va¡iablea passed to optinizatj.on routiue
c---------
c

include ,ine2,

Dil{ErSrOr C2Q2),r(12),c(12),BL(13),BU(13)

c

XAP=0

c For cach sca¡on, catabrisb chcth,cr atrorable road ca¡ bc varicd a¡d

C if ro, then add it to thc input to thc optiaizatior routinc.
D0 10 K=l,fP

I(K)=0.0

c2(K)=CT2U(t()

rF (c12U(K) .Lp. DrSHrr(K)) coro 10

XIP=flP+1

II(fAP)=K

BL(IrP)=cT2L(K)
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BU(rrP)=CT2U(K)

10 COTTITI'E

rF (rlP .EQ. 0) BETUR¡

c Define con¡traiut linite for rater guality e¡cu¡gion frequency.

BL(IÂP+1 ) =0.

BU(ITP+T) =DBLE(TY)/R

c calr rotal E¡u¡eration optinizatiou routioe if probre¡ ie
c ¡in co¡t a¡d Bo¡'g conprer Dircct Sca¡ch optiuization ¡ethod,

C if problcr i¡ na¡ diacharge.

CÂLL EXUI{(I, f,AP, BL,BU, G, ICEK, IEIC)

IT=0

D0 40 L=l,f,AP

40 c2(II(L) )=X(L)

RETURI

ETD

c

c---------
c

suBRouTrrE ExuH(r,r^p,BL,BU,c, rcEI{, IEXC)

include , ine2,

DI!{EISI0r I( 12), c(12),BL( 13),BU(13)

rF(rlP.EQ.1) TEEX

cÂLL rlPl (I, X^P, BL, gU, c, rcEI(, rErc)

ELSE

CALL TAP2(I,IIP, BL,BU, G, ICEK, IEIC)

ETDIF

RETI'R|

ETD

c

c---------
c

suBRouTIrE rlpl (I, rlp, BL,BU, c, ICEK, IEIC)

includc ,ins2,
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DrHErSror r(12), c(Lz),BL(13),BU(13),mrl(31)

FI{II=1. E20

J{=o

D0 10 J=1,8

I( 1 )=CCOST(II(1 ), JIOS ( J) )

clLL FUIC2(I, rtP, F, G, rCEI(, IEIC)

rF(G(1).LT.BL(r^P+1)) GOTO 10

IF(G(1).GT.BU(XAP+1)) GOTO 10

JJ=JJ+ I
FEISC(JJ)=F

II{II(JJ)=x(1)
10 COf,TIXUE

D0 30 L=I,JJ

IF(FEASC(L) .GE.FHIT) GOTO 30

Fl{II=FEtSC(L)

I( 1)=ülII(L)
30 COTTITUE

RETUR¡

E¡D

c

SUBROUÎIIE fAP2(T,TAP,BL,BU,G, ICEK,IEIC)

iacludc 'ins2'
DiltErsror r( 12), c( 12), BL( 13), BU( 13), rHrr(2, 901 )

HlIf=1 .820

JJ=0

D0 20 I=1,8

I(1 )=CCOST(II(1 ), JIoS(I) )

D0 10 J=1,8

I(2) =CCoST(II(2), Jr0S ( J) )

cll¿ n rc2(r,rlP,F,c, rcEK, rErc)

rF(G(1).LÎ.BL(r^P+1)) c0T0 10
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rF(c(1).cr.BU(IAP+1) ) c010 10

JJ=JJ+1

FEISC(JJ)=F

xl{Ix(1, JJ)=¡11¡

II{II(2, JJ) =I(2)
10 COITIN'E

20 COITIÍUE

D0 30 L=l,JJ

IF(FETSC(L) . GE. F}IIT) GOTO 30

FllIÍ=FEASC(L)

I(1)=f,t{¡¡ç1,1¡

I(2) =Xl{If,(2, L)

30 COXTIIUE

BETURI

E¡D

c

c---------
c

SUBRoUIIIE FUIC2 (X, f,Ap , F, c, ICEK, IEIC)

c

C ThiE fr¡¡ction couputes the cogt a¡d

C the nu¡ber of rat€r quality e¡cu¡sious oy€r the historical etrea.Efloc

C record of a seagonal aLlqcable loading policy.
C Pasged Va¡iableg:

C I = yector of seasonal allorablc nini¡r¡¡ cogt valueg

C flP = Du¡bcr of active Boagotra

C F = total trcatE€Dt cost

C G = nu¡bcr of eat€r quality crcursion cy€nts

C Loca1 Va¡iablàe:

C Y(K) = allorab1c leagt cost yaluc of Eca,8o¡ K

C XVl = nu¡ber of uonthly excurcion¡

C lV2 = nu¡ber of saasonal e¡cur¡ions

C fV3 = au¡bcr of a¡nual orcursiour
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c

c---------
c

includc 'íns2'
Dil{Ersror r(12),c( 12),y(12),W2(t2)

c

C E¡tend aIlocablc total costg fror actiyo 8€ason8 (I) to al1 geagong (y).
c

D0 10 K=1,IP

10 Y(K)=cOsTl{IX(K)

D0 20 L=l,f,AP

20 Y(Ix(L))=X(L)

c

C Coupute cost of tr€atn€nt.

c

F=0.

c

C Conpute tbe average daily cost ovor entire year.

c

62 D0 54 f=L,t2
64 F=F+( Y(IS(I)) ) /tz.
c

C Cou¡t up nurber of rater quality c¡curaiong.

58 IVI=IEIC

IV2=IEIC

fV3=IEIC

D0 90 J=1,8

IV3=0

D0 60 K=l,fp

60 IV2(K)=0

D0 70 I=1,12

c

C ldd to c¡cunio! cou¡t rhcn dcrign cost i¡ lorcr tha¡
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c higtorical allorablc coat.

c

cc0sT ( Is ( I ), Jr0s ( J ) ) =CCOST( IS ( I ), Jros ( J ) ) - . oooooo 1

rF (y(rs(r)) .cs. ccosr(rs(r),Jros(J))) coro 6e

IV1=fV1+1

Iv2(Is(I) )=1

IV3=1

69 CC0ST(rS(r),JroS(J))=CC0ST(rS(I),J¡OS(J))+.OOOOOO1

70 COTTITI'E

D0 80 K=l,fP

80 IV2=IV2+IV2(K)

XV3=fV3+IV3

90 COITITUE

IF (IRc .Eq. 1) G(1)=DBLE(IVI)

IF (IRc .8Q. 2) c(1)=DBLE(rv2)

IF (IRc .EQ. 3) c(1)=DBLE(rv3)

RETURT

ETD

c

c---------
c

SUBROUTIIE DES IcI ( C2, Q 1, l{0ITl, DISCE 1, lLOg1, REI 1, COST1, TOTCOST )

c

c ltie routi¡r dotc¡:¡i¡es chicb roath of thc historical alrorabre
c load rccord cor6! clos€st to aatching täc deaigu artorable loade

C i¡ each rcr,rot¡ of the year.

C Pags€d Va¡i¡blcr:
C C2(K) = dceign allocab1c load,/or cost for gsaao¡ K

C Q1(K) = dcaiga strea¡flor flo¡ for scagon K

C I{OXTE(K) = rontb on ¡hicb dceiga co¡ditiong a¡c bascd for gca¡on K

C IIl(ll,K) = dcsiga Eastê load for dircharger H for scason K

C Local Va¡iablcc:

C DIFF(K) = riniru¡ diffcreaco b¡tycct dcaiga a¡d hi¡torical
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aLlorable loads i¡ scason K

c---------
includc , ing2,

Dn{Ersror c2(12), Q1 (12),ËO¡1r(12),DrFF(12),DrSCEl (L2,20),
2 FL0r1(12,20),REHl(12,20),COST1(12,20),PREH(12,20),

3 ToTCoST(12),rqT(12,20),RV(12,20) ,Èn2(t2,20),RT(12),
4 Q1 1 (12),Qt2(12), Q14( 12),Q15(12)

1.72

6

10

D0 10 K=l,IP

DIFF(K)=1 . E20

I{0XTE(K) =0

Q1 (K)=0.

RT(K)=0.0

D0 5 II=1,f,FIJ

FLoIí1 (K, II ¡ =9 .

c0S11 (K, Ir ) =9 ,

REI{1(K, II ) =0

PRE¡í(K,rI)=0.

DISCEl (K, II ¡ =9.

COXTIIUE

D0 7 If=l,XDIS

RV(K,II)=0.

RR2 (K, II ) =9.

COITIIUE

D0 6 JJ=1,ITRIB

Iql(K, JJ ) =9.

c0rTrn¡Ê

corTIruE

D0 30 J=1,8

D0 20 ll=1,IP

T=DIBS (C2 (l{) -cc0sT (H , JI0S ( J ) ) )

rF (T .cT. DrFF(H)) COTO ZO

DIFF(ll)=1
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HOITE (tt) =t{1 (H)

Q1 (l{) =S3 (l{, JIOS ( J ) )

Q1 1 (l{) =S1 (l{, J¡Os(J) )

Q12 (l{) =s2 (ll, JIOS( J ) )

Q14(ll) =S4 (x, JIOS( J) )

Q15 (l{) =sE (H, JIOS( J ) )

TOTCOST(!{) = 0.0

RT(ll) =RITEI{P ( 1,1{, JXOS (J) )

c

C TEIS SECTIOT PREPARES DATÂ FOR BEETVIOR/X8EEÂVIOR RESULTS

c

D0 8 fI=1,IDIS

RV(l{, II ) =RVEL (II ,l{, Jf,OS (J ) )

R8,2 (tl,II ) =RR( II ,ll, JIOS (J) )

8 COITITUE

D0 I II=1,ITRIB

I rqT(H,lt¡=¡q1RrB(t{,JÍoS(J),II)

D0 15 lf=l,XFIJ
COST1 (ll, IX) =FCST(XX)

FLo¡t1 (t{, ¡r) =q2 (rDISxO (xI) , H)

DISCE1 (f, lt) =Xl (II, l{, JIOS (J ) )

PREII (ll, II) =C2U(Xf, , ll) -DISCEl (l{, X¡ )

D0 13 IISEG=I,ÍSEc(XX,H)

rF((PBEH(H,¡r)-SEcU(Xr,HSEG,x) ).Cr.o. ) rne¡
CoST 1 (ll, ll ¡ =ç95T1 (ll, ¡¡ ) + ( SEGU (f f , HSEG, t{ ) *

1 CC(IT,XSEC,I))

PßEl{(X, fr) =PRE¡ (H, fr) -SEGU(rr, HSEG, ll)
EI.sE

cosr1 (tt,ll¡ =gg5T1(H, rr) +(pREt{(H, rr) r
1 CC(rr,HSEG,H))

PREI(X, fI)=0.0
ETDIF

13 COIIITT'E
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T01C0ST(ll) =T01C0ST(t{) +COST1 (X, If)
15 RE¡í1(H,¡r)=t-(DISCEI(H,fI)+.OEIC2U([[,t{))

20 CO¡TIII'E

30 COTTITUE

rRrTE(5,40) RSXr (1, 1 ),REül (2, 1),Q11 (1),Q12(1),Q1(1),

1 q1{(1),Q15(1),q11(2),QL2(2),Ql(2),Q14(2),Q15(2),

2 RT(1),RT(2)

ca].l flugh(5)

40 FoRt{lT(2(F+.2,2X),2(/,6(F8.2,2t)),/,2(rs.2,2X),/)

RETURT

EXD
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8.3 The binary classification program

c¡¡t +:¡+*:¡¡¡ ****:l¡¡ ** *¡¡:¡ **¡t *:t**'¡+:¡ t+**+t++++**¡È+ *t +***,¡+++¡¡¡t¡È**

C TEIS PROGßII{ CLASSIFIES I{OXTE-CARLO SIIÍULATIOXS AS +

C BEEAVIOTJR 0R XOX-BEIIVI0URS *

ct***** *+*'¡*+tt*+* *'| ** ++:r:t*++:t'¡+:t'r¡r*+++***+*:¡'r **+*++**:¡¡r,r:¡:r

DIüEISIoI UT1S(3000),Urzs(3ooo),uT1xB(3ooo),utzr¡(gooo),

1IQl (3000, 5), IQ2(3000, 5), IqlrB(3OOO, 5), IQ2XB (3OOO, 5),
2RT1 (3000 ), RT2 (3000 ), RT1XB (3OOO ), Rl2rB (3OOO), rQlB (3OOO, 5 ),
3rQ2B (3000, 5 ), RT1B (3OOO ), RT2B (3OOO ), UTlB (3OOO), UT2B (3OOO )

0PEI(3,FfLE='f1')

0PEr(5,FILE='f2, )

OPEI(6,P¡¡g= I 1

3r)

RE.ID(3, 15)UTl ,UT2

15 F0R¡üT(2(F+.2,2t))

D0 5 I=1,3000

REID(3, 25) UTlS (r ), t "r2s (r), (rq1 (r,K),K=1, 5),
1 (Iq2(I,K),K=1,5),RTl(I),RT2(I)
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26 F0R!{11(2(F+.2,21) ,2(/ ,5(FB .2,2t)) ,/ ,2(FS .2,2¡.) , /)
5 COTTIIT'E

JI=O

J8=0

D0 100 f=1,3000

rF(uTlS(r).cT.UT1)cO 1o 1o

IF(UT2S(I) . GT. UT2)GO TO 10

Ct*++ t**** *+ +t:¡:l¡l*+*:l*'È+¡t+++++!¡++:¡

c ror-BEElvIouR occuRs 4

C++++:¡ ++¡l t¡¡¡l ++ *t¡¡+++ *'¡++++¡¡:È++*:!++

JX=JI+1

tltl[B ( JI) =UT1S (I )

U"I2IB (JI) =uT2s (I )

D0 20 K=1,8

IQ1I8(Jr,K)=Iq1(I,K)

IQ2XB(Jf,K)=IQ2(I,f)

20 COXTIIUE

RTIxB(JI)=RT1 (I)
RT2IB( JI) =RT2 (I)
G0 T0 100

c+*+'t:t +*¡¡+¡t'¡ t+**:t *+*** t+*:t'È:¡:t+¡¡:t+*

C BEEAVIOUR OCCURS +

C¡rt+*:t+++ttt+++t+++**'l*+t t*++++*tt

10 JB=JB+I

IIT1B(JB)=UT1S(I)

UT2B(JB)=UT2S(I)

D0 .l0 K=l,E

IqlB(JB,K)=IQ1 (I,K)

IQ2B(JB,l()=IQ2(I,K)

{O CO|TIII'E

RT1B (JB) =RTr (I )
RT2B(JB)=R12(I)

1OO COITIN'E
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XfBEEI=Jf

IBEE=JB

rF(frBEEl.LÎ.20)c0 T0 110

IF(XBEE.LT.20)GO TO 120

G0 T0 130

110 YRITE(*,+)'TOO IIAXY BEETVIOU¡S'

c0 T0 130

!20 URITE(*, r) 'T00 lll¡Y XgX BEESOURS,

130 CRrlE(5,135)¡f,BEEÂ

135 FoR¡{IT(r4)

D0 140 J=I,JX

HRrrE(5,25)Url¡B(J) ,UT2[B(J) , (rQlXB(J,K) ,K=1,5) ,

1 (IQ2IB(J,K),K=1,5),RT1f,3(J),RT2X8(J)

140 CO¡TIII'E

Ct t*:¡**¡l'¡ +*+*t***** t++¡¡*+**¡t:t:¡++**

C YRITE STIITS FOR BEEAVIORS ¡I

Ct+:tt+:l*tt+++'lt **:¡'¡:l+:lt't'¡:t'¡ +:È**:¡'l+

SRITE(6,135)¡BEE

D0 180 J=1,J8

¡JRTTE(6,25)Ur18(J ) , Ur2B (J) , (rq18 (J, K) ,K=1 ,5) ,

1 (IQ2B(J,K),K=t,E),RTlB(J),RT2B(J)

180 Co¡TIIUE

STOP

EID
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8.4 Program for the calculation of correlation

and covariance matrices

c,l++ + ++.l t t +* ¡lt t ++:t ¡¡ t +t + '¡ * ¡¡+ +* ¡tt+t*.}l+¡t t t'l ttt:¡:tt t:¡ 'È* t ++tt I t t
C TEIS PROGRIII COIIPUTES VIR-COV ArD CORN,ELTTIOI IIÂTRICES T
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C FOR TEE BEEAVIOUR, rOX-BEEÂVIOUR ATD UTCLASSIFIED :T

C P^RÂIIETERS IIITRICES *
C**+***+*+¡¡*t+*:¡* * ¡t't++'t ++:r'i:¡*¡**t*+*+**+ *,t*+:È++ * * ¡È++ *,t +,¡,¡ + *+

PROGRAI{ covcor

c

C CILCULATES TEE EIGEXVECTORS FOR TEE TRTTSFOR¡IED VTR-COV

IIATRII

c

PIRf HETER ( lP= L2,l= L2)

DIHErSror psIrB (3000, xp), psIB (3oOO, rp), cov(xp, xp),
1 Cf,B(rp,rp),cB(xp,¡p),XHEAXIB(rp),rrDr(xp),

2 n{EAXB(Xp) ,n{ilr(xp) ,vrRr8(Íp) ,vAR8(Xp) ,
3 VrR(rp),xr{BlB(xp),ru{B(Xp),rt{xB(¡p),

4 CoVBIB(Ip,¡p),covB(xp,f,p),covrB(xp,xp),

5 ta(rp, rp ), BB (xp, xp ), cc (¡p, ¡p¡, urlB (3OOO), UT28 (3OOO),

6 CoXB(¡P,XP),COB(XP,XP),Y(rP,rP),

7 UTIIB(3000),ur2[B(3oOO)

c

OPEI(2,FILE=, t2, )

OPEI(3, FILE=, f3, )

OPEI (4 , FILE- ' f4 , )

OPEI(5, FrLE='f5, )

C READ II R¡T DTTI

READ(2, 135)rrBEEl

135 FoR¡rlT(I+)

D0 101 J=l,ffBEEl

RE¡D (2, 25 )UTIIB (J ), tn2rB ( J), (PSI¡B ( J, I ), r= 1, Xp )

101 CoTTIII E

REID(3,135)TBEE

D0 15 J=1,|BEE

RE ID (3, 25) UT1B ( J ), Ut2B ( J ), (pSrB( J, I ), r=1, rp)
15 CorTIntE

C CALCUL¡ÎE IIEIIS IrD VIRIIICES OF Rlr DATI
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D0 903 f=1,!P

II{EAXIB(I)=0.0

Il{EAxB(I)=0.0

D0 902 J=l,IIBEEI

9O2 IIIEAI¡B(I)=Il{EÂxIB(I)+PSITB(J,I)

D0 802 J=1,IBEE

802 Il{EtXB(I)=IHETIB(I ) +PSIB(J, I)
IllEAf, ( I ) =IHETIIB ( I ) +I¡{EÂIB ( I )

IHilr ( I ) =IHErr ( I ) /FL0Â1( xIBEEA+IBEE)

903 COf,TIf,UE

D0 905 I=1,IP

VIRXB(I)=0.0

VrRB (I ) =0. 0

D0 906 J=1,XXBEEI

906 vARxB (I ) =VAR¡B (I )+ (pslxB ( J, I ) -mE^x(r ) ) **2. o

D0 806 J=1,IBEE

806 VIRB ( I ) =VIRB ( I ) + (PSIB ( J, I ) -It{Elr ( I ) ) r+Z . O

VrR( I ) =VARIB ( I ) +vÂRB (I )

VtR( I ) =y¡¡(I ) / (FL0AT (Í[8EE^+IBEE ) -1 . o )

905 Co¡TIXUE

c

C CALCULATE VAR-COVAR I{ATRICES

C UICLASSIFIED DATA

D0 2 K=I,IP

II{BXB(K) =0.0

IllB (K) =0.0

IHIB (K) =0. 0

D0 2 J=l,fP

COVBIB(K,J)=0.0

C0V8(I(,J)=0.0

2 C0VIB(K,J)=0.0

D0 10 I=1,IBEE

D0 4 K=l,IP

FOR BEE,¡OI-BEE ATD
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PSIE (I , K) = (PSIB (I,K) -It{EÂ¡(K) ) /SQRT(vAR(K) )

IllB (K) =Il{B (K ) +PSIB ( I, K )

+ COTTIXUE

10 cof,TlruE

D0 11 I=1,IIBEEI

D0 6 K=l,fP

PSIf,B ( I, K ) = (PSIIB ( I, K) -II{EÀX (K) ) /SQRI(VrR (K) )

II{IB (K) =Il{Ii8 (K) +PSIXB ( I, K )

6 COITITUE

11 CO¡TI¡I'E

D0 12 K=1,XP

Il{BlB (K) =IXB (K ) +I}txB (t()

IIIBXB (K) =II{BIB (¡() /FLOAT(IBEE+TXBEEA)

Il{B (K) =Il{B (K ) /FL0^T(¡BEE )

12 II{IB (K) =II{IB (K) /FL0AT(IIBEE^)

D0 40 J=l,fP

D0 40 K=l,XP

D0 41 f=1,IBEE

CoVB ( J, K) =CoVB (J, K) +(PSIB (I , J) -IHB (J) ) *

1 (PSIB(I,K)-IIIB(K) )

CoVBIB (J,K) =CoVBIB (J,K) + (PSIB (I, J)-II{B¡B(J ) ) *

1 (PSIB(I,K)-II{BTB(K) )

¿11 COITIIUE

D0 42 f=1,ffBEEl

COVXB ( J, K) =COVIB( J, K) + (PSIIB ( I, J ) -IllrB ( J) ) r
1 (PSrrB(r,t()-il{rB(K) )

COVBTB (J,N)=C0VBIB(J,K) + (pSIrB(I, J )-IHBTB (J) )+
1 (PSITB(I,K)-I!íBIB(K) )

+2 Co¡TInE

C0VB ( J, K) =COYB ( J, K) /¡LOIT (IBEE-I . O )

COVIB ( J, K) =COVIB ( J, K)/FLOÅT(rrBE[l-1 . O )

{O COYBTB ( J, X ) =COVBIB ( J, K ) /FLOAT (I8EE+TTBEEA- 1 . O )

c
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C CALCULTTE CORRELTTIOX I{TTRICES

D0 50 J=l,fP

D0 50 K=l,fP

ll ( J, K ) =COWB ( J, K) /sqRT (c0vf,B ( J, J ) TCOVTB (K, K ) )

BB (J, K) =C0VB (J , K) /SQRT(C0vB (J, J) *C0VB (K,K) )

cc ( J, K ) =c0vB¡8 ( J, K ) /SQRT ( COVBXB ( J, J ) TCOVBf, B (K, K ) )

50 COXTITUE

D0 619 I=1,IP

D0 619 K=l,fP

Âl ( ¡, ¡ç) =¡¡f,B ( I ) +Xt{[8 (K )

BB (I, K) =XHB(I ) *T¡{B (K)

cc (I, K) =XHB¡B (I )*II{BXB (K)

619 COITIXUE

TOTIL=FLOÂ1 ( ITBEEA+[8EE )

APxB=FLOAT (IIBEEl ) /T0TÂL

APB=FLOtT (XBEE ) /TOT^L

D0 8121 I=1,fP

D0 8121 K=t,fP

covrB ( I, K) =(covxB ( I, K) +AA (I ,K) ) +tp¡B

covB (I , ¡ç) = (covB (I, K) +BB ( I,K) ) *tpB

COVBÍB (I, K)=CSVBIB (I,K) +çç1¡,¡ç¡

8121 COITIf,UE

c

C PREPARE COVARIATCE HTTRICES FOR COI{PUTTTIO¡ OF EIGEXVECTOR

D0 4903 K=I,IP

D0 4903 J=I,IP

coIB(K,J)=CoVIB(K,J)

COB(K,J)=CSVB(K,J)

¡1903 COV(K, J)=C0VBIB(K, J)

D0 199 L=1,fP

199 ïRITE(E,230) (COV(I,f),K=1,tP)

c

c clLL HlTcoPY(cov,rP,a)
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D0 102 l=l,f
D0 201 J=l,f

Y(J,J)=0.:

20t coxTInB

Y(r, I)=1.

102 CorTInE

clLL LUDCT{P (CoV,r,IP, IIDI,D)
D0 103 J=1,f

cll¿ LT BKSB (CoV,r,xP, IXDI,Y(1, J) )

103 CoITITUE

D0 06 I=l,fP
DO 77 K=1,fP

SUll=O.

D0 88 L=1,XP

88 SUI{=SUI{+Y(I, L) *C0fB (I- K)

CIB(I,K)=SUll

77 CoIÎIXUE

E6 COITITUE

D0 100 L=1,fP

100 URITE(4,230) (CIB(L,K),K=1,Ip)

D0 626 I=1,!P

DO 727 K=l,IP

SUI{=0.

D0 828 L=l,fP

828 Stlll=SUll+Y( J,L) rC0B (L,K)

CB(I,K)=St¡lt

727 CorTInE

626 CorTInE

D0 98 L=l,fP

98 URITE(+,230) (CB(L,K),K=1,XP)

230 F0R¡íÂT(,r(/,3(E13. 5, 2r) ) )

220 F0R¡{11 ( /, tl,, C0RRELATIST HITRICES-¡O¡BEEA, BEEA, t XC1¿SS .' )
26 FoRtlr(2(F4.2,2t),2(/,6(F-8.2,2t)),/,2(F6,2,2X),/)
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STOP

EfD

c

st,8R0urIxE LUDCT{P (A,X,XP, IXDT,D)

PlRll{ETER (lllll=100, TffY=1 . OE-20)

DmErsror l(rp,¡p), rrDr(x),vv(HÄr)
D=1.

D0 12 f=1,f
llllll=0.
D0 11 J=1,I

IF (^Bs(l(I, J)) . cT.llt{Al) AÂI{AI=ÂBS(A(I, J))
11 COITIIUE

IF (fÂH^I.Eq.0.) PIUSE ,Singu1ar aatri¡.,
vv(r)=r./I^rlLx
12 COITITUE

D0 19 J=1,f

D0 14 I=1,J-1

SlIl{=A(I, J)

D0 13 K=1,f-l
SUll=SUll-l(I ,K) *¡ (¡ç, ¡¡

13 CO¡TIIUE

l(r, J)=sul

1¡* CoITIn'E

AlllAI=0.

D0 10 I=J,f
SUI=I(I, J)

DO 15 K=1,J-l

SUll=SUll-l (I, K) *l (K, J )

15 COITIN'E

l(r,J)=suil
DUI{=YV(I) +rBS(St t{)

IF (DINT.GE.AAIIAI) TEET

Illll=I
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ÂÂl{AI=DlIl{

ETDIF

1O COITIN'E

IF (J.TE.II{AI) TEET

D0 17 K=l,f
DUll=A(Il{lI,K)

l(II{AI,K)=l(J,l()

l(J,K)=DUll

t7 cof,TIn¡E

D=-D

vv(IHII)=vv(J)

ETDIF

IXDI(J)=Illtl
rF(l(J, J) . EQ. o. )l(J, J)=TrfY

IF(J.[E.T)TEET

DIII{=1 ./L(J,J)
D0 18 I=J+l,I

l(I,J)=A(I,J)+DI¡X

18 COTTIN'E

ETDIF

19 COITITUE

RETURX

ETD

c

SIIBROUTIIE LT'BKSB (A, r, rP , IrDI, B)

DrHEXSror l(rP, rP), r¡Dt(r),8(x)
II=0

D0 12 I=1,1

I.L=IIDI(I)

SUI{=B(LL)

B(LL)=B(I)

IF (II . TE. O)ITEI

D0 11 J=If,I-1
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SUI{=SUI{.I (I, J) *B ( J )

11 COXTITUE

ELSE IF (ST'II.fE.O. ) TEEX

II=I
ETDIF

B(I)=SU{

12 COTTIXT'E

D0 14 I=f,1,-1
SIIII=B ( I )

IF(I.LT.T) TEET

D0 13 J=I+l,r
SUI{=SUü-A(¡, J) *B ( J)

13 COTTIXUE

EXDIF

8(I)=SUl{/t(I,I)
1+ COTTIXUE

RETURI

ETD

8.5 Program for the calculation of the transfor-

mation matrix

ct + * * f, t + I + *t:| * 'r t*¡t t + *++:¡ '¡ *++ + + ** + ¡l *+ + + * 't* * ¡r * + +,t + ¡t ++:¡ +* ** *:¡ +

C TEIS PROGR¡II CÂLCULATES TEE IITTRII TEAT SITIULTAIEOUSLY *

C DIAGOTALIZES TTO STTI{ETRIC I{ATRICES ÎEAT rDD UP TO lEE *

C IDETTI1T HAÎNII {bf I} *

c+ + +*t + +'t*tt 'l tt !¡tt++t+ + + t:t:¡ t + 'l *t t t tt t ¡t 
'l ++ ++ '¡ t+ + + + ++:¡ t+ ++ + + +

PÂRÂXETER ( l,å=24, l= 12)

REIL 
^ 

(nt, tH), B (rH, It{), Z (¡X, rH), lI¡R(rX), Â¡.rI (rl{), BETI (XH),

1 CE(rH),12(Ill,rtl),cov(xr,rx),Tsc(xlt,¡H),asc(rH,xt{)
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c

oPEr(3, FrLE='f{, )

OPEX (4, FILE= ' f5' ' )

0PEX(5,FILE='f6')

OPEf,(6,FILE='t7,)

D0 31 J=l,f
31 READ(3,230) (Â(J,K),K=1,x)

c

D0 1991 L=l,f
1991 REID(4,230) (CoV(L,K),K=1,f,)

D0 321 J=1,I

DO 221 K=1,f

B(J,K)=0.0

22t CoXTIXUE

B(J,J)=1.0

321 CoXTIXUE

EPSl=-1.0

cÂLL QZEES(Xll,r,A,B, .ÎRUE.,Z)

CALL QZIT(TtI ,I,A,B,EPS1, .TRUE. ,Z,IERR)

crLL QZVIL(n{,r,A,8,ALFR,IIFI,BET^, .TRUE.,Z)

IF (IERR.¡E.O) GO TO 99999

crLL QZVEC(¡H,r,.[,8, ILFR, lLFr, BETI,Z)

99999 CoTTITUE

ct*¡È*t¡|+*¡r **+¡r:¡:tr+t:¡¡tt+'r**+¡t,È++:i*¡r+****¡r++*t**+¡r*++,|,¡+:r

C SCTLE EIGETVECTORS TO DIRECTIOTAL COSIXES *

c+*++t+*tt:rrtr* *:¡*:r++*++++¡r+¡i¡¡a't*+* t** *t**++'|t***'È:t++!¡:¡+

DO T|TT f=l,f
DO 7177 K=l,f
7177 TZ(K,I)=Z(I,K)

DO 666 K=l,f
DO 777 I=1,f
SUll=0.0

DO 888 L=1,f
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888 SUI{=SU!{+C0V(I,L)+Z(L,K)

TSC(I,K)=Sllt

777 CoTTITUE

866 COITITUE

D0 1666 K=1,f

DO 177T l=l,f
SUll=O.0

D0 1888 L=1,1

1888 SlIll=St tl+TZ(I,L)*TSC(L,K)

^SC(I,K)=SUll
1777 Co¡TITUE

1066 CoXTITUE

D0 6661 I=1,f
6661 cE(I)=SQRT(ASC(I, I) )
D0 53 K=1,f

D0 5+ J=1,f

Z(J,K)=Z(J,K)/cE(K)

5+ CoXTIXUE

53 CO¡TITUE

ct+++!rt+:tt**t¡¡t*+¡t¡¡++¡r+ **:¡+ +*t+t +***+ *¡¡++*¡t+ +*+:¡* t* +:l¡¡*

C HRITE SCALED EIGEIVECTONS IID EIGETVÂLI'ES *
cl++¡t *+*t'l:¡¡¡t*t¡lt++t,|:¡*t*¡t**¡f ***t*¡¡+¡È++t*+++,¡*+++**+* ++

D0 199 J=1,f

199 ïRITE(5,230) (Z(J,K),K=1,f)

ïRITE(6,t),REIL EVILS,

rRrTE(6,800r) (ILFR(I),t=l,r)
8oo4 F0Bü11( 1r, 2(6(89. 3,2\), / ))
c

ïRITE(6,r),IHlc. EVILS,

rRrTE(6,800{) (lLFr(¡),f=1,r)
230 FoR¡{^T(+(/,3(813.5,2r) ) )

STOP

En)
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c

SUBRoUTIIE QZBES (XH, ¡ ,I ,B ,l1A1Z,Z)

c

ITTEGER I, J,K,L,I,LB,Ll,Xll,XK1,Il{1,tË2

REIL 
^(m,r),B(rt{,r),2(xË,r)

REÂL R,S,T,Ul,U2,V1, V2, BEo

RE.IL SQRT,ABS,SIGT

LOGICAL IIATZ

c

rF(.xoT.xrrz) c0 T0 10

c

D0 3 I=1,I
c

D0 2 J=1,I

Z(I,J)=9.9

2 COITIIUE

c

Z(r, r)=1 . o

3 COTTI¡UE

C++*+*++t**tt:t'¡+t+ + * +,t*+:¡ ** *'¡ *+t+*++++***++ +:¡****¡¡

C REDUCE 8 TO UPPEB TRIÂ¡GULAR FORII +

C+t¡t +:i*++++t+t++'È* ** *'¡+ * !¡'t**+ *t*t+** lt¡t++¡¡:lt:¡*+**,¡

10 IF(I.LE.1) c0 10 170

IH1=f,-1

c

D0 100 L=1,fH1

L1=L+1

S=0.0

c

D0 20 f=Ll,f
S=S+IBS(B(I,L) )

20 cofTlnE

c
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rF(s.Eq.o.o) co

S=S+ABS(B(L,L) )

R=0.0

c

D0 25 I=L,f
8(I,L)=B(I,L)/S
R=R+B(I,L)++2

25 CO¡TITUE

c

R=SIGX (SQRT(R), B(L, L) )

B (L, L) =B (L,L) +R

REO=R*B(L,L)

c

D0 50 J=Ll,f
T=0.0

c

D0 30 I=L,f
T=T+B(I,L)+B(I,J)

30 COTTI¡UE

c

T=-TlRE0

c

D0 40 f=L,f
B(I, J)=B(I, J)+TrB(I,L)
¡10 CoXTIIUE

c

50 corTlnE

c

D0 80 J=l,f
T=0.0

c

¿ISTING OF FORTRAN PROGRAMS

T0 100
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60 COXTITUE

c

T=-TlR8o

c

D0 70 I=L,f
l(I, J) =Â(I, J)+T+B(I, L)

70 co¡TIruE

c

80 COITITIIE

c

B(L,L)=-s*R

c

D0 90 I=Ll,f
B(I,L)=9.9

90 COTTITUE

c

lOO COÍTIf,I'E

Ct +****++t*+* *t'¡+¡t* t:¡¡¡¡t:¡ **t t + *+¡r*+'¡¡t¡l +¡tt++:1,¡:¡+ +¡t+****

C REDUCE A TO UPPER EESSEIBERG FOR¡I, SEILE *

C KEEPITG B TRIAXGT'LIB *

Ct +* ü + ****tt+++:¡**¡l**'¡¡r *:¡'¡*:l:l+¡¡+ ++*t +¡¡:¡¡l*¡tt¡1,¡*++¡¡¡i¡r:|:i

rF(r.EQ.2) c0 T0 170

Iå2=l-2

c

D0 160 K=1,fH2

fÍ1=fI1-K

c¡¡¡Ê*¡lt+t¡¡¡tt*¡¡*ttt*¡¡t+'¡+++:¡¡¡+ tt¡t+t+ +!¡+t'|**++!¡++++*:¡***

C FOR L=f-l STEP -1 UITIL K+1 DO *

c+ * tt¡ ¡l t *t¡ * ttt * a t* ¡t t t +* + **:¡+ ¡trt + tt tt ++ t* t ** t +¡¡ 'l¡¡t++t¡t+ *

D0 150 LB=l,fÍl
L=f-LB

L1=L+1

C*++ttt+ttttt¡!*t++t+t+**¡l'¡*r¡¡r
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c zERo l(L+l,K) t
C*******tt++**+:l*:r+ *+++'¡+ ++:t*¡r

s=aBS(t(L,K) )+rBs(^(L1,K) )

rF(s.EQ.o.0) co T0 150

Ul=t(L,K) /S

U2=t(L1,K)/S

R=SIGf (SQRT (U1*U1+U2rU2), U1 )

V1=-(U1+R)/R

Y2=-U2/8,

U2=Y2/Yt

c

D0 110 J=K,I

T=t(L,J)+u2*l(L1,J)

A (L, J ) =A (L, J) +TrV1

l(Ll,J)=l(L1,J)+T+v2

110 COITIIUE

c

l(Lt,x)=0.0
c

D0 120 J=L,f

T=B (L, J) +U2*B (Ll, J)

B(L, J)=B(L,J)+TtVl

B(Lt, ¡)=¡çL1, J)+T+v2

120 COITITUE

C* t * tt t + +t t* t t ¡l tt * t t,t¡¡ ¡t f,t t * t + t

c zEBo B(L+l,L) *

C + + + !¡ t+ ** ¡l ¡lt + t t ++ t ¡¡ ü ¡lrl ++tt+ ¡¡ ¡i ¡¡

s=l8S(B(L1,Ll ) ) +lBS(B(L1, L) )

rF(s.Eq.o.0) c0 To 150

U1=B(L1 ,Ll)lS
U2=B(Ll,L)/S

R=SIGT (SQRT(U1IUl+U2IU2 ), U1 )

V1=-(U1+ß),/R
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Y2=-tl2/t

tJ2=Y2/Yt

c

D0 130 f=1,Ll

T=B (I, L1 ) +U!*3 (¡ , ¡¡
B(I,Ll)=B(I,Ll)+T+Vt

B(I, L) =B(I ,L) +1ry2

130 CoTTIXUE

c

B(L1,L)=0.0

c

D0 140 I=1,f
T=â(I,Ll)+u2*t(r,L)

I (I, Ll ) =l(f, L1 )+T*V1

l(I,l)=¡1¡,L)+T*v2
1{0 corTlruE

c

rF(.roÎ.xlTz) c0 T0 150

c

D0 145 f=1,f
T=Z(f,L1)+U2rZ(I,L)

Z(I ,Lt)=Z(I , L1) +T*V1

Z(I ,L)=Z(I, L) +1*V2

1{5 COITITUE

c

150 COTTIruB

c

lOO COTTIN'B

c

170 REÎUBT

EID

c

stDR0uTIrE qzIT(IË,r,l,B,EpSl,I TZ,Z,IERR)
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c

IXTEGER T, J, K, L, T, ET, K1, K2, LD, LL, L1, XA, XH, ISE, ITS, KI{1,LH1,

x ErH2,IERR,L0R1,EroRl

REÂL l(rH, r), B(Xt{, X), Z(rH, r)
REAL R,S, T, 11, A2, A3, Ep, SE, Ul,U2, U3, V1, V2, V3, /IXI, l1 1, 112,

I 121,^22,L33,A34,143,144,8II,811,8L2,822,833,834,

I B+*,EPSI,EPSB,EPSl,lront,BroR¡l

REÂL SQRT,IBS,SIGT

IXTEGER IIAIO,I{IXO

LOGICAL I{ÂTZ,XOTLAS

c

fERR = 0

C** ¡t+*:t **¡r+*'tt t¡lt * * * +* 't ¡¡:t *:l+ +*++

c col'lPuTE EPS^, EPSB 'r

C** ** :r** ***+ tt t +* * *¡l *t t ¡l ¡l++¡¡t t **

AXOR¡í = 0.0

BXORI{ = 0.0

c

D030I=1,I
IXI =0.0

IF (I.rE. 1) lrr = IBS (A(I,I-1))
BII =0.0

c

D020J=I,f
lff=lfl+lBS(r(I,J))
BrI=BrI+IBS(8(I,J))

20 COTTIruE

c

IF (^fI.cT. lrOrul) r¡ORll = lrl
IF (8TI .CT.BIORII) B¡OR¡{ = BII

30 COTTIIUE

c

IF (lr0B¡l .Eq. 0.0) llORll =1.0
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IF (8r0U .EQ. 0.0) BxORIl =1.0

EP = EPSI

IF (EP .GT. O.O) GO TO 50

ct*+* * ** +* +t¡l+++* *¡¡:l*¡t++r3+r¡ *+ +++ttt!¡*:tt'¡:¡:¡*+ '¡¡¡+++ ** + + ***
C COI{PUTE ROUTDOFF LEVEL IF EPSI IS ZERO T

C¡¡*:¡++:l:|t+'t++:| *++:¡+:|:¡* *'¡¡l *+:¡'¡+ ++:¡++tt'l¡l+***¡¡+*+:l +++++++*

EP = 1.0

40 EP = F.P /2.0
IF (1.0 + EP .cT. 1.0) c0 T0 40

50 EPSÂ = EP tll0Rll

EPSB=EP*8f,0[¡,1

c+:¡:¡ +'¡ ++ t *++t:t+ +* '¡ ++*++:t***'t+¡¡++**++:l+ * *'¡'¡'***'r t * +!3++++*+

C REDUCE A TO QUASI - TRIITCULÂR FOR¡{, UEILE *

C KEEPITG B TRIA¡GULAR *

C** t **** + t¡r+*+¡l t:¡ ** * ** 'i't + ++:¡+'¡'t* +¡t+*!¡¡¡* t¡:**+++:È* + +'¡ t¡t+ +*

L0R1 =1

EXORI = f
EI=f

C+ + **+**t+ t++++!¡**++¡¡* *¡t

C BEGI| QZ STEP *
C* *:¡¡t¡|+t't¡t**¡¡+üt:|+*'r:¡***

60 IF (e¡ .LE. 2) c0 T0 1001

IF (.I0T. lllTz) EIORI = Er

ITS=0
fl=Ef-l
EfH2 = lt -1

70 ISE=2
Ctt ** * tttt tt * tttt I tttt 'l t + ¡tt t t t tt I + tt ++ + t'l * *ttt * **

C CEECK FOB COIVEBGETCE OR REDUCIBILIÎY *

C FOR L=El STEP -1 UITIL 1 D0 -- *

C + * + + + * * ¡¡ + l¡t ¡t t *:¡t t t t*+* ¡¡ + +* * t t t*¡tt **+ * * t¡l *¡¡* ** * * t
D0 80 I.L = 1, Ef

IJ1 = Ef -LL
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L = L¡í1 +1

rF (L.EQ. 1) c0 To e5

rF (rBs(l(L,Lül)).L8. EpSr) cO TO eO

80 co¡TIn¡E

c

90 A(L,Ltl1) = 0.0

IF (L.LT. IT) GO TO 95

Ct t+****t *+¡|:¡ *i¡l++:t+**:¡+ *:t:t * *'¡:|+ * t+¡tt* I *+'t*,È

C 1 -BY-1 OR 2 - BY 2 BLOCK ISOL¡TED +

C*'¡ +¡¡++*'¡*+ttt*** + t ++**+ + *++ t¡È+¡t * *:t++:¡ * ++*+ *

EX = Ull
c0 T0 60

c* +:i't* ¡¡ t++tt:¡t**¡t++ * +t**,r ++¡t +:tt***++t

C CEECK FOR SI{ALL TOP OF B *

C * + + * * + * + * * + + t * :l t t t * * :t :¡ + +,:È :t't + + * ¡¡ :¡ ¡¡'¡ :¡'t

95 LD=L
100 L1=L+1

811 = B(L,L)

IF (ABS(811) .GT. EPSB) GO TO 120

B(L,L) = o.o

s = rBS(l(L,L)) + rBs(l(L1,L))
U1 =t(L,L)/S
U2 = l(Ll ,L) / S

R = SIGI(SQRT(U1+U1+U2+U2),Ul)

Vt=-(U1+R)/R
Y2 = -U2 /È

U2 =Y2 lYl
c

D0 110 J=L, Ef0Rf

T = l(L,J) +U2 * l(Ll,J)
A(L,J)=l(L,J)+t*vt
l(Ll,J)=t(Lt,J)+TrV2
T = B(L,¡) +U2 | B(Ll,J)
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B(L,J)=8(L,J)+T*Vl
B(Ll,J)=B(L1,J)+T+V2

110 COTTIN'B

c

IF (L.lB. 1) r(L,Lt{1) = -l(L,LIl)
Lt{1=L

L= Ll
c0 T0 90

120 
^11 

= l(L,L) / BLI

I2l = l(Ll,L) /811

rF (rsE .EQ. 1) c0 T0 140

C +*'r** ITERITIoI STR^TEGY r+**:¡*+*+*

rF (rTs .Eq. 50) c0 T0 looo

rF (rTS .EQ. 10) c0 T0 155

c *****+* DETERI{IIE TypE 0F SEIFT ¡}+*,¡++*

822 = B(L1,Ll)

IF (^Bs(822) .LT. EPSB) 822 = EPSB

833 = B(rl,Il)
IF (lBS(833) .LT. EPSB) 833 = EpSB

844 = B(Ef,Ef)

IF (ABs(844) .lr. EPSB) 844 = EpSB

A33=l(fl,ft) /B,33

434=l(fr,El) /84+
Â43=l(Ef,fÂ)/833
444=l(Er,Er) /8'41
83{ = B(ll,Eit) / B+4

T = 0.5 t (t+g t 834 - 433 -r44)
R = TrT +13{ rl43 -133 fl44

IF (R .L1. 0.0) c0 T0 150

C ++****r DETER¡íIIE SIfcLE SEIFT ZERoTE CoLtHf 0F A +r*r+r
ISE=1
R = SQRT(R)

SE=-1+B
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S=-T-R
IF (ABS(S - 444) .LT. ABS(SE -144)) SE = S

c ¡r¡|¡i¡r+ L00K FoR Tyo CoISECUTM SIIALL

C SUB-DIAGOTTL ELEI{EITS OF A.

C FOB L = El -2 STEP -1 UITIL LD D0 --- ¡¡++:t+*+¡r++

D0 130 I.L = LD, EXI{2

L = EfH2 + LD -LL

rF (L .Eq. LD) c0 T0 140

Ll{1 = L -1
L1 =L+1
T = l(L,L)
IF (IBS(B(L,L)) .cT. EPSB) T = T-SE * B(L,L)

rF (lBs(l(L,LI1)) .re. lBs(T/l(Ll,L)) * EpS^) cO TO 1OO

130 COTTIIUE

c

140 Â1 = 111 -SE

12 =l2l
IF (L .IE. LD) t(L,Ll{l) = -t(L,Ll{l)
G0 T0 160

C*+**+++**¡ttt*¡¡**¡t:¡ * t++*,t,t+¡t t+***+¡¡+ +***+*t¡¡:***** ** +* ¡¡+

C DETER¡{ITE DOTßLE SEIFT ZEROTE COLTJ¡{I OF A +

C**+** +*** **tt **¡¡¡¡t +*:¡:¡+*'r+ *+t,¡+:l+:¡t*+¡t*+:È¡Èt ** ** *,¡+ +:r +:t

150 LL2 = l(L,Ll) / 822

L22= l(L1,L1) /SZZ
812 = B(L,LI) /P22

tt = ((133 -111) r (144 - All) - A34 + A43 +A43 + 834 + Â11)

| / 
^21 

+ 112 -A11 r Bt2

L2 = (L22-111) - 121 *812 - (rSS -111) - (A44 -A11)

I +l,l3rgg+
13 = l(L1 +1, L1) / 8.22

c0 T0 160

Ctttttt+rtttttrttttt++*tt+tt**,r+
C lD EOC SEIFT I
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Cttl +**++'f *ttttrl*¡l*t¡3*:l*++*:r* t *++

155 Â1 = 0.0

42.= 1.0

A3 = 1.1605

180 ITS = IlS + 1

IF (.IOT.|{ATZ) L0R1 = LD

C:l¡i**+*'¡¡¡:¡¡l¡¡t++ tt**tt++ +'l +¡È*¡f *:È*

C XÀIr LOOP t
Ct*+*++ttt¡¡tttttt¡tt tttt t tt+¡¡+ +++

D0260K=L,XA
IOTLIS = K .XE. f,A .lID. ISE .Eq. 2
K1 =K+1
K2=K+2
Klll = lllr0(K-1,L)

LL = HIfO(Ef,K1+ISE)

IF (foTLlS) c0 T0 190

Ct:l + *+**+++t¡¡t+¡f t*tt'l*+:t+¡lt l+t:tt
c zEno l(K+1,K-1) +

Ct:l:¡*'¡+*+ **+:l**¡¡¡¡* * t¡l'l t+ +**:¡:¡* **

rF (K .EQ. L) c0 T0 170

11 = l(K,Klll)
a2 = l(Kl,KË1)

170 S=lBS(11)+rBS(r2)
rF (s .EQ. 0.0) c0 T0 70

Ul=lllS
U2=L2/S
B = SIGI(SQRT(U1IU1+U2*U2),U1)

Y1 = -(Ul+R) /B

Y2 = -U2 /\
U2=Y2/YL

c

D0180J=Kl{l,EI0Rf

T=l(K,J)+U2*l(K1,J)
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l(K,J)=A(K,J)+T+Vl
l(K1,J)=A(Kl,J)+T*V2
T=B(K,J)+U2+B(K1,J)

B(K,J)=B(K,J)+T+V1
B(Kl,J)=B(K1,J)+T*V2

180 COXTITI'E

c

IF (K.IE. L) A(K1,Kl{1) = o.o

c0 10 240

C+ *+:È:È* +¡l*'|+'¡¡¡ +:¡* t+++¡t**:È*¡t+rÈ+'t¡!'l¡¡:¡***¡t++¡t:l+:¡*

c zERo a(K+1,K-1) AXD l(K+2,K-1) +

c'È ¡¡'¡ + ¡t'* :i * * + + * + * *'r + + t * + :t * * t * + + :t * ¡ß * * + + + +,t :i :È :t + + :t :t

190 rF (K .EQ. L) c0 T0 2OO

11 = t(K,Kl{1)

t2 = t(K1,Kl{l)

À3 = t(K2,Kl{1)

2OO S = ABS(11) + IBS(A2) + ABS(A3)

rF (s .EQ. 0.0) co r0 260

Ul =Â1 ,/S
U2=L2/S
U3=Â3lS
R = SIGI(SQRT(U1+U1+U2*U2+U3+U3),Ul)

y1 = -(U1 +R) ,/ R

Y2 = -U2 /R

V3=-U3/R
U2 = V2 /Vt
U3 = V3 /Vl

c

D0 210 J = Kl{l, E¡0Rf

T = l(K,J) + U2 t t(K1,J) + U3 +A(K2,J)

l(K,J)=A(K,J)+t+Vt
l(Kl,J)=¡(Kl,J)+T*V2
l(K2,J)=l(K2,J)+TtV3
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T = 8(K,1) + U2 + B(K1,J) + U3 r B(K2,J)

8(K,J)=B(K,J)+T*vl
8(K1,J) = B(Kl,J) +T + v2

B(K2,J) = B(K2,J) +T + v3

2LO COTTIN'B

c

rF (K .EQ. L) c0 TO 220

Â(Kl,Klll) = 0.0

l(K2,Kll1) = 0.0

C+*+ t¡¡+++**tt¡lt++t+ *¡¡¡l +++¡¡+ *t +*++'¡++:¡* *+++++:i

c zERo 8(K+2,K+1) ÂrD B(K+2,K) +

Ct** ** *t*t¡¡+++***+r¡¡r++*:l'¡'¡* ¡t+t:t* + * +t t **¡¡++ +:r+

220 S = IBS(B(K2,K2)) + ABS(B(K2,K1)) + âBS(B(K2,K))

IF (S .Eq. 0.0) c0 T0 240

Ul = 8(K2 ,K2) / S

U2=B(K2,K1)/s
U3=B(K2,K)/S
R =SIGr (SQRT (U1+U1+U2+U2+U3*U3 ), U1 )

[l=-(Ul+R)/R
Y2=-U2/8,
V3 = -U3 /R

U2 = Y2 /Yt
U3 = V3 /V1

c

D0 230 I = L0R1, LL

T = l(I,K2) + U2 t l(I,K1) + U3 * Â(I,K)

l(I,f2) = A(I,K2) +T t Vl

l(I,Kl)=À(I,Kl)+TtV2
l(I,K) = l(f ,K) +T fV3

1= B(I,K2) + U2 r B(I,K1) + U3 r B(I,K)

B(I,K2) = B(I,K2) +T + Vl

B(I,Kl)=B(I,K1)+1tv2
B(I,K) = B(I,K) +1 *V3
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230 COITITUE

c

B (K2,1() = 0.0

8(K2,Kl) = o.o

rF (.r0T. t{ATz) c0 T0 240

c

D0235I=l,f
T = Z(I,K2) + U2 + 71¡,K1) + U3 * Z(I,K)
Z(f ,K2) = Z(I,K2) +T + V1

Z(I,K1)=Z(I,Kl)+T*V2
Z(Î,K) = Z(I,K) +T *V3

236 COTTITUE

Ct t ¡¡¡¡ * ** * **+*+*'¡* t ¡l ¡t+++:¡'l t¡¡¡l:¡t*+'¡ 'l

c zERo B(K+l,K) +

C+t¡¡**¡f tt*'l*!tr¡r¡ +:È+'¡'l't* * + ++* + t +:|'¡**

2+O S = IBS(B(K1,K1)) + ÂBS(B(K1,K))

IF (S .Eq. 0.0) c0 T0 260

U1 = 8(Kl ,Kt) / S

U2 = B(Kl ,K) / S

R =SIGI(SQRT (U1*U1+U2*V2),tJ t)
Y1=-(Ul+R)/R
Y2=-U2/R
U2 = Y2 /Yt

c

00250 I=LOBI,II
T=l(I,Kl)+U2rl(I,K)
l(I,trl) = t(I,K1) +T t Vl

l(I,K)=l(I,K)+TrV2
T=B(I,Kl)+U2*B(I,K)
B(I,Kl) = B(I,K1) +T t V1

B(I,K)=B(I,K)+Trv2
2EO COTTIN'E

c
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8(Kl,K) = 0.0

rF(.IoT.HAÎZ) G0 T0 260

c

00265I=l,f
T=Z(I,Xl)+U2+Z(I,K)
Z(I,K1) = Z(I,K1) +T * Vl

Z(I,K)=Z(I,K)+T*V2
255 COITITUE

c

260 CoITIn'E

C+++* *:¡+:¡ ++* ***'¡'¡+:¡ ++¡l +++i¡*

c ErD QZ STEP :r

Ctt++*+***+:t:l*+¡r*** +¡l¡¡ ¡È:¡:¡ +*

G0 T0 70

C+***t** *+¡¡:¡ +*:l*'¡+t +*+ t+:¡ t* * !¡:t't+*+ t**t *:¡:t*:t¡3*:l ¡¡ ¡¡'t*++'t t**:i

C SET ERROR -- ¡EITEER BOTTOII STIEDIAGOXAL ELEHETT +

C EAS BECOI{E IEGLIGIBLE TFTER 50 ITERÂTIOXS *

ct+ **:¡ ++'r+***'¡ ¡¡*¡¡+ +'t:¡+++'¡ ++ + t *** * * *+* ** ¡¡* +**¡¡:È*+ + +* * *+:3!t:¡

1OOO IERR = ET

Ct+ +++:¡ **+:¡¡¡ +¡l:¡'¡¡f **++:¡¡¡ *'|!È!t¡¡:¡:È*,t+**:¡¡i¡¡:i+*+:¡,i:t+ +,i+

c s^vE EpsB FoR usE By QZVAL ¡XD QZVEC r
Ct**++******¡¡+***:¡ *¡t'¡+*'È t *****+* t t *t+ *'¡ **'¡ * **:t+:¡:¡

1001 IF (r .cT. 1) B(X,1) = EPSB

RETURT

ETD

st BBouTIf E qzvll. (Il{, r, Â, B, AL!Î, ALFr, BETÂ, ll LTz,Z)

c

IIÎEGEB I, J,T,ET, II,Ill, If , TSU

REIL t(rll, r), B(m, r), llrR(r),llrr (r), BErl(r), z (xx, r)
REIL C, D, E, R, S, T, lr, Â1, a2, Bf , cq, cz,Df , DB, Er,TI, TR, U1, U2,

M, V2, 1 1 I, 1 1 1, 112, 12I, L2t, 
^22,Blt, 

B12, B22,SQI, SQR,

I SSI,SSR,SZI,SZR,l11I,l11B,l12I,L12R,L22I,A22R,EPSB

REIL SqRl,lBS,SIcf
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LOGIC¡L IIATZ

c

EPSB=B(f,1)

ISIJ= 1

C*+ *¡l'¡ ¡t¡¡¡È+'¡*¡l¡¡rl*¡l ¡¡¡È:: +¡È't++*'¡ *:|**:rrl+ +* ***'¡'t*:t+:¡t +,1+++***'tt+rt*:t

c FIID EIGEMLUES 0F QUISI-TRI^IGUL^R HATRTCES *
C FOR EX=X STEP -1 ttXTIL 1 D0 -- :r

C+t ****+:¡+'l'¡:l'l*¡È¡t**'¡¡t'l¡È+ ¡l:È¡i ++ +'rt¡l '¡*+tt+'|+**+:È**+:¡ 't¡i,t++::¡l++:¡,t

D0 510 lf=1,f
EX= I+1 -Xf,

Xl= EI-1

rF (rsu.EQ.2) c0 T0 505

IF (EI.EQ.1) c0 T0 410

rF (l(E¡,xa) .[E. 0.0) c0 T0 420

c* +* t *+*t*:¡:¡ '¡+ t t++ + *:¡* *:È* ***i¡* t*!t+ ***+t+'¡ +!t * ++:t+

C 1-BY-1 BLOCK, OXE REÂL ROOT :}

C++:¡ * +++ + +'¡'l t+*+*:¡+* *+* **'t't+* +++++*****+¡¡'t'¡ *+++:¡

410 
^LFR(EI) 

= A(EÍ,Ef,)

IF (B(E¡,EX) .LT. O.O) ALFR(EI) = -ALFR(E[)

BETI(EI) = ABS(B(EI,EÍ))

ILFI(EI) =0.0

c0 T0 510

C* * * * * * + * * ¡t ** +¡t ++ ¡¡ * rlt+ +:t+ ++ + * ¡r +

C 2 -BY- 2 BLOCK t
Cl** *+¡¡ +*+!¡:¡**:¡tttt + *t++++**:t+:t

420 rF (lBs(B(rl,rl)) .m. EpsB) c0 To 455

IF (ABS(B(ET,E¡)) .CI. EPSB)GO TO 430

11 = l(Ef,Ef)
12 = l(Ef,fA)
Bf = 0.0

c0 T0 {35

,130 lr = IBS (l(rl,rr)) + rBS(r(rl,Er)) + rBs(l(Er,n))
I + ABS(A(EI,ET))
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Br = t8s(B(rl,xA)) + rBs(B(rÄ,Ex)) + lBs(B(Er,EI))
All=^(fl,XA)/AX
112=r(fl,EI)/^f
L2!=l(Ef,fl)/Ax
L22=l(EX,Ef)/^X
811=B(IA,[A)/Bl
812=B(ft,Ex)/Bl
B22=B(EI,EI)/Bl
E = 111 /811

ET=L22/822
s=121 / (gtt+822)
7=(I22 -E+822) /SZZ
IF (ABS(E).LE. 

^BS(EI)) 
GO TO 431

E=Ef
1 = (111 -E * 811) / BLt

431 C=0.5*(T-S*812)
D=C+C+S*(412-ErB12)
rF (D.LT.0.0) c0 T0 480

C+++*++:t* ¡l t++*:¡ *+:¡¡t t +¡¡:¡*+*+¡¡'¡ +:l:¡ ***¡t¡¡* t++ +* **

C TIIO RETL ROOTS +

c zERo BoTE A(Er,rl) lrD B(Er,rr) +

C**+**++*+ t¡¡+t*'¡:i* *:l+'¡ *++ ***¡¡**:¡'tt+:t*'|**:3:t,t,¡*

E =E + (C+SIGT(SQRT(D),C))

111 = 111 -E tBll
It2 = 112 -E *812

L22 = L22 -E rB22

rF (lBs(111) + aBs(Â12) .LT.

r IBS(r21) + ÀBS(122)) cO To 432

11 = 112

A2 = 111

G0 T0 ¡[35

+32 Lt = L22

L2 = L2L
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Ct+ ++****t +tt+t¡t+t**:¡++'¡++* * * +:t*'r++

CEOOSE ATD APPLY REAL Z *

C*¡¡ ** **++*ttttttt*¡l**¡È*:¡ **+ ** ++¡¡+:¡:¡

435 S=tBS(tl)+l8s(12)

U1 =11 /S

U2=L2/S
R =SIGI(SQRT(U1*U1 + U2*U2),Ul)

Y1=-(U1+R)/R
Y2 = -U2 /8.

U2 = Y2 /Yt

204

440

D0 440 I = 1, Ef,

T=Â(I,EI)+U2*A(I,It)
A(I,Ef)=A(I,Ex)+T+v1
a(r,ll) = Â(r,x.t) + T +v2

T=B(I,EX)+U2*B(I,f^)
B(I,EI)=B(I,EX)+T+V1
B(I,fl)=B(I,XA)+T*v2
c0rlIruE

IF (.foT.HrTZ) c0 To 450

D0 4¡t5 f=l,f
T=Z(I,EI)+U2*Z(I,fl)
Z(I,Ef)=Z(I,EI)+Ttvl
Z(I,fl)=Z(I,IA)+TtV2

¿145 ColTIntE

450 rF (8r.8Q.0.0) co r0 475

rF (lt .LT. lBs(E)*Br) c0 10 455

l1=B (rA, fl )

12 = B(Ef,fl)
c0 T0 460
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455 l1=l(fl,fl)
A2 = l(Ef,Xt)

C'¡++*+:¡+*+*+:¡*¡3t'l* *t+¡** t t** **+'t¡¡'l *

c cEoosE lrD aPPLY REAL Q '¡

C + + +'È :r * * :| ¡¡ * t ¡l t ¡l + rl t ¡¡ :l + * ¡¡ + * + ¡È * :È :È * * + !t

4e0 s=lBS(11)+ABS(A2)

rF (s.Eq. 0.0) c0 T0 475

U1=tllS
U2 =12/S

R = SrGf, (SQRT(Ul*U1+U2+U2),U1)

t/!=-(Ul+R)/R
Y2 = -U2 /R

U2 =Y2 /YL

+70

476

D0 470 J=II,X

T=^(rl,J)+u2+Â(Ex,J)
Â(fl,J)=A(XA,J)+t*vt
l(Ef,J)=l(Ef,J)+t*VZ
T=B(¡1,¡)+u2+B(EI,J)
B(rl,J)=B(rt,J)+T*vl
B(EI,J)=B(EX,J)+T+V2

COTTITUE

Â(Ef,Il) =0.0

B(Ef,fl) =0.0

ÄLFR(rl) = l(Il,Xl)
ILFR(EI) = t(EI,EI)
rF (B(rl,rl).LT. 0.0) ILFR(rl)

IF (8(EI,ET) .LT.O.O) ALFR(EI)

BETI(rl) = ABS(B(Ir,It))

BEll(Er) = ABS(B(Er,EI))

rLFI(Er) = 0.0

llFr(rl) = 0.0

= -ILFR(XÂ)

=-IIJR(Er)
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c0 T0 505

C¡l*¡t **:!'l *+:t+++*:¡¡¡+:¡+ **+'|* ¡¡ ¡¡ * *+

C Tfo CoI{PLEX R00TS I
C**t+¡t + 'tt*+¡¡ *tr¡ +* ¡¡:¡¡¡+:¡ +'l¡¡:t++*¡¡

480 E =E +C

EI = SQRT(-D)

l1lR=111-E*811
l11I = EI tB1l

Â12R=112-E+812
l12f = EI +812

I22B=L22-ErB22
I22T = EL +822

rF(ÂBS(^11R) + 
^BS(A11r) 

+ IBS(r12R)

r aBs(r21) + ABS(^22R) + ABS(r22r) )

11 = l12R

A1I = l12I
12 = -111R

L2f = -111I

G0 T0 485

482 11 = l22R

lll = l22I
L2 = -L2l
l2I = 0.0

Ctrtt**¡rt:rt¡¡¡¡¡| 'l+¡l¡¡+t¡l+:¡ *¡¡+¡l+*'t

C CEoOSE CoIIPLEI Z +

Ctttl++¡ltt'ltlt¡|lt+t:t'l¡l+++:l+'|+

485 CZ = SQRT(11*t1+l1Irl1I)

rF (cz.Eq. 0.0) c0 T0 487

szR = (rr+tz +a1lr L2I) /cz

SZI = (11+l2I - l1I+ L2) /CZ

R = SQRT(CZ*CZ + SZR +SZR +SZf+SZI)

CZ=CZ/È

SZß = SZn /B

+ ABS(A12I).LT.

G0 T0 482
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SZI = SZf /È

c0 T0 490

487 SZR = 1.0

SZI = 0.0

+90 rF (l¡ .LT. (IBS(E) +EI) *Br) cO TO 4s2

LI = CZ tBl1 + SZR *812

l1I = SZI *Bt2

L2 = SZ8, +822

L2I = SZL *822

G0 T0 495

492 ll = CZ r 
^11 

+szR * A12

A1I=SZI+It2
L2 = CZ + 

^21 
+SZB t L22

A2I=SZLrI22
C*+ ++*tlt *++*'¡¡¡ * *++ + * +¡|+**:t* * ++

c cEOOsE COIPLEI Q +

Ct ++++ ****** *+¡t+**¡¡¡¡:r****:**+++

495 CQ = SQRT(41+^1+^1I+l1I)

rF (CQ.EQ. 0.0) c0 T0 4e7

SQR = (11 * Â2 + 
^1I 

* l2f) / Cq

SqI = (11 *Â2I - l1I + 12) / Cq

R = SQRT(CQICQ+SQR+SQR+SQI+SQI)

CQ=CQlR

SQR = SQR /R

SQI = SqI /R

G0 T0 500

+ST SQR = 1.0

SQI = 0.0

cl*tt+++¡lü+:t+tlt+ +'¡++¡t¡¡*:¡***+¡¡¡t¡t+ttttt'¡++t**'lt¡¡¡r++++**+

C COIIPUTE DIAGOTAL ELEHETTS TEAT TOULD RESIILT *

C IF ÎR¡ISFORIIÀTIOIS TERE APPLIH) +

Ct t t ++ + + * t tt t * t ttt t +++ it¡t ++ + + + ++ I I +r¡ I,l + t*tlt*t tt ¡t +t++t,|

500 SSR = SQR r 52¡ + SQI , SZI
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SSI=SQB*SZI-SQI*SZB
I=1
TR = CQ I CZ + Â11 + CQ + SZn r Â12 + SQR* CZ * L27

I +SSR*A22

TI = CQ + SZI * 412 - SQI + CZ + 
^21+ 

SSI + I22

DR = CQ + CZ + 811 + Cq + SZR r 812 + SSR r 822

DI = CQ *SZI * 812 + SSI + 822

c0 T0 503

802 I=2
TR = SSR + 

^11 
- SQR * CZ *^12 - Cq * SZR + 

^21I +CQ+CZ+I22

TI = -SSI * 1,11 - SQI +CZ + Â12 + CQ + SZt * I2L

DR = SSR + 811 - SQR * CZ + Bt2+ CQ + CZ * l22
Dr = -ssl + 811 _ SQI * CZ * 812

503 T =Tr*DR_TR+DI
J=fl
IF (T .LT. 0.0) J= EX

R = SQRT( DR*DR+DIIDI)

BETI(J)= BX *R

ALFR(J) = lr + (TR * DB + Tf + DI) / R

fLfI(J)=AI*T,/R
rF (r .Eq. 1) c0 T0 502

505 IST=3-ISY
510 COITIII'E

RETURT

ETD

c

SUBROUTIIE QZVEC(TH,I, A,B,ÂLFR,ÂLFI, BETT, Z)

c

ITTEGER r, J, K, Ë, r, Er, rI, JJ, XA, Il{, ¡r, rsl, Enl2

REIL A(rH,r) ,B(rt{,r) ,lL¡R(r) ,tLFr(r),BETÂ(I) ,Z(rH,r)
BEIL D, q, R, S, T, l, I, y,Dr, DR, Rl, RR, Sl, Tr, TR, T1, T2, 11, 11,ZZ,Z!,
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1 ÂLFH , ALTI , AL¡{R, BETI{ , EPSB

RE,ÀL SQRT,ABS

c

EPSE=B(f,1)

ISI=1

clt++ttt+++¡l+tt:l:¡+*:t+:¡:t * :t++++¡¡++++**¡t***t**

C FOR ET=T STEP -1 UXTIL 1 DO -- +

ct*+*t**++¡¡+,ttt+¡¡:t*+t+*'r **++:¡:¡*++*t**¡¡ ++¡l++

D0 800 ff=l,f
EI=X+ 1-ff
fl=EI-1

rF (rsc.EQ.2) G0 To 795

IF (ÂLFr(Er).rE.0.0) c0 T0 710

Ctt*****t*'tt**+¡¡**'¡ + *t*¡¡*:tt t t t+'¡ t*:r+

C REAL VECTOR

Ct¡¡¡¡tttt+ +*+ *¡l¡¡:¡,¡¡¡*:f t:¡ ¡¡+ * ** * t * *++¡¡*t

H=Ef

B(Er,Er)=1.0

rF (rl.Eq.o) c0 T0 8oo

rLFH=ILFR(ll)

BETI{=BETI(Ë)

C** ++++¡l¡¡'f tt++*++**:¡:t++*rt*'tt + ***+*+,¡**¡¡++¡t

C FOR I=EI.I STEP -1 I,XTIL 1 DO -- I
C+'¡+:¡:¡*:¡*¡f t*tt¡¡*'¡*t¡¡¡¡:f +**:¡***:¡+t**¡¡t¡f ¡¡:l *:tt

D0 700 II=1,I1
I=Ef-II
f=BETHrl(I, I ) -lLFtl*B( I, I )
R=0.0

c

D0 610 J=l{,Ef

610 R=R+(BETXIA(I,J)-¡I.FIIt8(I,J))*B(J,E¡)

c

rF (I.EQ.1.0R.rsr.EQ.2) c0 T0 630
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IF (BE-Itl+I(I,I-1).EQ.o.o) cO TO 630

ZZ=ï

S=&

c0 T0 690

630 ll=I

rF(rsr.EQ.2) c0 TO 640

Ct*+* ++ t *+ +:¡'|**++ t t+**+++ ++ *:t,f :t*¡t **
C REAL 1-BY-1 BLOCK *

c*'3't+*tt *+*t+ tt+++ +,¡ +* +++:¡:È + * **+¡t¡¡+

T=T

IF(r.8Q.0.0) l=sP53

B (I , Ex) =-R,/T

c0 T0 700

C*** +* ** *+** +'¡'¡ tt*:t'i:r:¡:¡ ** +*,¡:È¡t+:¡* * t,¡

C REAL 2-8Y.2 BLOCK *

C+*+ ** t+**¡¡* * ++:|:f * * ¡t+¡¡*++ +* * !t,tt+*+ **

640 I=BETll*t(I,I+1)-ALFI{*B(I,I+1)

Y=BETH+A(I+1,I)

q=9fzZ-I+Y

T= (X*S-ZZ*R) /Q

B(I,Er)=T

rF(rBs(r).LE.ABs(ZZ)) co ro eso

B(I+1,8r)=(-R-Y*T) /\
c0 T0 690

650 B(I+1,8I)=(-S-Y+T)/ZZ

690 ISI=3-IST

700 co¡TlnE

C+++ + +t t t +tt tt I ++ * t * t¡¡ + * + +:¡ * + ¡¡ t+ !t * +¡t *

C ETD REAL VECTOR *

Ctt:t+'¡t¡¡++*t*¡¡+*:¡+ ++**++'¡:¡'t***¡¡+*t*+l

c0 T0 800

Ctlt+**+ t*+lt*¡l't¡l¡¡:¡¡¡'t++*¡r¡¡++++++:¡,¡t*t

c collPLEI vEcloR r

2r0
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cl * * * t t t * * tt * ¡¡ t *:¡'¡ t + ++ :t + * * * :t + + * t + * t+ +

710 Ë=fl

lIJfß=IIJR(H)

ILII=II.FI(tl)
BETI{=8ETl(H)

C t + + + ¡f * + + * ++ * t¡l *¡¡ + + **+ ¡¡ * * + ¡¡ :¡ + :t ** !t + ++ t ¡l * t'¡ ** + * * * ++ +* * +

C LAST VECTOR COI{POXE¡T CEOSET IHTGIXTRY SO *

C EIGEIVECTOR I{ATRII IS TRITTGI'LIR +

ct**:t*+:3¡¡*tt*tt¡¡+:t't*+*¡r+ t*t ¡r**:¡****t¡¡¡tt+¡¡:r+*+:¡:t++++ **

Y=BETll*l (EX, Xl)

B(Il, rl) =-lLItI*B (Ef,, EE) /Y

B ( IA, EI ) = (AL!{R*B ( EX, E[ ) -BETI{*A ( E[, Ef ) ) /Y

B(Ex,lt)=o.o

B(Er,Er)=1.0

EIH2=fl-1

rF (Em2.Eq.o) G0 To 795

ct**** +*+ *¡¡++t¡¡*+*+*:¡*:t * * *+ +++*:¡ * t++* t* +*++:i'¡+'¡**,¡+*:¡+

C FOR I=ET-2 STEP -1 UÍTIL 1 DO -- +

Ct++*** ** ++¡l+ t**'¡ *t*¡3:l *'¡r¡*+ t t+*+¡t:t+t¡¡r¡'|'¡++¡¡+!¡:¡ *,¡'t+****

D0 790 II=1,EXl{2

I=fl-II
ï=BETI{+Â (I, I ) -ILIR+B (I, I )
f1=-ÂLllItB (I, I)
Rl=O.0

Sl=0.0

c

D0 760 J=H,EI

I=BETIITI(I, J).ALHB*B (I, J)

I1=-lIJlItB (I , J)

RI=RI+I*B ( J, TA).I1IB ( J, EI)

St=Sl+I+B(J, Ef) +I1+B (J, ft)
760 COITIN'B

c
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rF(r.EQ.1.0R.rSC.EQ.2) G0 T0 770

rF(8ETt{*l(I,r-1).8Q.0.0) c0 T0 770

ZZ=Y

Zt=YL

R=Rl

S=Sl

ISI=2

G0 T0 790

770 ll=f

IF(ISï.EQ.2) C0 T0 780

C***** +++t+¡¡¡t t *¡t** ***'t:t:¡ **** * + *+:t'¡¡t+:ti¡**'¡+ t *

C COI{PLEI 1-BY-1 BLOCK +

C++:¡ ¡¡:l'È ¡3¡l+ *¡¡** **** * * ** *:¡ '**'t+ +* ** ++*+**:¡:t*:t:t+

TR=-Rl

TI=-Sl

773 DR=l

DI=91

Ct++ *+++*++*tt+ ++ +:¡ t,|+ t * +:ß:ß:t*'t¡i++:¡:l* *t+++**'t ++ + ++¡¡*

C COI{PLEI DIVIDE (T1,T2)=(TR,TI)/(DR,DI) +

c*+++****t+t+*:¡*¡t:t*+**'r!r+ *+:¡ ** *¡È¡t+ +'¡¡¡'!*:¡:¡+++:¡¡¡'t:t t:È¡¡

775 IF(ABS(DI).GT.ABS(DR)) GO TO 777

R8=DIlDR

D=DR+DI+BR

f!=(TR+TI+RR)/D

T2=(TI-TR*RR)/D

G0 T0 (787,782),ISr

777 RR=DR/DI

D=DR*RR+DI

f !=(lR*RR+fi.)/D

f!=(TI+RR-TR)/D

c0 T0 (787,782),rsr

ct++t++*!¡t¡lt't:t***t +:¡*:¡*¡¡ +++*+t++t'ltttrltt++++

C COIIPLEI 2.BY-2 BLOCK :I
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Ctt*++tt¡l l¡ t¡t+:tt+'l * *+++:l'l *+* *:t'i*:l't:¡¡¡*+++ +***:¡

780 I=BETll*l(I, f+1 )-AII{R*B(I, I+1 )

I1=-ALI{ItB (I , I+ 1 )

Y=BETII*I(I+1, I)
TR=Y+R]t-l*R+ï1*S

TI=Y+SÂ-l*S-f1+R

DR=Y+ZZ-Yt*21-I+Y

DI=U+21+11 +ZZ-lt*Y

IF (DR.EQ.0.0.lfD.DI.EQ.0.0) DR=EPSB

G0 T0 775

782 B(r+1,r1)=¡1

B(I+1,EX)=T2

fSH=1

rF(lBs(y).cr.lBs(rJ)+ABS(u1)) co ro 785

ÎR=-RÂ-I+B (I+1 , TA) +I1+B ( I+1 , EX)

TI=-SA-X+B (I+1, EX) -I1*B (I+1, rÂ)

G0 T0 773

785 T1= (-R-ZZ*B (L+t, Il) +21*B (I+1, Er) ) /y
l)= (-s-zz*B( I+ 1, Ef, ) -21*B ( I+ 1,X 

^) 
) /y

787 B(I rft)=11
B(I,EI)=T2

790 Co¡TITUE

Cl * +* * + t * * ¡i+ * ¡¡ + *+ !t+ * *+ :t + :t tt + + t *+:l * ** + + +

C ETD CO¡{PLEI VECTOR +

ct+tt+*'r*tt*ttttt*****tt*+t++t+t+t+t**t
795 ISf=3-ISf

8OO COTTIII'E

Ct*+t*++t+*+**++++++'È*++++¡¡**,¡,t++*+t+**+tt+++t+++*¡¡'l*+

C EID BACK SIESTITTITIOI +

C TRIISFOR¡I TO ORIGITAL COORDITÂTE SYSTEII +

C FOR J=X STEP -1 tfTIL 1 D0 -- +

ct + ++rÈ'r* ¡¡ t¡t* t * t*r¡ t * ¡t +|l * ¡¡ + ¡|t++ +,¡t¡¡ t¡t* + * ttt t tt *tt*t t+ ¡t +t

D0 880 JJ=l,f

2r3
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J=f+ 1-JJ

c

D0 880 l=l,f
ZZ=Q.0

c

D0 800 K=l,J

860 ZZ=ZZ+Z(I,K)+B(K, J )

Z(I,l'¡=27

880 CoXTIII'E

C+++++¡f +++t¡¡*:t'¡:l** *¡t'È¡3 +*¡f :f ** ++:¡* * t'¡+**¡¡*'i*+++¡l't t + +t * * * ***

C XOR¡IALIZE SO TEAT I{ODULUS OF LARGEST *

C C0IIPOXEIT 0F EACE VECT0R IS 1 +

C (IST IS 1 IXITIALLY FROI.I BEFOBE) +

C* 't*tt*+¡l +*+!¡*'¡*¡¡*'r***:È+'¡*¡¡ *¡¡ * *+:¡ !¡ ** *+ + *+'Èt'l:¡t * * + *+:Í*+ **¡i

D0 960 J=1,f

D=0.0

IF(rSr.EQ.2) C0 T0 e2o

rF(rLFr(J).XE.0.0) c0 T0 s45

D0 890 I=1,f
IF(lBS(Z(I, J) ) . cT.D) D=IBS(Z(I, J) )

890 COITIN'E

c

DO 900 f=1,f
9O0 Z(r,J)=Z(r.,J)lD

c

G0 T0 950

c

920 D0 930 f=1,f
R=IBS(Z(I, ¡-1 ) ) +ABS(Z(f ,J))
IF(R. fE. 0. 0)R=R*SQRT( (Z(I, J-t) /R)++2+

r (z(r,J)/R)r*2)

IF(R. GT.D) D=B

930 COITIII'E

214
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c

D0 940 l=l,f
Z(I,J-t)=Z(I,J-1)/D
Z(I , J)=Z(L , J) /D

9+O COTTIIUE

c

9{5 I5ï=3-IST

950 CorTIftE

c

RETURX

EID

215

8.6 Program for transforming correlated data to

uncomelated variables

c***:¡¡¡¡¡:t++ *+t + +++++'¡+¡¡ * ¡t+*++¡t* *¡t++++*++++++:¡:¡+*+*++**¡t,f +,¡:t+

C TEIS PROGRIII TOR¡{ÂLIZES TBE CORRELITED IXPUT DATA Af,D +

C TRTXSFORT{S TEEI{ TO UXCORRELATED VIRIÂBLES *

C++*+** *++t+t*+**+¡¡+:¡+ * *:¡+:¡*'¡* *+++*+*+*+*t+ +++*:¡t:¡:t:t + + **t+:¡

PIRIüETER(rP= 12 )

DrHErSror urlrB(3000),ur2rB(3000),psrfB(3ooo,rp),

1 UÎlB(3000),Ur2B(3000),psrB(3000,xp),zR(rp,xp),

2 ZRT(rp,tp),cfB(3000,rp),cB(3ooo,rp),rüEÄrrB(rp),

3 IHEATE (IP ), IIIETX (XP ), VTRTB (¡P ), VTRB (TP ), VIR(¡P )

OPEI (2 , P¡¡6= I 12 t ¡

OPE¡(3, FILE= 'f3' )

OPEI ({, FILE= 'f6 ' )

OPEI(5,FILE='f8')

OPEI(6,FILE='tg')

C REID IT RTT DAÎA
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BErD(2,135)rf8E8l

135 FoR¡íAÎ(r{)

D0 101 J+1,fIBEEl

BErD ( 2, 25 ) t¡T1r8 ( J ), UT2XB ( J ), (psrrB ( J, t ), r= 1, Xp )

101 CoITITUE

26 F0R¡tl1(2(F4.2,2X),2(/,6(F8.2,2t)),/,2(F6.2,2r),/)

RE¡D(3, 135)TBEE

D0 15 J=l,IBEE

REID ( 3, 25 )UTIB ( J ), tn2B ( J ), (pSrB ( J, I ), l=1, rp )

15 CoXTITUE

D0 199 J=l,XP

199 REID(4,230) (ZR(J,K),K=1,f,P)

230 FoRüAT(4(/,3(E13.5, 2r) ) )

C CALCI'LTTE IIEA¡S AID VIRIAICES OF RAU DTTA

D0 903 I=1,fP

II{EIXXB(I)=0.0

II{EIXB(I)=0.0

D0 902 J=l,IIBEEÂ

902 II{EAIIB(I)=il{ETXXB(I)+PSIIB(J, I)
D0 802 J=1,IBEE

802 IllElIB(I)=IllElXB(I )+PSIB( J, I)
IHEII ( I ) =IllEl¡rB( I ) +I¡{EIXB ( I )

Il{ElI ( I ) =IHETI( I ) /FLOIT(IIBEEI+IBEE)

903 CoTTITUE

D0 905 I=l,fP
YIRXB (I ) =0.0

VIBE(I)=0.0

D{¡ 90e J=I,IIBEEI

90€ vlR¡B ( I ) =VrRrB ( I ) + (PSIIB ( J, I ) -I¡rEl¡ (I ) ) *+Z . O

D0 806 J=l,IBEE

806 VABB ( r ) =VrR8 (r ) + (pSrB ( J, r ) -mEl¡( r ) ) ++Z . O

VIR( I ) =VIRIB ( I ) +vlRB (I )

Vtß( I ) =VrR(r ) / (Eorr (IIBEü+IBEE ) -1 . 0)

216
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905 Co¡lInE
c

C CALCULÀTE VAB-COVAR I{TTRICES FOR BEE,IO¡-BEE AXD

C UXCLISSIFIED DATÂ

D0 10 I=1,IBEE

D0 4 K=I,IP

PSIB ( I, K) = (PSIB (I, K ) -Il{ElI(K) ) /sqRT(vlB(K) )

4 COTTIIT'E

10 CO¡TITUE

D0 11 f=l,XXBEEA

D0 6 K=1,fP

PsIrB ( I, K ) = (PSIIB ( I, K) -xl{EAf, (K ) ) /SQRT (VAR(K ) )

0 coxTIxuE

11 CoTTIXUE

D0 166 I=1,fP

D0 166 L=l,fP

ZRT(I,L)=ZR(L,I)

166 CoXTIII'E

D0 66 I=1,ffBEEl

D0 ee K=1,XP

SUI{=O.

D0 88 L=l,fP

88 STIII=STDI+PSIIB(I,L) TZR(L, K)

CfB(I,K)=SUll

66 COITIII'E

D0 661 I=1,fBEE

D0 661 K=l,fP

SUll=0.

D0 881 L=1,fP

881 SUIí=SUI{+PSIB(I, L) +ZR(L,K)

CB(l,X)=SUX

661 CorTInE

rtITE (5, 135)ffBEEl

217
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D0 1010 J=l,lfBEBl

rRrrE (5, 27 )UT1IB ( J ), UT2XB ( J ), (CrB ( J, ¡ ), r= 1, Xp )

1010 corTIrItE

URITE(6, 135)TBEE

D0 150 J=l,IBEE

TRrrE(6, 27)uTlB ( J ), Ur2B ( J), (CB (J, ¡ ), t=l, Xp)

150 COTTITUE

27 FoR¡llT(2 (F+.2,2\) ,2(/ ,6(F8.2,2t)) , /,2(F6. 2,2r.) ,/)
c27 FoRt{lT(2(F+.2,2t),6(/,6(810.4,2t)),/,F8.2,/,F6.2,/ /)
STOP

ETD

C*t***+t+*+++'|**t*'t*'t+ tt+'¡¡t+++*:|***+¡¡¡t t:t+:t,¡ttt¡t+t++++:F** t+¡t

C TEIS PR0GR l{ C^LCULATES ¡0R!íÂLIZED (d_tnn})e FOR TEE +

C BEEIVIOUR ATD TOT-BEEAVIOT'R CLÂSSIFICATIOTS t
Ct¡¡*¡r*+¡t'¡¡lt'l+t+**+:|*tt**¡r!¡+¡¡+¡¡:¡*!¡:¡:¡¡¡:¡++*¡r**:l'¡:È¡**'¡*¡¡ *++:l+**+

c * * *t I + + + + + :¡'t t t+ +:È * ++ ¡t + + tt ++ + :¡lt:rt:|+ ¡¡ * * + + * I ¡i ++ + + :¡ +* !¡ :¡

C* :¡

C t KOIJOGOROV-S!{IRIOV TEST *

C* +

C * * * * + + t + + ¡¡ * ¡¡ t *'¡ t :t + * * * +'¡ + +'r + + *:t + * + * + + + :¡ :¡ :¡ * + + + + + + + * :¡'¡

c

PROGR¡¡I KS1TO

c

c

C Kohogorov-Sriruov Tcat, rhcrc D ia Dr,n

C to ttlt tor a diffcrcncc in pararctcr di¡tributiou¡

218

8.7 Program for calculating normalized sensitiv-

ity indices
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c

C DATI1 = *1 rct of data

C DATI2 = *2 sct of data

C 11 = Icngth of DATA1

C 12 = longth of DATÂ2

C D = f,}r,n (tcet paraneter)

C PR0B = cdf probability
c

c

II{PLICIT REAL (A-E,O-Z)

II{PLICIT IXTEGER (I-¡)
DMEXSIoT DITA1 (9999) ,DÂTA2(9999) ,DD( 1OO) ,

1DATAXB (3000, 100), DAT^BE (3000, 1OO ), pp ( 1OO ),
2ErG (t2, 12), DErc( 12),SErc( 12)

0PEI(5, FILE='f8' )

0PEf (0 , FILE= 'f9' )

0PEr(7,FILE='f6')

oPEr(8,FILE= 'f10 ' )

OPEI (7, FILE=' F1. DIT' )

OPEI(8, FILE=' F2. DIT' )

YRrTE (8,90)

D0 144 J=1,12

REID(7,230) (EIc(J,K),K=1, 12)

RErD(5, {50) Jt
D0 500 I=1,J1

REfD(5,650) (DlTlxB(I, rp) ,fp=1, 14)

corlln E

REID(6,{50) JB

D0 e00 I=1,J8

REID(6,550) (DlTrBE(I, IP) ,tP=1 , 14)

cofTrtt E

2r9

c

c

t1+
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D0 400 fP=1,14

D0 700 I=1,Jf
DrTÄ1 ( I ) =D^TAIB(I, XP)

COTTITUE

f1=JI

D0 800 f=1,J8

DtTl2 ( I ) =DÂTÂBE ( I, IP)

COTTIN'E

f2=JB

ïRITE (*,92)

CALL SORT(X1,DATA1, XP)

SBITE (+,94)

crLL soRT(x2,D^tT^2, [P)

ïRITE (+,95)

D0 60 f=l,I1
TRITE (7,250) DÂTA1(I)

COXTITUE

D0 e0 I=1,I2
rRrrE (8,250) DATI2(r)

COTTITUE

'RITE 
(*,90)

EI1=f1

E!]2=12

J 1=1

J2=l

F01=0.

F02=0.

D=0.

IF (J1.LE.T1.ATD. J2.LE.12) ÎEEI

IF (DTTA1(J1) .LÎ.DATA2(J2) ) TEET

220

c

c

c

c

c

c

c50

c

c

c60

c

c
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Ff,1=J1lEf1

DT=ll{tI 1 (lBs (Fr1-F02 ), ÂBS (F0 1-F02 ) )

IF (DT.GÎ.D) D=DT

F01=Ffl

J 1=J 1+1

ELSE

Fl2=J2/Íî12

DT=ÂI{AI1 (l3S (FI2-F01 ) , ABS (F02-F01 ) )

IF (DT.GT.D) D=DT

F02=FX2

J2=J2+l

ETD IF

GOTOl

ETD IF

c

c

c

c

c

{00

PROB=PROBKS ( SQRT (E[ 1 *EI2 / (EÍ L+EX2 ) ) +D )

PP (XP ) =PR0B* 100

DD (xP) =0*tOO

ïRITE (*, 120) D+100.

722

COTTITUE

Dx¡1=DD ( 1 )

Dllf2=DD(2)

DO 722 I=3,{0

DD(I-2)=DD(I)

PP (I-2) =PP(I )

c0flIruE

DO 411 K=1,L2

SUil=O.0

D0 443 J=1,12

Sllt=SUtl+lBS (EIC( J, K) )

221
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SEIG (K) =Sttll

+++ cofTrnE

D0 1111 J=L,t2

SUI{=0.0

D0 1112 K=1,72

c stll=sut{+(g¡61¡,K)**2.0)+DD(K)

SUI{=SUil+IBS (EIc( J , K) ),/sEIc (K¡ rOO (K)

t7t2 c0rTlnE

DEIG(J)=Stttl

1111 COITIIT'E

DO 2222 J=l,12

D=DEIG(J)/100.0

PR0B=PRoBKS ( SQRT ( Er 1 +Et2 / (Et L+EI2 ) ) *D )

PP(J) =PRoBrloo. o

2222 CoIÎIIUE

SII=SQRT (EI t+Ex2 / (EÍL+EI2 ) )

D0 1201 lO(I=1,12

1201 0ErG (rc(r ) =DEIG (tßr ) /1 . 36*S¡X/100

SUI{=O.0

D0 3333 J=t,t2
3333 SIll{=SUll+DEIG(J)

DllElI=SUll/12. 0

YRITE(8,332) JB, Jr

rRrTE(8, 133) DHrl,DHr2

TßITE(8,333)

D0 33{ fP=l,12

rRrTE(8, 335)rP,DErc(rP), PP(rP)

334 CoITInTE

rRrrE(8,552) DXErf

c

ïBITE (8,*¡ '"t*ifica¡cc lovcl criticaL D value'

Df=1 .63/Sfft100

fl=99

222
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ïRITE (8,260) rl,D¡
Df=1.36/5II+100

XÅ=95

URITE (8,260) TA,DI

Dl=!.22/SlI*100

Xl=90

rRrTE (8,260) ¡A,Dr

Df=1 .O7lSff*100

fA=80

rRrTE (8,260) [^,DX

c

C 4OO COXTIIUE

c

90 FoR¡I¡T ('Kolnogorov - Snirnov t6st of 2 digtributious,/)
C 92 F0R¡llT ('aorting *t ...')
C 94 FOnülT ('sorting *2...')
C 95 FORIAT ('rriting sort€d data setg to F?.D^T fiLeg ...,)
C 96 FOB¡{fT ('calculating Dn,n . . . ')
C L2O FOR!{^T ('value of Du,n = ',F8,4,"/,')
t20 FoRIIT (F8.4)

250 FoRt{lT (F15.8)

zeo FoRlllT ( 10I , 12, 10¡,F7. 4,' %')

450 FoRüIT (r{)
550 FoBürr(2(F+.2,2t),2(/,6(Fi.2,2t)),/,2(F6.2,2t),/)
c550 FoRHlr (2(F4.2,2t),6(/,6(E10.4,2r)),/,rg .2,/,Fø.2,//)
332 FoRlltT (2I ,'¡=r,I4,3I, r¡="14)

333 FOR¡{AT (/ ,2I , 'PÂRâIIEf,ER' ,5I , 'D[,tr')
335 FoßtlT (5r,12,8r,F6 .2,2X.,F5. 1)

133 FOR¡llT ('DHrl=,,F5.1,3I,'DËr2="F5.1)

552 FoRlllT (5I,,HEAI"6r,F5.2)

230 FoR¡{lr(+(/,3(E13.5,2X)))

c

s10P

223
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ETD

c

SUBROUTITE SORT(¡, RA, XP)

224

c

c

c

8orta pa¡¡¡¡ct€r valucs for cal.culatilg the cdf

DIHETSIoÍ Rl(9999)

L=I/2+t

IR=f

10 CO¡TIIUE

IF (L.GT.1) TEEX

L=L-1

RRA=RI(L)

ELSE

RRr=Rl(IR)

R¡(IR)=Rr(1)

IR=IR-1

IF (IR.EQ.1) TEEX

Rr(1)=RRr

RETI'B¡

EID IF

ETD IF

I=L

J=L+L

20 IF (J.LE.IR) TEET

IF (J.LT.IR) TEET

IF (RT(J).LT.RA(J+1)) J=J+1

ETD IF

IF (RBA.Ll.BT(J)) TEET

Rr(I)=M(J)

I=J

J=J+J
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ELSE

J=fR+ 1

ETD IF

G0 T0 20

ETD IF

Rl(I ) =RRl

G0 10 10

EID

F'UICTIOT PROBKS (ALÂ}I)

L2=-2. *llll{+*2
FIC=2.

PBOBKS=0.

TERI{BF=0.

D0 11 J=1,100

TERI{=FtC*EIP (A2* J+*2 )

PR0BKS=PR0BKS+TER¡{

IF (ABS(TERü) .LT.O.OO1*TER¡IBF) RETURX

FÂC=-FlC

TERI{BF=IBS (TER¡{)

COITIIT'E

PROBKS=1.

RETURI

ETD

225

c

c
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